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Holiaay to
alter garbage
pickup in city

NOVEMBER 16, 2000

THURSDAY

)it meets with local educators

Because of the Thanksgiving holiday, garbage pickup will
run one day in advance in
some areas during the week
of Nov. 20-25.
Customers who are scheduled for pickup on Tuesday.
Wednesday and Thursday are
asked to set their garbage out
one day in advance.
For more information, call
the Murray Sanitation Department at 762-0380.

State court
examines
privacy case
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Supreme Court
on Wednesday took up a case
in which student privacy rights
are weighed against the public's interest in knowing how
schools handle discipline.
Specifically, the court must
decide whether the Hardin
County school district was justified in denying a newspaper's request for information
on disciplinary actions. A circuit court judge said it was.
The attorney general and the
state Court of Appeals said it
was not.
The case pits Hardin County schools against The NewsEnterprise of Elizabethtown.
The school district contends
it is bound by a federal law
that forbids release of information that identifies or is
"easily traceable" to specific
students. The newspaper says
no student could be identified
with the information it requested.
- Using- the Kentucky Open
Records Act, reporter J. Kyle
Foster asked for a breakdown
of disciplinary cases by school,
year of occurrence, type of
action and reason for action.
Foster conceded that students'
names were confidential and
did not ask for them.
Hardin County Superintendent Lois Gray gave Foster
a compilation of actions by
the school board. Each student's name was blotted out,
as were school name, grade,
age, race and type of offense.
An attorney general's opinion said school name and category of offense should be
released. On appeal, Hardin
Circuit Judge T. Steven Bland
sided with the school district's
• argument that such information could be cross-referenced
with school directories to identify students who had been
expelled.
The Court of Appeals
reversed Bland's ruling in a
2-1 decision. And in the hearing Wednesday, some of the
justices questioned whether the
district's scenario was farfetched.
Chief Justice Joseph Lambert and Justice James Keller
said a student might transfer
or drop out, and mere omission of the student's name
from the next school directory would not be proof of expulsion.
The justices did not indicate when they would make
a ruling.

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo
Kentucky Commissioner of Education Gene Wilhoit conducted a question-and-answer session
with more than 100 area teachers, administrators and parents Wednesday in the Murray State
University Curris Center Ballroom.

(AP)- With court cases pending and countywide hand recounts
in dispute, Florida's contested election and the battle for the White
House remain as unpredictable as
ever following an unusual longdistance exchange between Al Gore
and George W. Bush.
"I don't know what the final
results will show," Gore said
Wednesday night as he suggested

a statewide hand recount of Florida's 6 million votes as a way to
achieve a "fair and final" result
without further legal maneuvering.
"The outcome of this election
will not be the result of deals or
efforts to mold public opinion,"
Bush countered a few hours later
in rejecting the vice president's
suggestions. Hand recounting,
which Gore wants, "introduces

human error and politics into the
vote-counting process," Bush said.
Bush holds a 300-vote lead over
his rival in Florida, the state that
will hand one man or the other a
majority of the Electoral College
and the keys to the White House.
Overseas ballots are to be counted Saturday.
The prospect of continued legal
battles was underscored Thursday

by Sen. Joseph Lieberman, Gore's deal, the one place you turn in
running mate, who said voters who America is to the courts. I hope
supported the Democratic ticket that's not necessary but that's still
need to see a "reasonable and just on the table for sure."
Speaking of Floridians and all
conclusion" to the impasse if the
next president is to have legiti- Democratic supporters, he said:
"Their anger, their frustration with
macy.
Legal action is "the American the way this ended as well as the
way," Lieberman said on NBC's* anger and frustration of millions
"Today" show. "When you feel
that you've not received a fair • See Page 2

Baptist faith statement
draws much discussion
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) —
A Southern Baptist statement_ of
faith saYinethe Bible is without
error and women shouldn't be pastors generally won support in
sharply divided state meetings that
led many to wonder whether the
rift over the church's conservative
shift will ever be healed.
After Alabama Baptists overwhelmingly affirmed the new creed
Wednesday. several of the 1,200
delegates got up and walked out.
"These people are not Baptists.
The Baptists are leaving," Mary

Goodhue of Huntsville said as she
left.
Some 2,000 Louisiana Baptists
meeting this week passed a resolution supporting the creed by a
mere 252 votes. The daylong fight
was so exhausting that the delegates left before the end of official business, which included a
proposal to bar church members
from attending Mardi Gras.
"Sometimes you just get worn
out and want to go home," said
convention
president
Tommy
French, a Baton Rouge pastor.

"Let's be honest," added the
Rev—David Uth- of West Monroe,
La. "We've got a lot of stuff that's
keeping us from getting to Jesus."
Louisiana, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee and North Carolina Baptists were among those who gave
their support to the creed in state
meetings this week.
Kentucky's Baptists elected a
self-described "compromiser" as
their new president by a close
margin and a formed a commit-

• See Page 2

Judge blocks law banning
Internet sale of cigarettes
NEW YORK (AP) — A state law banning cigarette sales over the Internet temporarily cannot he
enforced as the nation's third largest cigarette-maker
tries to prove the law is unconstitutional, a judge
has ruled.
The law was supposed to go into effect on Tuesday, but U.S. District Judge Loretta Preska blocked
its enforcement after a preliminary look at the arguments put forth by Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. in a lawsuit.
She concluded in a ruling Monday that the state
had failed, in its initial arguments since the lawsuit

was filed, to show that it could not achieve its
goals without discriminating against interstate commerce.
-The papers do not demonstrate that the state's
interest in improving adult health by decreasing
smoking will be achieved by this statute," she wrote.
She said the state also might be able to achieve
its goal of keeping cigarettes out of the hands of
juveniles without the law.
Juanita Scarlett, a spokeswoman for Attorney Gen-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
FLAKING OFF...Jason Stallins of Mid-South Coatings
removes old paint from the outside of Hester Hall as he
and his work crew continue to paint the residential college buildings Wednesday at Murray State University.

• See Page 2

Henry wedding subject
of state auditor probe

cloudiTonight. Variable
ness. Low 25 to 30. Northwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday Mostly cloudy. High
only in the upper 30s..
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Legal wrangling intensifies in Florida
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Gene Wilhoit, Kentucky's new commissioner of education, plans
to become a familiar face at educational institutions across the
state.
Wilhoit made a stop at Murray State University's Curris Center Wednesday night to engage in a question-and-answer session
with more than 100 area educators, administrators and parents.
"I'm impressed with the number of people that came out
tonight," Wilhoit said. "This is the beginning of a discussion, not
the end. I look forward to looking back five or 10 years down
the road and say, 'Look what we've done.—
Wilhoit was appointed to the office in September. He said the
current speaking tour is designed to gain input from the very people who will be responsible for the state of education in Kentucky over the next 10 years.
"I know that (reforms) won't be done by the department of
education," he said. It will be done by people in the schools."
Educators today, Wilhoit said, have a much better opportunity
to enact new programs and improved educational methods than
many of their predecessors.
"We're at a point in history where we've looked at 10 years

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
LEAVING IT ALONE...A Murray-Calloway County Park employee mows
over leaves on one of the park's playgrounds Wednesday afternoon
as part of a clean-up effort.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The state
auditor Wednesday said he is looking into
whether state employees and equipment were
used in planning or staging Lt. Gov. Steve
Henry's wedding to former Miss America
Heather French Henry.
"We're trying to decide whether we need
to do a full-fledged audit," Ed Hatchett
said in an interview.
He said he hoped to reach a decision in
about three weeks.
The Henrys were wed Oct. 27 in a lavish ceremony at the Cathedral of the Assumption in Louisville.
Since then, the auditor's office has heard
from "multiple sources" that state telephones
and computers as well as state employees
were used for some facet of the wedding,
Hatchett said.
The inquiry is to determine whether the
information is accurate, he said.
Henry said in a statement released through
his office that he "does not believe that
state resources were used improperly."
Henry "is confident that all work done

on his behalf in preparing for his wedding
has been properly accounted for," the statement said.
Heather French Henry's parents reimbursed
the state about $1,700 for phone calls and
postage, WLKY-TV in Louisville reported
Wednesday night.
Steve Henry wrote another $400 in checks
for other wedding expenses, the station said.
"I don't see any way any state money
has been spent," Henry said. "We've overcompensated, I think, in every way to try
to make sure that no state money was
involved in any way."
Henry said he wasn't sure whether any
state equipment was used.
Hatchett said his inquiry did not involve
Henry's recent hiring of Libbi Taylor, executive director of the MI% Kentucky pageant.
as an executive assistant.
"We see a distinction between this issue
and the matter of Miss Taylor's employment," Hatchett said.
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• Wilhoit

involvement will be essential to
helping Kentucky's students reach
their full potential.

From Page 1

-

"Schools are going to have to
reach out in very aggressive ways
to reach some of these parents,"
he said. "I don't believe that parents don't care about their children. What happens, though, is there
is a gap between the parents and
the education process."

of effort and accomplishment,"
Wilhoit said. -Every student at
every level that we have in Kentucky is learning at a higher level
than they did 10 years ago. That's
not only on our own tests, and
we should be proud of that."
The goal of education in Kentucky, according to Wilhoit, is to
bring every student up to 100 percent testing proficiency by the year
2014.
"We're not going to confuse
the world with a lot of goals," he
said. "Our one goal is to get every
school up to proficiency."
Wilhoit suggested several means
of achieving that proficiency. He
pointed out that Kentucky's data
infrastructure is unique among the
50 states and how virtual learning will soon allow students to
go above and beyond their current learning curriculums.
"I look down the road for students to not only be able to take
courses not offered at their high
schools, but also to participate in
a college curriculum," Wilhoit said.
"The student will still interact in
the classroom environment, but
also be able to progress in an
independent curriculum in the virtual system."
While Kentucky continues to
proceed, though, Wilhoit said educators must be wary of "junk"

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway County Schools Superintendent Dr. Larry Salmon
(left) and Calloway Middle School Principal Cloyd Bumgardner
(right) speak with Kentucky Commissioner of Education Gene
Wilhoit Wednesday at Murray State.
tems.
One of the key problems facing Kentucky right now is the
area of teacher deficiencies, which
Wilhoit said has been a major
issue lately.
"We're seeing shortages in the
area of math," he said. "Not only
that, but we're also seeing shortages in areas we haven't traditionally seen before. It's a shame
that a person could go through
college, get in a school system
and find out that's not what they
wanted. We've got to get students
more actual teaching experience."
Wilhoit also said parental

technology and must also learn to
reach out into the business sector
to expand opportunities.
"I think we've often gone to
business for financial support, but
I find that they are anxious to
help with education," Wilhoit said.
"Most of them feel pretty positive about the direction we're going
in.
The key to.-developing educational programs, though, still lies
with people, Wilhoit said, and the
department of education is still
facing some major issues in trying to integrate more personal
involvement into the school sys-

•Baptist

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo

Attendees of Wednesday night's question-and-answer session
conducted by Kentucky Commissioner of Education Gene Wilhoit sign in prior to the evening's activities.

*

tee to study whether to take up
the statement of faith, effectively
tabling the issue.
South Carolina Baptists left the
issue off their agenda entirely and
Virginia's decided Wednesday to
let local congregations decide
whether to embrace the statement.
"Our attitude is to not continue fighting and bickering," said
the Rev. Reginald R. McDonough,
executive director of the Virginia
Baptists. -We cannot pick and
choose who we embrace based on
a creedant statement."
The Southern Baptist Convention — America's largest Protestant denomination, with 15.8 million members — has become
increasingly divided in recent years
over what some see as a creeping conservatism,. _
The Baptist-Paid; and Message
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Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club presents...

Wilhoit said some confusion may
have been created with the inception of site-based councils, which
were designed to involve more
people in the educational process.
"When we created the site-based
councils, we decided we were
going to move the major decisions down to the school level,"
he said. "When we did, we didn't provide a lot of guidelines."
' There are still areas, however,
that Wilhoit said the department
of education will attempt to take
no position. For instance, he said
there are no plans to make the
alternative calendar a mandatory
schedule for all schools.
Wilhoit concluded his remarks
Wednesday with a pledge to become
more actively involved and to
bridge the gap between Frankfort
and local educators.
"This is not the last time I'm
going to be here," he said. "We
are making some major challenges
to the staff in Frankfort to become
the kind of supportive agency we
need to be."

• Florida ...
From Page 1

CLARIFICATION
In Tuesday's crime reports, the
date of a traffic accident involving
Micha Fielder and Shereen Stockham was incorrectly listed as Saturday. The accident occurred Monday. The report also erroneously
stated that no injuries were reported, when one driver. Fielder,
was taken to the emergency room
with back pain.
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advance they intended to contin-:
ue recounting 588,000 ballots by
hand Thursday. Just up the Florida coast, Palm Beach County officials said they, too, intended to
review ballots cast on Election
Day.
Thursday's legal docket stretched
to the federal appeals court in
Atlanta, where judges called for
written arguments on Bush's bid
— he lost in Miami federal district court on Monday — to shut
down the recounts altogether.
Just over the legal horizon was
the U.S. Supreme Court, and already
there were predictions the election to pick the nation's 43rd president would wind up there. "Anything this important is going to
find its way to the most important court in the land," former Sen. Alan Simpson of Wyoming,
a longtime friend of Bush's running mate Dick Cheney, said in
an interview.
Gore and Bush made separate
television appearances Wednesday
evening, the vice president at his
official residence in Washington, the
Texan at the governor's mansion
in Austin. Both men strove for a
statesmanlike presentation, and
maneuvered for maximum television exposure.

of other people around the country who voted for us, I think has
to find a reasonable and just conclusion or else this country will
go into the new century divided
with a president who does not
have legitimacy."
Sen. Fred Thompson, R-Tenn.,
said of the Democrats: "It doesn't take much for them to feel
they need to go to court." Thompson said expanded recounts by
hand are unnecessary because Florida has done a statewide machine
recount confirming Bush's edge
over Gore.
Gore had offered to set aside
further litigation if Bush agreed
either to let manual recounts finish in three Democratic-leaning
counties, or have ballots recounted by hand everywhere in the
state.
President Clinton, in Brunei for
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation summit, said Thursday that
the Florida controversy will likely spur election reforms.
"I think there will be a lot of
pressure to improve the form of
ballots and the methods of voting
and have more clear standards
around the country," Clinton said
while photographers snapped pictures of him and China's PresiGore went first: "We need a,
dent Jiang Zemin.
resolution that is fair and
The dueling appearances by Gore he said. "We need to move expe :
and Bush capped a tumultuous day ditiously to the most complete and.
in which Florida Secretary of State accurate count that is possible." :
Katherine Harris said she would
Suggesting expanded 'manual
not accept the results of any hand recounts, he said: "Machines can
recounts when certifying final totals sometimes misread or fail to detect.
on Saturday. Only absentee bal- the way ballots are cast."
lots from overseas, due in by midHe invited Bush to meet wit/i.
night Friday night, will be rolled him immediately, "not to negoti!"
into the totals, she said. Gore's ate, but to improve the tone of
lawyers said they would challenge our dialogue in America." And he:
her decision Thursday.
proposed a second meeting, after
With Gore urging them on, offi- the election,"to reaffirm our nationcials in Broward County said in al unity."
•

passed by the denomination in
June denounces homsexuality as
immoral, bars women from becoming pastors and accepts the Bible
as the final standard for interpreting the Baptist Christian faith.
The statement was criticized by
President Jimmy Carter as too rigid
when he announced he was breaking from the church earlier this
month. Texas Baptists also cited
the creed in voting last month to
weaken their ties to the national
denomination.
Before Wednesday's meeting of
Alabama Baptists, more than 100
BaptiSts — several of them delegates to the convention — crowded into a Montgomery restaurant
to sign up members for a new
organization called the Mainstream
Alabama Baptists.
Members expressed concern
about fundamentalists restricting the
roles for women and leading the
denomination away from traditional
principles.

• Judge ...
From Page 1

Rita Boggess
Kathy Wyatt

eral Eliot Spitzer, called the law
"a necessary and critical tool to
keep cigarettes out of the hands
of minors."
"We intend to argue that point
at the hearing when the judge schedules it," she added.
Brown & Williamson, the
Louisville, Ky.-based maker of Kool

Tammy Thompson
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"Eiving Christmas"
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Murray Police Department
• The Murray Police Department is seeking information regarding a
stabbing and theft of a vehicle that occurred at Wal-Mart at approximately
10:50 p.m. Wednesday. Officers learned from witnesseg that upon returning to his vehicle, David Hicks discovered someone tryin
steal the stereo. Following a confrontation, the suspect pulled a k fe and stabbed
Hicks in the throat area. Hicks then chased the suspec n foot to Murphy's USA gas station. The suspect then stole a vehicle owned by Stephanie Turner, 158 Winterset Lane, and fled the scene. A short time later, the
vehicle was spotted by a Kentucky Vehicle Enforcement officer on State
Route 94 west of Murray. The KVE officer pursued the suspect to the,
Tennessee state line, where he lost contact with the vehicle. Hicks was
treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The suspect
is described as a white male, mid-30s, around 5 feet 10 inches tall, witli a
thin build. Anyone with information regarding this crime is urged to contact Crime Stoppers at 753-9500 or the MPD at 753-1621. A reward will
be offered.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• David Holland, 39, 5698 Highway 94 E., was arrested Wednesday for
terroristic threatening. He is currently lodged in the Calloway County Jail.
• The Mayfield Police Department arrested Shelly Lynn Carroll, 36,
5042 Beach Grove, Farmington, on a bench warrant from Calloway
County District Court for failure to appear. Carroll was released from the
Graves County Jail on a $500 unsecured bond and a $500 cash bond.
Murray Fire Department
• Six trucks and 27 firefighters responded to a structure fire at 7:03 a.m.,
Wednesday at 1603 1/2 Olive St. The fire was in a back small room that
the occupant stated was a storage room. After extinguishing the fire, items
were removed to fully extinguish. The residence did not have any smoke
detectors in the home. One occupant, whose name has not yet been released, was transported to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
• Four trucks and 22 firefighters responded to an alarm at Elizabeth
Hall at 5:19 p.m. A pop-off valve on a ninth-floor boiler tank had blown
off, and the steam had set off the smoke detector. Murray State University
maintenance personnel corrected the problem.
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and Lucky Strike cigarettes, recentannounced it was forming a.
subsidiary to sell less popular:
brands like Tareyton and CarltOn:
over the Internet. The company.
has said it will use "rigorous pro;.
cedures" to prevent sales to minors
and will collect all taxes.
There was no answer at the
offices of Brown & Williamson
on Wednesday.
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Voting system designer watches Florida debacle
MIAMI (AP) — William Rouverol watches the Florida ballot
debacle with more than just a
passing interest. After all, he
designed the voting system at the
center of the whole mess.
"It's sort of a matter of pride,"
the 82-year-old retired mechanical
engineering professor said in a
telephone interview from his home
iii Berkeley, Calif. "We tried to
consider all aspects of things to
try to get the thing to be as foolproof and as tamperproof as pos-

sible."
Rouverol designed the Votomatic Voting System in the early 1960s
with Joseph Harris, a colleague at
the University of California at
Berkeley. It was created to make
use of IBM's porta-punch computer card system.
When it was unveiled in 1963,
then-Gov. Edmund G. Brown said
it would "revolutionize the system of voting in California."
It did. But as we've all learned
these past two weeks, nothing is

foolproof.
Officials in several Florida counties have spent days arguing over
bits of paper divots called chads
that may have kept the poll
machines from properly counting
votes. The wrangling has prevented the country from declaring its
43rd president.
The conflict is most intense in
Palm Beach County, where a specially designed "butterfly ballot"
has been blamed for confusing some
into voting for Reform Party nom-

inee Patrick Buchanan instead of the ballots might have caused the
mix-up in Palm Beach County. He
Democrat Al Gore.
that the county was heavinoted
died
Harris,
who
Rouverol and
in 1985, had discussed the two- ly Democratic and would have
page format when they invented been expected to go for Gore in
a big way.
their machine.
"I can see why there's a pret"We were very set on not using
both sides of the page, because ty good reason why the Republithings that might confuse people, cans are so concerned about the
we felt, should have been avoid- hand recount," he said. "It sounds
ed," he said. "The butterfly bal- to me that the glitch is in the
programming, not the butterfly ballot? No way."
Rouverol said a programming lot. Whether it's purposeful or
error in the machines that read accidental, I'm not prepared to

say.,,
County officials have maintained
that the machines functioned properly, and that human error was to
blame for any ballot irregularities.
The company that manufactures
the actual ballots is also deflecting blame.
Rouverol said the machine's
basic design has changed little
since its introduction nearly 40
years ago. The standards for manufacturing the ballots also date
from the 1960s.

Internet takes swings at election stalemate
WASHINGTON (AP) — In courts, cyberspace again has moved mail to the circuit court in Palm
Florida, the presidential election with speed and ease on the latest Beach County requesting a revote
there.
won't end. Online, the protests American fascination.
Jack Kennedy, a Democrat and
Since the morning after the Nov.
and humorousjabs have only begun.
Counin
Wise
clerk
circuit
court
7
Trustthepeople.com has
election,
Internet sites devoted to what
site
Web
own
his
ty,
created
Va.,
affidavits for Floriblank
offered
"Perthe
calls
one entrepreneur
petual Election" have sprung up. so voters could flood the local da voters to sign if they believed
They hawk "Bush Wins" newspa- court with e-mails demanding a their ballot was confusing.
As of late last week, the site
pers and organize demonstrations new vote in Palm Beach County,
and revote efforts. Amazon.com at the heart of the disputed vote — set up by Democrats.com, which
bills itself as "the first online comeven used a mock "butterfly" bal- count.
"sponto
born
was
effort
munity for America's 100 million
His
one
lot — like the controversial
in Palm Beach County, Fla. — to taneous outrage that Al Gore would Democrats" but is not affiliated with
peddle books, music and lawn and get more votes cast for him and the national party — had collectstill lose in the state of Florida," ed more than 3,000 affidavits.
patio products.
Just as activists organized
While the stalemate between Kennedy said.
The site, Revotepalmbeach.com, protests in 1999 against the World
Republican George W. Bush and
Democrat Al Gore drags on in the offers a form that generates an e- Trade Organization in Seattle,

Countercoup.org is trying to organ- showed up.
A site organized in part by
ize "pro-democracy" demonstrations around the country against online journalist Declan McCulthe Electoral College and vote- lagh declares itself the "first and
only news outlet devoted to the
counting dispute in Florida.
Some protests organized through latest information on the first perthe site drew sizable crowds; attendees say there were 400 demonstrators in Boston and about 250
in Washington on Nov. 11. But some
smaller cities didn't fare as well.
An activist in Eau Claire, Wis.,
wrote that only five protesters

Quality Used
Vehicles

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Student admits lie about voting
MILWAUKEE (AP) — A college student who said on national television that he voted four times
on Election Day has admitted that
he lied.
• The 18-year-old Marquette University freshman from Hudson,
Wis., told ABC News'"World News
Tonight with Peter Jennings" on
Monday that he filled out four
separate ballots using his own name.
The student appeared on local
television along with his lawyer
Laura Arbuckle, who read a statement Wednesday acknowledging
that he had lied and retracting his
original statement. The student did
not speak or identify himself, and
Arbuckle -would - -not -identi-fy-- him.
He was identified as Rob
Bosworth on the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel's Web site...
Arbuckle said the student had
vier 'WillieWilli
described as opportunities for fraud
at a polling place.

"In his zest to voice his frustration regarding possible voter
fraud, he crossed the line by making a direct statement that he had
voted on more than one occasion
on election day. This statement
was untrue," Arbuckle said.
"Caught up in the emotion of
the moment, he did not stop to
think of the ramifications which
his statements carried ... He terribly regrets his comments."
Deputy District Attorney Robert
Donohoo said a ballot check verified the student's confession.
Wisconsin was one of the closest states in the presidential contest. According to unofficial elec- lion night'results -At -Gore defeated George W. Bush by about 6,000
votes.
Donohoo's office is investigatinj..iocgL claims.o.f,vDtearaud.,
including allegations that a Democratic activist gave homeless people cigarettes in exchange for votes

EVENING
Pick 3:
5-6-4
MIDDAY
Pick 4:
Pick 3:
7-7-9
9-3-2-0
Pick 4:
Cash 5:
1-5-9-13-34
94-5-3
Lotto:
8-12-24-34-36-42

and reports that other students had
voted more than once.
The Marquette Tribune, Marquette University's student newspaper, surveyed 1,000 students and
said it found that 174 admitted
voting more than once. Under Wisconsin law, deliberate double-voting is punishable by up to four
and a half years in prison and a
$10,000 fine.

Shell

s Coming—
The Cold
Have Your Tires Checked Now.
Quality Tires at'Free Balancing

*New and Used
Affordable Prices
*Excellent Warranties

petual election the United States
has seen." PerpetualElection.com
solicits discussion about election
developments.
Web entrepreneurs also are cashing in.

VISA

Accepted

Warehouse Tire (Cooper)
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

$23,995

$21,995
Local trade
2000 Chevrolet S-10 LS
Local trade, V-6, auto, only 14,600 miles $15,995
2000 Mitsubishi Gallant
$14,995
Local, one owner
1999 Toyota Tacoma Ext. Cab 4x4
$17,495
Local Trade
1999 Mercury Sable
Local trade, 21,000 miles

With

Tire Purchase

2000 Chevrolet Silverado Z71
Local trade
2000 Chevrolet Blazer LT 4x4

$12,995

1999 Dodge Durango
$19,995
Local trade
1999 Chevrolet Ext. Cab Z71
realher int. 6r4,.2-9300 miles.$25;395Local
1999 Chevrolet Ext. Cab Z71
Local trade, leather int.
1998 Chevrolet Tahoe.LT 4x4

Verizon Wireless

Christmas Present:
Receive 1,000

FACE
Night & Weekend Minutes
For the term of the contract on all
HomeChoice" Rate Plans, sic, per month thereafter

for delivery, call toll free

verizenwireless

1.866.2 JOIN IN

$25,485

Local, one owner,leather int
1998 Ford Ranger SWB
Local trade, only 29,000 miles
1998 Oldsmobile Cutlass 4DR

$20,495

Local trade, two to choose from
1997 Buick Regal
Local trade, all power
1997 Chevrolet Venture Van

$10,485

$7,785

$11,285

$10,985
Local trade
1997 Chevrolet 1 Ton w/Flat Bed
$15,995
Local,one owner
1997 Chrysler Town & Country Van
$14,995
Local, one owner
1996 Cadillac Seville SLS
$19,785
Local, one owner
1996 Chevrolet S10 LS
Local trade, only 54,000 miles
1995 Chevrolet Lumina Van

$7,995

Local trade
1994 Chevrolet W/T SWB
Local, one owner
1989 Chevrolet Silverado LWB

$4,485

Local, one owner

$6,485

$7,995

"Car Fax" History on Lverv Trade In
in Stock.

shop online g www.verizonwireless.com

All Vehicles Sublect To Prior Sale
I
AUTHORIZED RETAILER
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EDITORIAL

Community Healthcare
Foundation needs support
The Community Healthcare Foundation started
in 1999 as a not-for-profit public charitable organization, as an affiliate with the Murray Calloway
County Hospital. We support the foundation as a
means to bring better health care to the indigent,
youth and seniors for the Calloway County region.
The goals for the foundation are far-reaching
and we commend Dr. Ken Winters, foundation
chairman, Kathie Pierce, executive director, and
the volunteer board, for their dedication and hard
work for the foundation to become a reality.
Several issues have clouded the organization.
Some of the points and counter points are listed
below.
Private Foundation vs. Public Foundation
While opponents of the Community Healthcare
Foundation continually refer to the organization as
a private foundation, it should be noted that the
Internal Revenue Service has approved the foundation as a public organization. To quote from the
IRS approval document..."We have determined that
you reasonably expect to be a publicly supported
organization described in sections 509(a)(1) and
170(b)(1)(A)(vi). Accordingly...you will be treated
as a. publicly supported organization, and not as a
private foundation.
Open Meetings vs. Closed Meetings
While opponents of the Community Healthcare
Foundation continually insist that the purpose of
the foundation was to allow the hospital to carry
on closed session business. In reality, the future
of the Community Healthcare Foundation can only
prosper if communication to the public occurs.
That is why every media outlet, both print and
electronic, is represented as part of the 70 community leaders that make up the Development
Council. Closed sessions will occur only in areas
of discussion of anonymous gifts or the potential
ability to give. Each committee meets five times
per year and the CHF Board has yet to meet
betatist-an-CHF board rnerriberS-have not -been
appointed. The Community Healthcare Board of
Directors meetings will be open to the public and
appropriate announcements regarding such meet_
ings ruin*,made
Lick of Control of Endowment Funds vs. Control
The MCCH Board of commissioners has limited the Community Healthcare Foundation from
using anything other than the interest earned from
the endowment. The corpus will always remain
intact and can be retrieved at any time the board
of commissioners -so desires. The interest earned
and giftssto the foundation can'only be spent on
projects approved by the-MCCH board of cordmissioners.•
Dissolution of Foundation
Allegations that should the Community Healthcare Foundation cease to exist that the Foundation
Board could give the endowment, donor giftl and -a
interest earned to another organization or individ.
uals are unfounded. Through the Articles of Incorporarion and the Foundation Bylaws (both written
and approved by the MCCH Board of Commissioners) it is stated that in case the CHF should
cease to exist that first priority for distribution
would be all assets will pass back to the hospital corporation. Secondly, in the event that the
hospital no longer exists the funds would be
returned equally to the city and county governments for a public purpose consistent with the
purpose of the Corporation. Thirdly, to such organization(s) organized and operated exclusively as
an exempt organization under Section 50I(c)(3) of
the Internal Revenue Code.
Transfer of Other Assets To The Foundation
Allegations are unfounded that other physical
assets of the hospital (such as Wellness Center,
Health Express. etc.) are being transferred to the
Foundation. No such assignments or transfers have
been proposed to the CHF nor would they be
deemed appropriar or acceptable.
Purpose For Establishing Foundation
Allegations have been made that the CHF was
developed so as to provide a non-public way of
doing hospital business. It should be noted that
the primary purpose of the CHF is to become the
fund raising arm of the MCCH while building a
strong sense of philanthropy as it assists in better
meeting the healthcare needs of the region or service area. Early attention has been given to assist-

ing such projects as the School Nurse Program,
Angels Clinic and to senior health services. Many
new initiatives will no doubt be introduced and
approved by the MCCH board of commissioners
in the months and years to come. Ultimately the
purpose of the Foundation is to assist MCCH in
its mission to provide quality health services to
the region. The majority of the funds raised will
be spent on projects within the walls of the hospital to ensure its future survival.
Control of Foundation Activities
It is difficult to understand how anyone could
reach this conclusion because the MCCH board of
commissioners (appointed by the city and county
governments) will approve the appointment of the
Foundation Directors, as well as any project that
the Foundation funds.
Number of CHF Directors
The Bylaws of the CHF (developed by and
approved by the MCCH Board of Commissioners)
clearly states the Board of Directors of the Community Healthcare Foundation consists of: (1) the
chairs (and co-chairs when applicable) of the five
committees comprising the Development Council
of the CHF; (2) The Development Council Chair;
and (3) Two appointees from the MCCH Board of
Commissioners. Currently that creates a board of
nine members. Additionally, there are ex-officio
members that include the CEO of MCCH, CFO
of MCCH and the Executive Director of the CHF.
It should be noted that only the Executive Director and secretarial support are paid positions. All
other personnel, including Chair of the Development Council, Chairs of Committees, and members of the Development Council are volunteer
positions with their only reward being the satisfaction of assisting the hospital in its efforts to
better serve the healthcare needs of our community and region.
Resolution Of This Issue
- -The hospital board of commissioners proposed
the items in the attached document to resolve this
issue and the Judge Executive rejected the proposal. The Board of Commissioners also _raised,
the riosiihility—OrreijdeiliTifa - cireuit court 'opinion on the legality of its action at its September
meeting. The Judge Executive declined to pursue
this alternative after initially raising it as a way
to resolve this issue.
RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING
COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE FOUNDATION
I. The- Articles of Incorporation and/or the bylaws
pf the Conimunity Healthcare Foundation will be
alt&ed as 'appropriate to reflect that:
a) The. County Judge Executive and the City
Mayor shall by virtue of their positions hold seats
on the Foundation Board.
b) The expenditure of any funds shall be approved
by the Board of Commissioners of the hospital
c) The meetings of. the Foundation Board shall
be subject to the provisions of the open meetings
laws of the state of Kentucky.
2. Concern has beet.expressed relative to the legality of the actions taken by the MCCH Board in
establishing the Foundation. The county attorney,
city attorney, and hospital attorney are requested
to select a person or law firm held in high esteem
for their integrity and legal expertise to render an
opinion as to the legality of actions taken in establishing and funding the Foundation.
3. Upon receipt of the opinion requested above, a
public meeting will be held to discuss the findings. The Fiscal Court members, County Judge
Executive, County Attorney, City Council, Mayor,
City Attorney, MCCH Board of Commissioners,
Hospital Attorney and hospital leadership will be
requested to attend. This will be an open meeting
so the media will be informed and invited, as will
interested members of the public. Reasonable actions
will be taken in conformity. with the opinion rendered.
• We -surge the Fiscal Court. the hospital board,
the foundation leadership as well as the city and
county officials to come together and solve differences.
The aim of the foundation is a boon to healthcare for everyone and should be placed in a position to move on and achieve success for all of
the goals involved.
- Walt Apperson

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP.
TheSacramento (Calif.) Bee
Elections are about ballots — about votes cast
and counted. They should be settled on those terms
whenever possible. appealing to judicial venues
only in the rarest and most extreme of circumstances.
Nothing we have yet learned about the presidential race justifies moving the focus away from
the polls and into a courtroom now. .
There is plenty of time to wait for overseas
absentee ballots still to be received and to recount
ballots where local officials rule that is appropri-

ate
Despite the teN ere(' comments coming from both
campaigns. cituens generally are displaying considerably more patience than their would-be lead-

ers.
There is scant basis for the Bush campaign to
argue that the federal constitution somehow precludes local ballot recounts when conducted according to law. Common sense suggests that the request
should be quickly dismissed.
What this amounts to is a matter of a national party asking a federal court to keep local authorities from counting the votes of their own citizens.
But common sense is not always the standard
in these matters; the wheels of justice can grind
both fine and slow — and therein lies the peril.
There is a clear if not immediate end in sight for
the recount process. but the same cannot said for
legal challenges.

A collector's eye
WASHINGTON (AP) — She
had a collector's keen eye and
ANALYSIS
one of the world's great fortunes
to back up her zeal for splendor.
The money came from breakfast cereals and frozen foods. Marjorie Merriweather Post spent it
CARL HARTMAN
on great houses filled with the
Associated Press Writer
trappings of royalty and the creations of the world's great crafts- 25-acre grounds, including' formal
French and Japanese gardens, a
men.
Now, after two years of house putting green and a greenhouse
repair, renovations and improve- with important — how could they
ments, the Post collections gleam be otherwise? — orchids.
The exhibits don't have labels.
again at Hillwood, one of the capital's most unusual private muse- The describing is left to the appropriately titled catalog, "A Taste
ums.
Among the thousands of arti- for Splendor," by chief curator Anne
facts on display at the house Post Odom.
Frederick J. Fisher, Hillwood's
bought in 1955, after the end of
the third of her four marriages, executive director, said there is
are a swivel chair Marie Antoinette always a problem in a museum
may have used when having her founded by a single collector, of
whether items should be displayed
hair arranged and powdered.
There are two of the jeweled to emphasize their history or their
imperial Easter eggs made by gold- beauty.
• "Members of the family often
smith Carl Faberge for Russia's
czars. One opens to display a sur- like to keep collections in the way
the original collectors displayed
prise, a miniature sedan chair.
There is a diamond-studded them, for sentimental reasons," he
crown worn at Russian imperial explained.
weddings. There are porcelain and
Post definitely wanted things
crystal, gold and silver, rare woods kept the way she left them — she
and glowing jewels.
wanted a museum house left as
Visitors drawn by the treasures much as possible like the resican also view Post's wardrobe, dence where she spent her last years,
including rows of her satin shoes. curator Odom said.
And an eye sated by elegant and
When Post first married at 18,
expensive objects can rest in the she was possibly the richest young
Hillwood kitchen, a perfectly ordi- woman in the United States. Her
nary collection of 1950s-era appli- father,C.W. Post, had marketed Post
ances.
Toasties from Battle Creek, Mich.
The spirit of the collector still The company later expanded,
hovers.
absorbed other food producers and
When Post died at 86 in 1973, became General Foods. When C.W.
her ashes were buried in the for- Post committed suicide, his daughmal garden- beneath her bedroom- ter became-his--sole
windows.
Her most vivid adventures in
Surrounding the house are the the art world came during her

marriage to Joseph Davies, President Franklin D. Roosevelt's ambassador to the Soviet Union.
The Soviets, Eiger for hard curT,,
rency, were busily selling off the
contents of imperial and aristo,. ,
cratic palaces.
"Mother got there and started..
climbing around on her hands and
knees," her daughter, actress Dina.
Merrill, recalled during Hillwood's •
recent reopening ceremonies. "Every day for weeks she made'
piles of her selections and the ••
Russians would sell them for amazingly low prices."
?
Her finds are now among the',
16,000 items in the Hillwood
4
lection.
Attending a party it HillwoodA
in 1957, columnist Betty Beale
wrote: "Yesterday an invisible wand "
was waved and I stepped into a
palace right here in Washington." •
Marjorie Merriweather Post's
wand still waves.
Admission to the Hillwood is
by reservation only, with visitors •
limited to 250 a day so as not to.
"
disturb the residential area overlooking Washington's Rock Creek`
Park in which the estate is located. Adult visitors contribute $10;..
seniors $8; students and minors 6
to 18, $5, all refundable by mad's'.

--oft-request,htformation-and
vations at l-877-HILLWOOD
(202) 686-5807.
••.?,
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EXCLUSIVE

"THIS JUST /N.!!
FLORI7A OFFICIALS HAVE :.7ecre
TO A.70C'1
GeoRGe W. BUSH'S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM SO THEP VOTERS
CAN FIGURE OUT HON TO ReA0 A VOTING E3ALLO1!!!!"

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The New York Times
The obvious way out of the current mess is for
the forces of Mr. Bush and Vice President Al Gore
to drop their actual and threatened lawsuits challenging the validity of the ballots and the votecounting in Florida and other states.
If counting and recounting proceeds unimpeded.
we can know who the next president is by the
end of the week.
... It is unlikely — and it would be inadvisable
— for a judge to order a new election, or to guess
the intent behind the double-punched ballot. ... The
more relevant issue is getting an accurate count of
all legitimate ballots cast, including those where
the perforation may not have been cleanly made.
... Mr. Bush's move to stop the manual vote
counting in four heavily Democratic counties was
wrongly conceived.
• ... Ths Bush campaign would be on firmer
ground j it asked that deadlines be waived to
allow manual vote counting in heavily Republican
districts as well as those that voted for Mr. Gore.
... It might even be the fairest solution to have a
manual count statewide.

Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray. KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(270) 753-1927.

rka nsas Democrat-Gazette
Richard Nixon has never gotten such good press.
His prompt concession in 1960 is being cited again
and again as an example of putting country above' `'.•
self. He's become a shining figure at this Murky
moment. Who'd a-thunk it?
The president who resigned before he could be'
impeached has always loomed like a specter over'
the Clinton-Gore era. He set the precedents(impeach-. ment, disbarment) and pioneered the techniques —It
modified limited hangouts and cover-ups worse
than the offense.
Now it may be Albert Gore's turn to step outl
of the shadow of Richard Nixon. Or, rather, in"
this extraordinary case, to follow his lead. It all"
still depends on the ultimate result in the Recount'
State, formerly the Sunshine State. We're still
ing for those hand-counted and overseas ballots,
but, once they're in, the character of Vice President Gore could be tested again.
We hope he passes this time. George W. Bush
could be tested, too. Suppose he loses? Will he
do the right thing and step aside, or play the
recount game elsewhere?
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Murray High band
begins citrus sale

ET.47
Mrs. Bessie Bogard
Mrs. Bessie Bogard, 95, Murray, died today, Thursday, Nov. 16,
2000, at 3:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Her husband, Avery Hayden Bogard, died Jan. 8, 1994, one daughter, Estelle Johnson, died in 1999, and one son, Rudell Bogard, died
in::1976. Also preceding her in death were three daughters-in-law,
Wanda, Eva and Norma Jean Bogard; son-in-law, Glen Sheppard; two
sisters, Elsie Lovett and Alma Burkeen; three brothers, 011ie, Gaylon
and Herbert Miller; two grandchildren.
Born March 10, 1905, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Gus Miller and Dora Smith Miller.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Wilma Hicks and husband,
Odell, Mrs. Genie Sheppard and Mrs. June Cunningham and husband,
Bobby, all of Murray; three sons, Ralph Bogard and wife, Dorothy,
the Rev. Paul Bogard and wife, Sue, and Tommy Bogard and wife,
Lujean, all of Murray; son-in-law; Howard Johnson, Benton; 23 grandchildren; 56 great-grandchildren; 36 great-great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Oleva M. Lassiter Barrow
Mrs. Oleva M. Lassiter Barrow,. 85, Murray, died Tuesday, Nov.
14, 2000, at 9:25 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church.
Her husband, Johnie Barrow, died Oct. 25, 1997. Three sisters,
Vera Jones, Lela Outland Jones and Eulala McCarty, four brothers,
Roy, Toy, Bueton and J.B. Lassiter, and two nephews, the Rev. Harold
Lassiter and Ted McCarty, all preceded her in death.
Born Jan. 29, 1915, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Berry Lassiter and Leona Outland Lassiter.
Survivors include a niece and caregiver, Mrs. Dottie Benoit, Murray; seven nieces, Mrs. Bettie Gibbons; Cookeville, Tenn., Mrs. Martha
Lassiter, Murray, Mrs. Nancy F. Perez and husband, Roger, West Virginia, Mrs. Vera Evaline Deas and husband, lack, N. Lake, Ill., Mrs.
Janet Sue Mix and husband, Larry, Memphis, Tenn., Mrs. Nell Fortney and husband, Bob, Racine, Wis., and Mrs. Shirley McCarty, Savannah, Tenn.; six nephews, Tommy Lassiter and wife, Cathy, Garland,
Texas, Rondie Lassiter, Racine, Wis., Clyde Jones and wife, Janette,
Martin, Tenn., and Amos McCarty Jr. and wife, Judy, J.W. McCarty
and Larry McCarty, all of Murray; three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Anna Lee
Lassiter and Mrs. Jessie Barrow, Murray, and Mrs. Cordie Murphy,
Paducah.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Sammy Cunningham and the Rev. Jerry
Lee will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Mrs. Ruth Ellen Balentine Judd
Mrs. Ruth Ellen Balentine Judd, 66, Hollyhock Drive, Murray, died
Wednesday, Nov. 15, 2000, at 8:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A Kentucky Colonel, she was a member of New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church in Calloway County and of Alford Chapter No. 445
of Order of Eastern Star at Aurora.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, James C. Spann,
her second husband, Olen Judd, two brothers, Robert C. Balentine and
Tyrone Stations, her father, James T. Balentine, her mother, Ruby M.
Baker Stallons, and stepfather, Noah Floyd Stallons. She was born
Se-pt. - 1-, 1934, in Trigg County.
Survivors include five sisters, Mrs. Idah Thompson and Ronnie
Strader, Mrs. Wanda Colson, and Mrs. Helen Boggs and Larry Burkeen, all of Aurora, Mrs. Irina Wallace and husband, Arthur, Murray.
and Mrs._Bessie Ball and husband, Tony,. Magnolia; four brothers.
Ammond Balentine, Mayfield, Noah Stations Jr. and wife, Patsy, Dexter, Richard Stations and wife, Dora, Benton, and Garfield Stations
and wife, Stephanie. Aurora; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church. The Rev. Robert Prescott will officiate. Burial will
follow in the church cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m. Friday. Eastern Star services will be Friday at 7 p.m. at the funeral
home.

Reeves' band Dogstar
to play Murray Friday
release "Happy Ending," on stage
with Dogstar, Reeves is content to
put the spotlight on bandmates Bret
Domrose, a talented guitar player
who delivers the vocals, and drummer Rob Mailhouse, who also
banked some TV credits with stints
on "Days of Our Lives" and "Sports
Night."
Tickets for Dogstar are $5 for
MSU students and $8 for general
public.
They can be purchased by credit
card, cash or check by visiting the
SGA office on the lower level of the
Curris Center, on the campus of
Murray State University.
The office is open weekdays
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For more concert information or
to order tickets by phone call (270)
762-6951.

Small town goes big time Friday
when one of the world's hottest actors takes the stage in Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium at 8
p.m.
Keanu Reeves, bass guitar player
with the Los Angeles rock trio Dogstar is making a stop in Murray on
Friday night between gigs in Anaheim and Chicago.
Tickets are still available. All
seating is general admission. Doors
open at 7 p.m.
Winner of MTV Movie Awards
for Speed and Point Blank, Reeves
is probably best known as the hero
of Matrix and airhead time traveler
in Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure.
Even though he also co-wrote
five of the 11 tracks on their latest
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Herman Isaac (Tump) Foster
The funeral for Herman Isaac (lump) Foster will be today at 2
p.m. at Union Grove Missionary Baptist Church, Puryear, Tenn. The
Rev. A. Taylor. the Rev. Otto Duncan, the Rev. Ed Jackson and the
Rev. Ed Clere will officiate. Roland Atkinson, minister of music, will
direct the music.
Pallbearers will be Darrell, Harold, Danny and Tim Martin and
William Lee Dunlap, active; L.B. Reynolds, Michiel Skinner, Larry
Stubblefield, Perry Johnson, George Kenley and Buster Skinner, honorary. Burial will follow in Hazel Cemetery.
Visitation is now at Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Mr. Foster, 85, Fairlane Drive, Murray, formerly of Hazel,. died
Saturday, Nov. 11, 2000, at 6:30 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of L. & N. Railroad and Hazel Lumber Company, he has also been a farmer. He was an active member and steward of Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church which is now Quinn Chapel
A.M.E. Church, Paris, Tenn.
One son, Lan-y A. Foster, two sisters, Irene Stubblefield and Annie
Foster, and six brothers, Oce, Herbert, Rusnic, Elbert, Theatus and
Ted Foster, all preceded him in death. Born April 18, 1915, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son of the late Samuel Foster and Marie
Bickum Foster.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Corrine Dunlap Foster, to whom
he was married July 14, 1956; one daughter, Mrs. Sheila Annette
Scott and husband, Charles, Murray; one son, Garry (Pete) Foster,
Gainesville, Fla.; two grandchildren, LaShanda Scott and Charles J.
Scott, Murray; three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Millie Dennis and husband,
Raymond, Mrs. Irene McCoy and Mrs. Lorene McCullough, and four
brothers-in-law, J.B. Dunlap and wife, Rosie, Charles Dunlap, Lewis
Dunlap and wife, Ella, and Nathaniel Dunlap and wife. Maggie, all
of Nashville, Tenn.; aunt, Mrs. Lorrene Foster, Murray; nephew, Herbert Eugene Foster, Colorado Springs, Colo.

The Murray High School Tiger ducts the fund-raiser, giving comBand began its annual Citrus Sale munity members the opportunity
Nov. 15. The sale will ran through to purchase freshly picked Florida citrus and to raise funds for
Nov. 28.
Band members will be selling band activities. Funds are used to
Florida-grown oranges, grapefruit, assist the band in travel expenstangelos and combination boxes. es, instrument purchase and repair,
uniforms, etc.
The group will also sell apples.
For information on the citrus
Fruit will be delivered during
or to purchase fruit, call Sue
sale
the week of Dec. 11.
Each year the Tiger Band con- Farley at 753-3991.
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efione of Paducah is pleased to announce
they are the authorized distrubutor for Murray and
Calloway County.
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Murray Service Center
Racer Inn Hwy.641 S., Murray

Open Every Friday 9 a.m. til 1 p.m.
918 Broadway • Paducah, Ky. •270-443-4594
Monday-Friday • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

1111M11111111
ALL REMAINING FURNITURE, BEDDING, LEATHER, ORIENTAL
• RUGS & FINE ACCESSORY INVENTORY FROM OUR GIGANTIC

BUSINESS SALE
?GOING OUT ofBEAT
THE BIDDERS!
5-DAYS ONLY!

Pre-Auction: Thursday, November 16th
through Monday, November 20m

THURMAN'S FURNITURE IS
NOW OUT OF BUSINESS!
ALL REMAINING INVENTORY
ILL BE WERE
AT AUCTION UK
IN THE LIKEL
EVENT OF
A TOTAL
J
SELL-OUT
NO AUCTION
WILL OCCUR!
.S.u11431 head mit

Bring a Van, Truck, Station Wagon & Rope.
Lug your purchases away and save even more!

HOURS: Daily 10-9 pm & Sunday 12-6 pm

till3

ILA
Former location of,...-

208 EAST MAIN ST.
MURRAY, KY
Zietee 1949

Tel. 270-753-4834

Terms of Sale: Cash, Approved Checks, Visa,& MasterCard Accepted.
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Red Cross Blood Drive
will be here Saturday

SERVES AS PAGE...Halee Greer, eighth-grader at Calloway
County Middle School, is pictured with Gov. Paul Patton in
his office at Frankfort. Greer shared her experiences as a
page in the Kentucky House of Representatives with her
social studies teacher, Patricia Lassiter, and her classmates
at CCMS. Greer said this experience made her value the
government leaders and also helped her to become interested in pursuing a career in politics. The eighth-grade
social studies classes have just completed a study of government and civics.

A Red Cross Blood Drive will
be Sunday in the parking tOt of
Kroger Food Store, 808 North 12th
St., Murray.
The technicians will be in the
Kroger parking lot from noon to
4 p.m. to take donations of blood.
The regional and the national blood
supply is still at a critical low,
according to Larry Doyle, chairman of Calloway County Red
Cross Blood Drives.
Donated blood is used for children and adults with cancer,
leukemia, heart disease, anemia
and other diseases, as well as, for
premature babies and people undergoing surgery, including organ
transplants and those injured in
accidents.
Doyle said "as we enter the
holiday season of increased highway traffic and associated accidents,
now is the time to plan to give
blood. If the blood supply is not

available, injured people needing
blood may be out of luck. Let us
not leave our blood supply to
chance, make plans to give the
gift of life for Thanksgiving."
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old, weigh at least 110
pounds and not have given blood
in the last 56 days.
A health review will be conducted. If you have been deferred
from giving blood due to low
hematocrit (low iron), eat those
raisins, pump that blood and try
again, Doyle said. Refreshments
will be waiting for you after you
have given blood.
The next Red Cross Blood Drive
will be sponsored by the Kentucky National Guard at their
armory on Highway 121 North,
Murray, on Saturday, Dec. 16 from
8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Mothers Against Drunk Driving
(MADD) will have its 11th candlelight vigil in memory of drunk
'driving victims in Kentucky on
Saturday at 5 p.m., eastern stan:• ,dard time, on the front steps of
the capitol building in Frankfort.
Speakers will include Jacqueline Jenkins, MAD13KenttiCky state
chairperson; Lt. Tommy Burns,
Kentucky State Police Professional Association; David Lewis,injured
victim; Doris--Coffey,bereaved-parent.
Group members said MADD

hopes to lend support to victims
and survivors and to prevent further tragedies by bringing public
attention to continuing problems
on Kentucky streets and highways
MADD officials said in 1999
that 222 people were killed and
3,981 people were injured on KentuckyThigliways as a result- of alcohol-related traffic crashes. During
the holiday season, traffic crashes caused by drinking and driving- typically _increase_
For' more information about
MADD call 1-800-944-6233.

MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
m the 51.thAest

CASA DEL SOL

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

Open

-sc•-eCutting Edge

;)

CCMS event Saturday

A fundraiser of a yard and bake sale for the Calloway County
Middle School Eighth Grade Class will be Friday from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. and Saturday from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the paiking lot of
D & M Market, 403 Sycamore St., Murray. Also featured will be
a Christmas tree promotion.

Tour of homes Dec. 10

Chorus rehearsal Thursday

"Tour A Country Living-Christmas" will be 'ffie theme of the
annual tour of homes by the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held Sunday, Dec. 10,
from 1 to 4:30 p.m.
Department members in the
planning the annualevent said "they
wanted the public to celebrate the
beauty and the birth."
This year the tour will include
o
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.

Men of Honor
R - 1:05 - 3:45 - 7:05 - 9:45
Legend of Bagger Vance
PG13 - 1:00- 3:35 - 7:00- 9:35
Charlie's Angels
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:20- 7:20 - 9

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

411

1

Meet The Parents
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:40 - 7:25 - 9 4

-) NOVEMBER 17, 2000
-,BEGINNING AT 7:00

the following places:
Home of Robert and Tma Nilson, 5031 St. Rt. 121 South, Murray;
Home of Bobby and Rosemary
Spiceland, 349 Spiceland Dr., Murray;
Home of Wayne and Kay Bates,
8332 St. Rt. 121 South, Murray;
First Christian Church, 1 1 1
North Fifth St., Murray.
Proceeds from the tour will go
to benefit The Dream Factory and
Calloway County Literacy Program.
Tickets will be $7 in advance
and $8 at the door of any of the
places on the day of the tour.
Tickets ma' be purchased at Kopperud Realty, at north and south
branches of Union Planters Bank,
or from any Kappa member.
Final plans were completed at
the November meeting of the
department with Sue Allison, chairman, presiding.
Members of the tour of homes
committee include Karen Isaacs and
Dorinda Craig, co-chairs, Laura
Dziekonski, Carolyn Farrell, Linda
Dick and Donna Gibbs. All members of the department assist in
the overall planning and work at
the various places during the afternoon.
Hostesses for the November
social hour were Melva Hatcher,
Pat Miller and Wilda Purdom.
The club will have a Christmas party and Chinese Auction
on Dec. 5 at 6:30 p.m.

Program Information
Call 753-3314

The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have an important rehearsal tonight (Thursday) at 7
p.m. at the club house. This is in preparation for the Holiday Open
House of the general club Dec: 3 at -2 p.m.
•

American Legion will meet
American Legion Post 73 will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m.
at the American Legion Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray.

Holiday bazaar Saturday
The annual Holiday Foods Bazaar by the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Library. Cakes, cookies, candies,
home canned foods, jams and jellies will be available.

Church bazaar Saturday
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its bazaar,
bake sale, cookie walk, clothing room, white elephant room, and
food of country ham, sausage and biscuits on Saturday from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the church, located on Martin's Chapel Road off
Wiswell Road.

Glendale Place lists events
Events at Glendale Place will be Exercise at 9 a.m., Devotion
at 10 a.m. and Blood Pressure Checks at 2:30 p.m. Friday; Exercise at 9 a.m., Joyride at 10 a.m. and BSU Choral Ensemble at
2:30 p.m. on Saturday.

Backboard Club will meet
Calloway County Boys Basketball Backboard Club will meet
tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County
High School. Plans for "Meet the Lakers Night" will be discussed.
All interested persons are invited.

Hazel club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m.

at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Wellness Center. Kathie

Pierce will be the speaker. Later-the group will go to Boulders for
the business meeting

Multiple Sclerosis group to meet

Remember The Titans
PG - 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:45

3980 Murray Paris Road
Hazel, KY 42049

_

KAPPA MEETING...Servirig as hostesses at the November
meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were, from left, Melva Hatcher, Pat Miller and Wilda
Purdom.

Red Planet
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9 Hi

jhr2 eighfunth ammai

West Kentucky Interstitial Cystitis Support Group will meet Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at the home of the leader, Patsy Burkeen,
232 Reece Rd., Mayfield. Interstitial cystitis is inflammation and
irritation of the bladder. This is open to all interested persons. For
information call Patsy at 1-270-247-6129 or 1-270-251-0190.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will go bowling at Corvette
Lanes,- Murray, Friday at 6 pent- and -have-a-house party at JoArin's
house at 6 p.m. Saturday. For information call Barbara at 4365032, Vicky after 4 p.m. at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Little Nicky
PG13 - 1:10 -3:15 - 7:19 - 9.1 -,

Hair • Tan • Spa
Located Behind Cracker Barrel • 759-3343

Cystitis Group will meet

Singles (SOS) plan events

Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

7 Days Per Week Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat, 8-6; Sun. 1-5

Murray High School Tiger Band is now taking orders for A
annual citrus fruit sale of oranges, grapefruit, tangelos and apples
and will continue until Nov. 28. Fruit will be delivered during the
week of Dec. 11. For information or to purchase fruit call Sue
Farley at 753-3991.

Woodmen of the World Youth will go bowling Saturday from 7
to 9 p.m. at Corvette Lanes, Main Street, Murray. For more information call 753-4377. It is not necessary to pre-register for this
event.

or
Gift Certificates Available • Expires Dec. 31st

Tiger Band selling citrus fruit

WOW Youth to go bowling

3 TANNING VISITS for $5.00
TAN ALL MONTH for $29.95

Donna Ramsey Downing of Hardin who attends Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church has been ill for about three years.
She has an appointment at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn.,
on Dec. 4.
Her church friends will sponsor a benefit gospel singing on
Saturday at 6 p.m. at Brooks Chapel Church, located on Brooks
Chapel Road, off Highway 1346 east, off U.S. Highway 641
North. The public is invited to attend this special singing Saturday night to give support to Donna and her family.

Christmas Pageant by U.S.A. Beauties will be Saturday at the
Murray State University Curris Center. Hailey Wallace of Murray
will be hostess. There will be divisions for girls from 0 months
to 15 years and up and for boys 0 years to 6 and up. For information call 759-8800.

ttAIV rtY.060026fiC
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Christmas pageant Saturday

Annual candlelight
vigil on Saturday
..

JO'S DATEBOOK

SUBSCRIBE

.1

Murray Area Multiple Sclerosis Mutual Help Group will meet
tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Sherial Underwood at 759-8516 or e-mail: sherial@apex.net.

-

The Green Plain building is located approximately 1
mile off of Highway 641 between Murray and Hazel
on the corner of the Green Plain and Murray Pari,
.
Roads.

Announce your Wedding. Engagement, or Social Event
in the Murray Ledger & Times. You'll be glad you did!

DID YOU KNOW..
orm
/Ern for Indieshas_ 1. ithet!nostfunigne
ion
aiid
clothing in this area? we Ihive ...izes to tit (limosl wen, fiNtire

C

from 4-16. Great brands like Telluride, Cutter Ruck, Michael Simon,
&Volute Sweaters, Liz Chilhorue, Pritish khahl and much more. Slwp
earht for the hohdays,
ez,en wrap it free. Give u: Chalk e to 41011'
ome hack sol}roulee ii
you the greatest looks of the season.
402 Main St.
753-2472

•
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Announcing

Ginger Whittaker bride-elect of Ben Call has selected
home accessories &flatzvarefrom our Bridal Registry.
The

Kegistry
Of:Milers)

209 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-0350
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BIRTHS
Jenica Mishon Warkentin

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Warkentin of 919 Watson Rd., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, lenica Mishon Warkentin, horn on Sunday.
Nov. 5, 2000, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds one ounce and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Deanne Penner. A brother is Jerin Kade
and a sister is Marissa Kaelyn.
Grandparents are Harold and ruth Penner of Murray and Milton
and Margaret Warkentin of Cartwright, Manitoba, Canada.

Rachel Leanne Thompson

PRESENTS PROGRAM...Jody Richardson of 12th Street Floral uses special items as she presented a program at the
November meeting of Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Hostesses were Cindy Dunn, Donna Ellis,
Virginia Hale and Louise Baker.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Evans Thompson of 1712 Olive St., Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Rachel Leanne Thompson, born on
Tuesday, Nov. 7, 2000, at 7:34 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds 12 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Tammy Gay Garland. A sister is
Sarah Elizabeth Thompson.
Grandparents are Ronald and Shirley Thompson, Michael Garland,
and Lana and Kevin Russell, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Doris Garland of Murray and Mrs.
Eloin Kavanaugh of Newburgh, Ind.

Hannah Elizabeth Poe
Jonathan and Stacy Poe of Benton are the parents of a daughter,
Hannah Elizabeth Poe, born on Sunday, Oct. 29, 2000, at 2:08 p.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed seven pounds 11 ounces and measured 19 inches.
Grandparents are Bobby and Judy Warren and Mr. and Mrs. James
E. Poe, all of Murray, and David and Donna Miget of Benton.
Great-grandparents are the late Huie and Velda Warren of Murray,
James T. Sample of Haines City, Fla., and the late Faylene Sample,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Poe of Palma, and Kathleen Garland of Benton and the late J. B. Garland.
A great-great-grandmother is Velma Austin of Benton.

YARDS OF MONTH...The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club has selected yards of the month for November. They are, top photo, residential yard of Mark and Becky
Blankenship, 518 South 11th St.. and bottom photo. business yard of The Murray Bank. South 12th Street.

THE ROSSI TWINS

Zachary Thomas Rossi
Cayla Jewel Rossi

ThOhia-s—ROSSI—orMiirray are the parents of
twins, a boy, Zachary, Thomas Rossi, and a girl, Cayla Jewel Rossi,
born on Wednesday. Nov. 1, 2000, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Zachary weighed six pounds 14 ounces, measured 19 inches and
was born at 7:45 a.m. Cayla weighed seven pounds four ounces.
measured 19 inches and was born at 7:47 a.m. The mother is the
former Carla Jo Brandon.
Grandparents are Joe Thomas and Carla May Brandon and Cary
Lee and Julia Diane Brandon, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Polly Brandon and Keith and Hazel Brandon, all of Murray, Joe Reid Laughhunn of Florida, and Grace Laughhunn and Tom Kluchnik of Michigan. An aunt is Sherri Byrley of
Benton and two uncles are Edward Gene Brandon and Michael Reid
Rossi. both of Murray.

TO REPORT LOCAL NEWS
UPCOMING EVENTS
CALL 753-1916

ATTEND MEETING...Murray Chapter of the International Association of Administrative Professionals® had representatives
at the Kentucky Division Fall Membership Forum and board
meeting in Bardstown. They were, from left, Sharion Bailey, chair of state division education committee, Kay Hays,
state division secretary, Marion Hale, chapter treasurer, Gale
Vinson, corresponding secretary, and Cathy Thompson CPS,
chapter president. Seminars attended were by Wally Lyons
on "Investing for Women" and Steve Wiggins on "Time
Management with A Twist."

Pittenger wins honors
Megan Brooke Pittenger, 6, of
Murray won honors at the HoliExtravaganza
Christmas
day
Pageant held Nov. 11 at Murray
State University Curris Center.
Pittenger was crowned queen
of her age division and received
a trophy, crown, banner and two
Barbie computer games.
She also received trophies in
the 6 to 8 age group for most
beautiful, best dressed and photogenic.
Pittenger was crowned overall
best dressed in four and over age
group and received a trophy, crown
and banner.
She is the daughter of Dennis
and Stacey Pittenger of Murray
and a first grade student at Southwest Elementary School.

MEGAN B. PITTENGER

7 CELLTOUCH,inc.
6 Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hard... on Cirsolitritit St.)

100

time
'2"
minutes

BONUS PROMOTION
1000 off peak mlnutss
FREE for 12 months

9

venzwiwtreless
bilkeiftid AVM

Ups up for Prepaid CUllular=
and receive 30 FREE ?AMU

FREE Phone
FREE Car Charger
FREE Leather Case

FREE Caller ID
on new one year service agreement. Subject to atoll check and approval Fee wilt be
for early termination of contract. Other restrictions may apply.

NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS

OES

Glendale & 4th St.• Murray
OPEN EVERY THURS., FRI. & SAT.
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CHILDREN'S

010
-yr
UP TC.

W

OFF

SUGG RET

DRESS & ATHLETIC

NEW CROP
SLUMBER PARTY...Widowed sisters and cousins attending
an all night slumber party on Oct. 13 at the home of Christine Dick were, from left, seated, Mrs. Dick and Bertie
Clapp, Mayfield, standing, Marjory Ward, Lynnville, Francis
Crawford, Mayfield, Opal Gleghorn, Ash Flat, Ark.. and Maxine Perry, Mayfield. The ladies all grew up around Lynnville.

PECANS
ARE HERE

NEW SHIPMENT OF LADIES BOOTS NINE WEST
NEW BALANCE
s17" s21"
ATHLETICS
MEN'S BOOTS

'24"

19"-'24"
'

DOC MARTENS • ECCO • COLE-HAHN • EZ SPIRITS • ROCKPORT

Kentucky Nut Corporation
Box ISO, Hickman, Ky. 42050

• Best Wild Shelled Halves & Piece,
•"Munchin" Pecans...Roasted/Salted
• Custom Cracking Of Your In Shell
Phone & Fax (270)236-2662
Available At Smith's Supermarket • New Chocolate Pecans and Almond ,
Roasted Cashews & Peanuts
kynut@apex.net

lung Hills
urser
HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

from Knoxville, TN

Introducing the New

Dennis Johnson, P H D

ImiEFICILINES
"Home ofthe Helix Cut"

emik

•

Cuts
Curl
Into
hair!

•Santa

•Woodlands
*Enchantment

Perfect for all hair types.'
It works!

270-753-0882
Now accepting Vlita&

•Snowkins

•Sports
*Ocean Spray

Call Dennis Johnson for appt:
Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
Murray

Themed
Christmas
Trees:
•Patio Tree

"Helix Cut!"

Mr1,1, •

Boots $32"

AND MANY, MANY OTHER NAME BRAND SHOES!!

Sat., Nov. 18 • 7 p.m.
ETERNAL VISION QUARTET

"I can't believe my hair has so
much body & it's not a perm!"

Shoes $2999

NEW SHIPMENTS EVERY VVEEK!

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH

EVERYONE INVITED
No Admission. Love Offering Will Be Taken.

DOC MARTENS

The Christmas Place
*Black Forest Slim-line
Artificial Christmas
Trees
*Silk Wreaths
& Centerpieces
*Unique Ornaments
*Garden Gifts
." 1
".;.‘""/

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

Read the Today pages!
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Tigers, Cardinals on collision course
Mayfield is lusting for a trip to Louisville.
By MIKE OHSTROM
"I think that since Beechwood got knocked out,
Staff Writer
If the Murray High football team wants to cap- (Mayfield) smells blood and they'll be geared up to
ture its second Class A First Region championship win a state championship," Fisher said.
Murray moved through the first two rounds of
in fotir years, the ninth-ranked Tigers will need to
make sure No. 1 Mayfield can't drive 55 Friday at the postseason with a 41-14 home win over Crittenden County and a 34-21 victory over No. 8 Trigg
the Cardinals' roost, War Memorial Stadium.
And after watching his squad score seven, seven, County Friday in Cadiz.
The winner of Friday's game will travel to either
seven, seven, six and six points, respectively, in its
last: six meetings with Mayfield, Murray head coach No. 5 Bardstown (10-2) or No. 3 Danville (11-1)
Rick Fisher thinks it's about time his 10-2 Tigers next week.
"People need to realize that we're in the regionbreak some speed limits of their own.
The 12-0 Cardinals advanced to the third round al championship and playing for the state semifiof the playoffs with home wins over No. 14 Rus- nals, but we haven't reached our goals yet," added
sellville (55-8) and No. 15 Ballard Memorial (55- Fisher, who noted that his Tigers will need to defeat
6). and with No. 12 Newport Central Catholic sur- at least three district champions — Trigg County,
priithg No. 2 Beechwood Friday, Fisher believes Mayfield and either Bardstown or Danville — to
win the school's third
state title.
"The
road
to
Louisville is never easy,
but we have a tougher
road than (Mayfield);
we've already beaten
one No. 1 seed and
we'll have to beat
another, and (Mayfield)
SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo
has been at home so
OVER...Murray High head coach Rick Fisher and senior quarterback Thomas
TALKING
IT
far. But the road to the
state
championship Olive discuss strategy during the ninth-ranked Tigers' 34-21 Class A second-round playgoes through Mayfield, off win over No. 8 Trigg County Friday in Cadiz. Murray (10-2) visits top-ranked Mayfield
and that's where we're (12-0) Friday at War Memorial Stadiui for the First Region championship.
heading Friday night." led 6-0 on Anthony Cogdell's second-quarte inter- with a chance to win."
Mayfield finished ception return for a touchdown before a lengthy
One of those 13 Murray seniors is Bobby Smith.
the regular season tied Mayfield drive tallied the winning score with less who has rushed for 765 yards and 13 touchdowns
while averaging 13.2 yards per carry in four games
for 12th in the state in than three minutes to play in surviving 7-6.
scoring defense (9.2
Fisher feels the experience of pushing the Car- at tailback.
points per game), 19th dinals to the brink will benefit his troops immenseSmith was playing wide receiver when the Tigers
in___seoring margin_(24_7 ly, as. they know- they -can-compete with Mayfield visited- Mayfield-during The regular season, andlhat
ppg), 15th in rushing because they have already done so.
is just one of several nuances to Friday's return
offense(265.4 yards per
-They (Mayfield) have the potential to score a bout.
game)and sixth in rush- lot of points and blow you out if you don't keep
"There are a lot of things that make us a difing defense (65.0 yps). yourself in the same, so the key will be how we a,leiynk192)gr_ig iffle.OgYK__te_NR-than--We._ were-five—
MurraytOth- ptayarTjr,'" IgdPiTSE61; vitae Tigers c'anrie-the cirri= weeks ago," Fisher said. "We're a lot more exploranked rushing offense est to upsetting the Cardinals this year — Class 4A sive now, and Bobby's speed and ability to take it
(283.2 ypg) managed Marshall County came within five points in the Aug. the distance is something we didn't have last time.
just 52 yards on the 25 season-opener, losing a 19-14 verdict at War
"Both (Murray and Mayfield) are a lot better
-Malt
ground versus the Car- Memorial.
than we were five weeks ago. Both teams are difSCOTT NANNEY,Ledger & Times photo dinals Oct. 13 in May"We're not going over there to lose. We've got ferent because we've both made personnel adjustCLOSING IN...Murray High senior cornerback Eric Villaflor (5) tracks field.
a bunch of seniors that don't want their season to ments, so it's going to boil down to who makes the
down Trigg County wide receiver Devron Wadlington Friday.
However, the Tigers end, and we want to make it to the fourth quarter big plays."

Your authorized

Jewelry
Repair &
Custom
Design

ARTORVED
Class Ring Dealer

front

Don Henry State Farm
Agency & Staff

J.T. Lee, Jeweler

AAAAA 1•111/61

Where Your Ideas Turn to Gold

&JO

Murray Home
I Auto

INSU.ANC.

302 Main St.
Office:
753-9935
Home:
753-1540

Dixieland Center
Murray, KY 42071
759-1141

Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571

:a NEW LOCATION "Zil
714 North 12th St.• Murray 1111
JCPenney Shopping Center
(in the old Fashion Bug Building)

1111 1. EVERYDAY SPECIAL
gp New Releases 3For $7.50
2 Night Rental

op
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GOOD
LUCK
TIGERS!

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
PROUD
SUPPORTER Of
TIGER Foortau.
Foa 70 WARS.

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

It's not easy being in the
shoes of a single parent.

Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated
Terry & Karen Issacs, Owners

Supporting Our
Home Teams

VIDEO SUPER STORE
753-7670

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

GO TIGERS

753-5273 • 701 Main Street

201 S. 3rd St.• Murray • 753-2411

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

Today, one out of four kids is being raised
by a single parent. If you're in those shoes,
the Y can give you the support you need.
We help kids build strong values and
vr
develop self-esteem. So join and
see how we fit your family.

•

Shell
622 South 4th

1

The place to go before
or after the game!

4pm(elleezzlooc/IW.Aa

DINE-IN • PICK-UP • FREE DELIVERY'

804 Chestnut St.

753-6656

The Family YMCA.It's for all of iou.N
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Giambi named AL MVP
AL MVP Votes
OAKLAND,Calif.(AP)— With
(AP) — Voting tor the 2000
YORK
NEW
tattooed
his
covering
black leather
American League Most Valuable Player
biceps and his hair slicked back, Award, with first-, second- and third-place
Jason Giambi's look belied his votes and total points on a 14-9-8-7-6-5-4emotions as the American League's 3-2-1 basis:
3rd Total
2nd
1st
newly crowned Most Valuable Play- Player
11
2 317
Ja. Giambi, Oak 14
er.
7 285
7
10
Thomas, Chi
4
6 218
The Oakland Athletics first Rodriguez, Sea 4
4
10 206
baseman cried as he looked at his Delgado, Tor
1
1 103
P.Martinez, Bos
brother and teammate, Jeremy.
97
1
Ramirez, Cle
"This has been story book for Martinez, Sea
- 97
94
1
me all year long. Having him Erstad, Ana
- 66
Bos
come over, us winning the divi- Garciaparra,
- 44
Jeter, NY
sion, winning this award," he said. Sweeney. KC
- 33
- 28
"It doesn't get any better than Ordonez, Chi
- 23
Justice, Cle-NY
that."
- 23
Williams, NY
first-place
28
of
14
got
Giambi
votes and finished with 317 points with a .476 on-base percentage
in balloting by the Baseball Writ- and was third with a .647 slugers Association of America. Giambi ging percentage.
also got 11 seconds, two thirds
But Giambi earned the award
and one fifth.
with an amazing final month, hitChicago's Frank Thomas, a two- ting .396 with 13 homers and 32
time winner, rebounded from his RBIs and leading the A's to the
worst season to finish second with AL West title.
285 points and 10 first-place votes.
"I'll never forget this year for
Seattle's Alex Rodriguez got the the rest of my life," he said, "espeother four first-place votes and cially at the end of the year, when
finished third with 218 points.
my teammates carried me off the
The honor indeed caps a story- field. That will live forever in my
book season for Giambi. He hit memories."
.333 with 43 homers, 137 RBIs
When Giambi came up to Oakand 137 walks. He led the league land early in the 1995 season,

land beyond next year. He is eligible for free agency following
the 2001 season, and it could be
difficult for the low-budget A's to
keep Giambi.
"Sometimes money isn't the
most important thing on this earth.
Happiness plays a big part in it,"
he said.
"I've talked to a lot of players
who have signed for money and
weren't happy. People forget, too,
that the most important thing in
this game is winning.
"To look and see what Derek
Jeter's done in winning four World
Series rings. That's something that
I think everyone who plays this
game wants to achieve."
Beane said his top priority is
re-signing Giambi.
"There's no getting around the
fact that Jason is going to be paid
a lot and deserves to be paid a
lot," Beane said. "There's no pretending otherwise."
Toronto's Carlos Delgado was
fourth (206), followed by Boston's
Pedro Martinez (103), Cleveland's
Manny Ramirez and Seattle's Edgar
Martinez (97 each), Anaheim's
Darin Erstad (94), Boston's Nomar
-Garciaparra (66) and Jeter (441.

Mark McGwire was entrenched at
first base. Giambi became the slugger's pupil — to the point of cutting his hair short.
The two remain close to this
day. When Giambi found out he
won the award, one of the first
calls he placed ,was to McGwire.
"Not only is he my best friend,
he's my mentor," Giambi said. "I
love him to death and he's a big
part of this honor."
Giambi took over at first when
McGwire was traded to St. Louis.
The A's had a new look and new
young players, and Giambi was
the anchor.
Although they struggled, the A's
came together to win this season's
division title, then took the Yankees to a deciding fifth game in
the division series before being
eliminated.
"A couple of years ago, we
almost lost 100 games," Giambi
said. "We've really turned the corner. (GM) Billy Beane did an
unbelievable job putting together
this machine we have going now.
Hopefully, we can take it to the
next step."
The next step for the A's will
be how to keep Giambi in Oak-

MOST VALUABLE...Oakland A's first baseman Jason Giambi
was named the American League's Most Valuable Player
Wednesday in voting by the Baseball Writers Association
of America.

Surprising Sixers top
Cavs, stay unbeaten

Lasege
ruled
ineligible

By The Associated Press
The term "Clash of the Titans" does'n't
exactly come to mind when Philadelphia and
Cleveland play an NBA game.
But in this unpredictable season, that was
a fitting theme Thursday night as the top two
teams in the Eastern Conference met in
Philadelphia, with the 76ers prevailing 10798.
-'The victory itnproved-Philadaphia's record
to 8-0. Cleveland lost for just the second time
in eight games.
"This is a lot of fun. Everybody is enjoying the way we're playing," said Theo Ratliff,
who had 15 points and six blocks. George
Lynch scored a season-high 23 points and
Allen Iverson added 22 as the 76ers matched
the best start in franchise history.
In other games, Phoenix defeated Dallas
99-78, the Los Angeles Clippers downed New
York 78-74, New Jersey edged Miami 93-91,
Minnesota outlasted Golden State 92-90, Indiana beat Detroit 92-88, Milwaukee defeated
Atlanta 84-74 and Boston topped Washington

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An
NCAA committee has deemed
Muharnmed Lasege, a 6-foot-11
center from Lagos, Nigeria, ineligible to play for the University
of Louisville because of a brief
—stint on„ a Russian-professional-team, the school said Wednesday.
Lasege was denied an appeal
by the an NCAA committee on
Tuesday. The appeal was his last
opportunity to be allowed to play
college basketball.
"This is a devastating decision
for a special young man and it
bothers me that we cannot do
more for him," said coach Denny
Crum. "He's a model student and
has been a joy to coach."
at
Lasege, 20, enrolled
Louisville last fall and completed
his first year on the academic
honor roll as an economics major.
He had been practicing with the
team since preseason drills began
Oct. 14.

NEW HEIGHTS...George Lynch scored
a season-high 23 points in helping the
Philadelphia 76ers to a 107-98 win over
the Cleveland Cavaliers. The Sixers are
the NBA's lone unbeaten team at 8-0.

116-109.
Philadelphia also opened the 1979-80 season with eight straight wins and went on to
the NBA Finals.
Iverson, playing with a sprained left ankle,
overcame a slow start and sparked an 18-0
run in the third that gave the Sixers control
of the game.
Clarence Weatherspoon scored 24 points
and Robert'
for Cleveland, which began the night with
the second-best record in the East.
"They were able to sustain their presence
and pressure," Cavaliers coach Randy Wittman
said.
The Sixers, the only undefeated team in
the NBA, will play nine of 11 games on the
road after a home game against Miami on
Friday.
Philadelphia has already won at New York,
Orlando, Miami and Minnesota.
Pacers 92, Pistons 88
Reggie Miller scored 30 points while Travis
Best added 22 as Indiana beat Detroit in
coach Isiah Thomas' return to the Palace of
Auburn Hills.
Thomas, who spent his Hall of Fame playing career with the Pistons, was given a standing ovation by the sparse crowd during pregame
introductions.

Tigers need to show vaunted offense to top Cards
The old adage that defense wins
championships holds true most of
the time.
However, the name of the game
is offense when the Murray High
Tigers face rival Mayfield —
whether it's during the regular season or in the Class A state playoffs.
For the third time since 1997,
the Tigers and Cardinals will reprise
their rivalry in the playoffs when
the two teams meet Friday night
at War Memorial Stadium in Mayfield.
And MHS head coach Rick
Fisher knows that his squad will
have to be more productive offen-

sively in order to win this weekend's First Region championship
game.
Consider this: In the last six
games between Murray and Mayfield, dating back to the 1997 regular season matchup, the Tigers
have scored 7, 7, 7, 7, 6 and 6
points. Just in case you weren't
counting, that comes to a grand
total of 44 points.
Of courM, that total includes
the Tigers' 7-0 playoff victory during the '97 postseason. Murray
went on to defeat Fulton County
in the First Region title game the
next week and came within one
game of playing for the state cham-

SCOTT
NANNEY

SPORTS
EDITOR
pionship.
The Cardinals' defense, which
is allowing a mere 8.7 points per
game, was up to its old tricks against
Murray earlier this season, limiting the Tigers to just six points
in a 7-6 victory Oct. 13 in Mayfield.
But what's become even more
disturbing for Murray is its offen-

RODEO
COLLEGE
t*45
10
—
Murray State University

sive production - or lack there it lost 38-7.
Mayfield claimed the 1999 regof — against its biggest rival.
In the regular-season contest, ular 'season matchup by a 33-6
the Tigers managed just 92 total count, holding Murray to 142 yards.
Even in their 7-0 playoff vicyards — 52 rushing and 40 passtory in 1997, the Tigers gained
ing.
Despite giving up 245 yards, just 68 total yards — only 61
the MHS defense bent but didn't rushing and a microscopic seven
break until a 19-play, 71-yard scor- yards passing.
Compare those stats to the
ing drive saved the day for the
Cardinals with just 2:39 remain- yardage totals Mayfield compiled
in those same games: 386, 228,
ing in the game.
• Going back to the 1997 regu- 324, 530, 382 and 245.
As you might have guessed. it
lar season, that seems to be the
offensive pattern that this rivalry doesn't take a genius to figure out
who won the majority of those
has followed.
games.
just
gained
Tigers
the
In 1997,
This is not a knock on the
196 total yards in a 30-7 loss and
totaled just 131 in a 41-7 loss in Tigers' offense. They have proven
1998. MHS was one yard worse that they're one of the most pro(130)in the'98 playoff game, which lific offenses in western Kentucky.
However, they've failed to show
that against the Cardinals.
But all of that could change come

tomorrow night, especially considering the offensive re-birth the
Tigers have experienced since that
Friday the 13th encounter.
By now, you know the story
of senior flanker Bobby Smith,
who moved into the MHS backfield when star tailback Anthony
Cogdell went down with a foot
injury.
The lightning-quick Smith,
who's rushed for 689 yards and
12 touchdowns in Murray's last
three games. has given the Tigers
an explosive offensive weapon.
I dare say that if Smith would
have been in the backfield in midOctober, the Tigers would be hosting Friday's title game instead of
traveling 20 miles northwest.
There's no doubt that Smith
will have to be a factor if the
Tigers expect to win. Otherwise,
the defense won't matter too much.

— coming to

Murray, Ky.

114

30 Gallon Drums
15W-40 and 30W Engine Oil
Sale $1.09 qt

November 16, 17, 18
7:30 p.m.
West Kentucky
Exposition Center
Ozark Region

Sun., Nov. 19
9 a.m. & 2 p.m.
High School Rodeo

Call 270-762-3125 for ticket info
See all of your favorite events in one arena.
,..„ Bulls • Broncs • Roping • Barrels • Clowns...lots more!,

v

Only

$13080

Drum!!'

Stop by or call Craig. Chad or Matt

ME

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut St., Murray
(270)753-3062

1-800-852-9736

it: 2000 Cass CO,INVAN'W
S a regrsta,ad t,1
,

CASE

Visit our Web Site at
www casecorp com

CASE Ill

FIBS Televised
Auction
Thursday, Nov. 16
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Murray Channel 11
1
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:Davenport

upset in New York

--•.,

ti:
s ZNEW YORK (AP) — Lindsay

)Ivenport was shell shocked.
k
.4.:..• "11 was not

the best way to
fltl a year," the defending charnion said after being bounced in
:the first round of the Chase ChamZOionships by Russian teen-ager
:Elena Dementieva.
Davenport joined 1997 winner
:Jana Novotna as the only reign:Ing champions to lose in the first
:iound since the season-ending tour-bament began in 1972.
f.. Yet Davenport seemed more
.
•:annoyed than upset over the quick
-_knd to her year.
"It's funny," Davenport said.
:If you look at my first rounds
- here the last few years, I've always
struggled. ... I don't know if it is
just getting used to that court at
first and getting into playing here,
• but I've always had trouble in the
first round."
• Dementieva's 3-6, 7-6 (7), 6-4
victory in her Madison Square
Garden debut Wednesday was just
another indication that she could
be the next tennis superstar. The
-19-year-old Dementieva reached the
semifinals of the U.S. Open, where
She lost to Davenport, and was a
Silver medalist at the Sydney
Plympics, where she lost to Venus
Williams.
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DAVENPORT
"I think my best result was in
the Olympic Games," Dementieva
said. "The U.S. Open I forgot
already, but the Olympics finals
is still in my mind."
Also winning first-round matches were third-seeded Monica Seles,
6-3, 6-4 over Sandrine Testud, and
No. 6 Nathalie Tauziat, 6-3, 6-2
aver Amy Frazier.
The quarterfinals begin Thursday evening with top-seeded Martina Hingis playing Tauziat, followed by No. 4 Conchita Martinez against No. 7 Anna Kournikova. On Friday, Seles will take on
Amanda Coetzer, followed by

SPORTS BRIEFS
3Seventh-grade Lady Lakers start year 1-1
The Calloway County Middle School seventh-grade girls' basketball team
° defeated host South Marshall 23-15 Monday to improve to 1-1 on the young
N.,
,season after opening with a 20-17 loss to Benton Nov. 6 at CCMS.
Against South Marshall, the Jr. Lady Lakers were led by Nakiah Gibson's
:-six points, seven rebounds and three blocked shots. Lindsay Miller also tossed
)n six points, while Whitney Lamb had four points and three steals. Samantha Bennett added four points and six rebounds and Marcy Boggess pitched
with three points and six boards.
N.. Lamb paced Calloway with seven points versus Benton, while Miller con;,
-tributed five points and Boggess tallied four points and eight rebounds. The
",.Jr. Lady Lakers return to action Monday when they welcome Christian FelClowship to CCMS.

,
:.:Eaves, Georgetown return to NAIA playoffs
e
GEORGETOWN, Ky. — The second-ranked Georgetown College football
..team recorded its second straight 10-0 regular season Saturday and will host
-.1.1o. 13 Olivet Nazarene in the first round of the NAIA Football Championship
<Series. Georgetown was last year's NAIA runner-up, while Olivet reached the
:.title game in 1998.
.Z
Former Calloway County High School standout Jason Eaves, a Junior runN-oing back, scored his first touchdown of the season in Georgetown's 55-15
victory in Saturday's regular-season finale versus No. 3 St. Joseph's (Ind.).
Tickets for Saturday's 130 p.m. playoff game in Georgetown — which
, marks the Tigers' third consecutive postseason appearance — may be reserved
,M advance by calling 502-863-7016.

CCHS Backboard Club schedules meeting
Theralloway County High School Boys' Basketball Backboard Club will

•rn6et today at_7 km,. in the COS.cafeteria . to iii*cuss .plans for "Meet the
7.
-Lakers Night."'

Dementieva against 17-year-old Garden carpet, Davenport was one
Kim Clijsters of Belgium.
point away from a spot in the
One of the biggest hitters in quarterfinals. But Dementieva
women's tennis, Davenport found ripped a forehand into the corner
her match in Dementieva, at least to pull even in the second-set
on this night.
tiebreaker, 7-7. Davenport then
"I wish I had tried to do some- sailed the next two points long,
thing different, maybe tried to hit first a forehand, then a backhand
the ball a little higher, deeper, or service return.
maybe just not try to hit so hard
That gave Dementieva a 9-7
and give her a good look at the tiebreaker victory and leveled the
ball, because she seemed like she match at one set apiece.
was pretty grooved on what I was
"I think I gave her the kind of
giving her," Davenport said.
ball she wanted to hit," DavenWhile it was Dementieva's first port said, "which were hard balls
win over Davenport in six career right to her."
meetings, Davenport had to win
Davenport came into the Chase
a second-set tiebreaker and a 7-5 Championships right after winning
third set to get past the Russian a tournament Sunday in Philadelat the U.S. Open.
phia. She admitted she was tired,
"The last match was pretty close but refused to blame her loss on
in the second set, and I think I that.
just find how to play against her,"
"I have nothing to hang my
Dementieva said. "Today I start- head about," she said. "Disaped a bit earlier, and that's why I pointed that I maybe I didn't capwon, I think."
italize on a few points. But hopeSeventy-one minutes after they fully, there will be a few more
started on the blue Madison Square chances."

Stone to solidify
middle for 'Cats
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Ken.tucky forward/center Marvin Stone
knows he's not the same type of
player as the team's previous man
in the middle.
Jamaal Magloire ruled the paint
with an aggressive, bruising style
that made opponents think twice
about bringing the ball inside.
Stone, a 6-foot-10, 250-pound
sophomore from Huntsville, Ala.,
is more of a finesse player who
figures to hurt opposing players
with his passing skills and crafty
moves near the basket.
For the Wildcats (0-2) to be
successful, however, coach Tubby
Smith knows Stone will have to
add a bit of Magloire's brutality
and fearlessness to his arsenal.
"He's got to be the presence
inside," Smith said. "To protect
the basket, block shots, rebound
the ball and play good post defense.
He's very capable of doing that,"
Stone, who Came off the bench
to spell Magloire most of last season, started Kentucky's first two
games against St. John's and UCLA
,in-the Coaches vs--Cancer Classic. He averaged 11 points —

making seven of 11 shots from
the field — 6.5 rebounds and one
blocked shot in those two games,
both Wildcat losses.
In Kentucky's first exhibition
game against the California AllStars, Stone picked up a doubledouble with 13 points and 14
rebounds. Those are the kinds of
numbers he expects to post this
season, starting with tonight's final
exhibition game against Athletes
in Action at Rupp Arena.
"My main goal is to be consistent," the soft-spoken Stone said.
"It's a long season, and I might
not score in double figures in
every game. But I want to be real
strong on the boards if I don't.
"A lot of being a good rebounder is effort. I learned that being
around Jamaal last season."
There's also room for improvement. Stone made only eight of
18 free throws — a paltry 44 percent — and committed six turnovers
in the first two games.
Stone averaged 4.6 points, and
3.4 rebounds a game last season
despite playing most of -the year
with a broken thumb.

SCOREBOARD
.i.rrili6u,

II)

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
Pittsburgh
9
2-1
5
21
NY Rangers
9
8
0-0
18
Philadelphia
7
4-0
7
18
N,Y Islanders
6
15
2-1
6
New Jersey
6
8
3-0
15
Northeast Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
Ottawa
9
4
4-0
22
Buffalo
9
2-1
4
21
Toronto
9
21
2-1
6
Boston
6
2-1
8
15
Montreal
5
11
12
2-0
Southeast Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
Tampa Bay
6
14
1-1
8
Atlanta
4
5
6-0
14
Carolina
5
9
3-0
13
Washington
3
8
13
6-1
Florida
2
4-3
7
11
Two points for a win, one point for a tie
and overtime loss.
Tuesday's Games
Phoenix 2, Washington 2, tie
Columbus 3. Dallas 2
Tampa Bay 1, Montreal 0
San Jose 3, New Jersey 2
Edmonton 3. St Louis 0
Vancouver 4, Chicago 2
Wednesday's Games
Florida 4, Carolina 1
Detroit 4, San Jose 1
Atlanta 1, Nashville 0
Philadelphia 2, Toronto 1, OT
Dallas 2. Buffalo 2, tie
N Y Rangers 3, Minnesota 2
Colorado 3. Anaheim 0

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
Si Louis
11
3
3-0
25
Detroit
11
5
1-1
24
Nashville
6
5-1
5
18
Columbus
6
14
1-1
10
Chicago
5
10
13
1-2
Northwest Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
14
Colorado
2
31
3-0
Edmonton
11
8
24
2-0
Vancouver
9
3-1
5
22
Calgary
5
9
15
3-2
Minnesota
4
11
3-1
12
Pacific Division
L
T-OL Pts.
Phoenix
10
3
26
6-0
San Jose
11
4
24
2-0
Los Angeles
9
6
4-0
22
Dallas
8 5
3-1
20
Anaheim
6
17
9
3-2
Today's Games
New Jersey at Boston, 6 p.m.
Carolina at Ottawa, 6 p.m.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, 7 p.m.
Columbus at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Chicago at Calgary, 8 p.m.
Colorado at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
N Y Islanders at Los Angeles. 9:30 p.m
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Buffalo, 6 p.m.
Montreal at Washington, 6 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Toronto, 6:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m.
Dallas at Detroit, 630 p.m.
Florida at Columbus, 630 p.m.
Chicago at Edmonton, 8 p.m.
N Y. Rangers at Vancouver, 9 p.m.

ASU fires Snyder
TEMPE, Ariz.(AP) — Not long
ago, coach Bruce Snyder seemed
to be building a football dynasty
at Arizona State.
Then came three mediocre seasons that brought an end to Snyder's nine years with the Sun Devils. He was fired Wednesday with
his team 5-5 and one game remaining.
Snyder will coach the team
through its Nov. 25 game at Arizona. If Arizona State wins and
goes to a bowl, he will coach that
game, too, before giving way to
a successor chosen from a national search.
Dwindling crowds and increasingly frustrated boosters spelled
his doom.
"We are in -a-Very-competitive
marketplace relative to sports enter-

tainment, and we need to have a
program that's highly competitive,"
athletic director Gene Smith said.
"If we win a championship every
year, it would be nice, but we
need to be highly competitive."
With an enrollment of 43,000,
an ideal climate and a location in
a fast-growing, vibrant area, Arizona State should be a perennial
contender for a major bowl invitation, said Smith, a former player at Notre Dame who has been
on the job only since August.
In 1996, Snyder was the consensus pick as national coach of
the year after directing his team
to an 11-0 regular-season record;
Arizona State lost 20-17 to Ohio
State in the Rose Bowl, and the
DevilslinisVed- fourth In the
national rankings.
•
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BEL-AIR

SHOPPING

CENTER

•

MURRAY • 753-8322

93WITHUS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
Nov. 17 & 18 • 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Great Things Are Cookin' Outside!
Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound

$500 lb.
Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts
$12ea.

Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken
ONLY
$4
30ea.

"Finger
Lickin' Good"
Whole
Slab Ribs

$10
Rib Eye
Sandwich
$200
ea.
They're Great!

NEW!!!
Smoked
Sausage
Sandwich

2

for $3

Fresh
Pork BBQ
Sandwiches

$200

Let Us Cook For You This Thanksgiving!
Our Delicious Smoked Turkeys stuffed with the season's
best apples, seasoned with our special coating and
grilled to perfection!
$

ea.
Hot Off
the Grill!
Hamburgers

2fm$1"

800

I 0- I 3 lb. average —
I 6- I 8 lb. avergae —
SMOKED

$2500

PICNIC HAM

Our Delicious

BOSTONUT
BT

$1
5
00
BIb Averlge

$
1
2
00

RIBS

TURKEY BREAST

(whole slab)

6 lb Average

Smoked
Turkey Breast
6 lb. Avg.

Great

$15

°13ea.
Deal'
Call ahead to assure

availability.

From Our Deli...POTATO SALAD OR COLE SLAW — 980 lb. with VIP Card

=

RELAX & ENJOY!

We are now taking orders for Thanksgiving

CALL 753-8322
OR STOP BY OUR MEAT DEPARTMENT
Pick up after I 2 Noon and Before 6:00 p.m on Tuesday or Wednesday Nov. 2 I or 22
(Availability is limited so book your order early!)

0011.Many, Many More GREAT SPECIALS....

1 1A

NOV 16 2000

WALL TO WALL - SELL OFF!

.3UAISIIEHNAHU
with $499 Purchase and Approved Credit!

One..

INTEREST
for 36 MONTHS

Sofas
Sofa Sleepers
Love Seats
Cedar Chests
Recliners
Swivel Rockers
Gliders
Curios
Baker's Rack
Entertainment
Centers
End Tables/Cocktail
Tables
Lamps
Wood Rockers
Bedroom Suites
Mattresses
Dining Sets
Chinas
Barstools
Pub Tables
Bunkbeds
Daybeds
Futons

MANDATORY...PUBLIC!!!

LIQUIDATION • CASH OR CREDIT
HUGE
PRICE
CUTS!

Thousands and thousands of dollars worth of fine furniture, must and will be
sold at whatever purchase price is available, in order to constitute the new
merchandising program. This must be done in a matter of days. Nothing held
back,furniture at the price you have always wanted, at the price you want to pay.
Seeing is believing, bring your trucks and trailers, haul away our savings! Brave
the crowds, be near the doors when they open.

LIQUIDATION
EVERYTHING
GOES!

LOW PAYMENT WITH 3 YEARS FREE FINANCING!
Purchase '500 Purchase '1000 Purchase '2000 Purchase '3000 Purchase '4000 Purchase'5000
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
$

389

778 $5556 $8333 $ 11 1 $13889
$2
Per Month
Per Month
Per Month
Per Month
Per Month
Per Month
WE CARRY HIGH QUALITY NAME BRAND FURNITURE AT LOW, LOW, DISCOUNT PRICES

It's simple, pick out all the furniture you want and divide by 36. This is your
monthly payment. Never any added interest or finance charges.

VISA

* $499 Purchase - Minimum requirement with approved credit thru AGF

1111111L11111111•WAIIIP
rTh

IMISIOTTIRICIIIII
IMIL1111111111111419111111111C
so= NI_ Maim Mitiresmit • Eleuraitcura, XV
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00
Sat. 9:00 - 5:00 • Sun. 1:00 - 5:00

mariNatiscoo

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00
Sat. 9:00 - 5:00 • Sun. 1:00 - 5:00
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HOROSCOPES

Arts

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
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MCMA celebrates 42nd year
The Murray Civic Music Association celebrates its 42nd year
during the2000-200I concert series
-They're Playing Our Song."
"Music lovers in the region
have come to expect outstanding
programming that appeals to the
diverse musical interests of our
many friends," said Dr. Brian Runnels, MCMA president.
This year's slate of events, Runnels said, will continue that history.
The MCMA will celebrate the
Christmas season with an upcoming performance of the Nashville
Ballet's -"The Nutcracker." The
yuletide classic will be held Nov.
26, at 2 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, located on the campus of
Murray State University.
The Sugar Plum Fairy and all
the colorful characters, beautiful
costumes, sets and staging make
Tchaikovsky's ballet enchanting.
Clara's fanciful world is peopled
with dancing snowflakes, toy soldiers, giant mice and dancers from
distant lands.
Members of the Nashville Ballet have trained across the world.
Their training ensures a spectacular pertormance. In addition to
members of the company of the
Nashville Ballet, local dancers will

NASHVILLE BALLET COMPANY MEMBERS
be included in the production.
The Murray season continues
with "They're Playing Our Song,"
a musical starring Barry Williams
of "The Brady Bunch." The performance will be held Feb. 12, at
7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Virtuoso violinist Daniel Heifetz
will perform March 2 with The
Classical Band,once again in Lovett

Auditorium. Carmen Balthrop,
soprano, will join the performance.
Non-members of the Murray
Civic Music Association may purchase tickets at the door beginning 45 minutes prior to the event.
MCMA is a volunteer organization with members from the
Murray community who want to

bring quality cultural entertainment
to the area.
The Murray Civic Music Association will continue its reciprocity agreement with the associations in Paducah and Dyersberg,
Mrtin and Union City, Tenn. This
makes it possible for each MCMA
member to attend all the productions in these cities simply by presenting their MCMA membership
card.
Reciprocity events scheduled for
December, January and February
include The Chicago Brass Quintet with the UTM University Singers
Dec. 1, in Martin; Robert Thies,
pianist, Jan. 13, in Dyersburg; and
Hideko Mills and The Surrogate
Earth Feb. 4, in Martin.
Memberships in the MCMA are
still available and area music lovers
are encouraged to renew or join
the association for the first time.
Membership fees are $40, adults:
$35, senior citizens (age 65 and
older); $10, children (under age
18); and $15,college students(MSU
students are admitted free to
MCMA concerts, but must purchase memberships to attend reciprocities).
For information, call Pat Miller
at 753-7550, or Runnels at 7624288.

State fish art contest under way
Wildlife Forever is once again
promoting its State-Fish Art Contest. Last year student participation more than tripled, and the
organization would like to see the
contest continue to grow at a similar pace this year.
An important tool available to
teachers is the State-Fish Art Lesson Plan.

The lesson plan allows art teachers to make this contest a part of
their classroom curriculum. There
are lessons available for students
from fourth through 12th grades.
It can be used as a stand-alone
unit or as a supplement to an
existing curriculum. It is available
to download.'along with entry forms
and additional information on the

art contest free of charge, at
www.statefishart.com.
Artwork must call attention to
the state fish, which is a "Kentucky" spotted bass. The fish must
be depicted in its natural habitat.
and the artwork must be submitted with a one-page composition
regarding the habits, behavior and
conservation efforts for that species.

Sontag wins book award
NEW YORK (AP) — With
Steve Martin serving as master of

ceremonies, the National Book
Awards felt just a little bit like
the Academy Awards. They felt even
more so when Susan Sontag, the
very image of the serious-minded
author, won the prize for fiction.
.-To say I'm astonished is an
understatement," said the 67-yearold Sontag, who didn't pretend
not to enjoy the award, or to say
she expected it. "I'm really more
moved than I could say."
Oscar winners like to joke that
they rarely win for their best work;
many would say the same about
"In America." the novel that brought
Sontag her first NBA Wednesday
night.
Based on the life of the 19th
century stage performer Helena
Modjeska. "In America" was Sontag's first novel since the acclaimed
1992 best seller "The Volcano
Lover." Although highly anticipated, the new book spent little time
on best-seller lists and received a
number of negative reviews. The
New York Times' Michiko Kakutani labeled it -a banal, flat-footed narrative."

WKMS to air
performance
Performances from the Murray
State University Symphonic Wind
Ensemble and the MSU Concert
Choir will he featured on the latest installment of Music From
Murray on WKMS 91.3.
The program will air at 7 p.m.
Nov. 17 on WKMS.
Wind Ensemble Director John
Fannin will lead the group in selections from its Nov. 9 concert in
Lovett Auditorium.
Featured works are "Fiesta Del
Pacifico" by Roger Nixon. Percy
Grainger's "Children March." and
the "Festive Overture by Dmitri
Shostakovich.
Dr. Bradley Almquist will lead
the concert choir in selections from
its Oct. 26 performance. Selected
pieces are Johannes Brahms' motet
"0 Savior, open the heavens wide,"
"Rejoice in the Lamb" by Benjamin Britten. and two early American tunes: "Wondrous Love," and
"Lord of the Dance."

Other fiction finalists included er "From Dawn to Decadence,"
Joyce Carol Oates' -Blonde," based and Patrick Tierney, author of the
anthropological
on the life of Marilyn Monroe; much-debated
Francine Prose's "Blue Angel" and investigation "Darkness in El DoraCharles Baxter's "The Feast of do."
The poetry prize went to Lucille
Love." Alan Lightman was nomClifton for the compilation "Blessinated for "The Diagnosis."
Also Wednesday, the nonfiction ing the Boats," and the young
award went to Nathaniel Philbrick people's literature award went to
for "In the Heart of the Sea," the Gloria Whelan for "Homeless Bird,"
story of the whaling ship tragedy the story of a girl in India marthat inspired Herman Melville's ried and widowed at age 13.
"Moby-Dick." Runners-up includThe awards are sponsored by
ed 92-year-old Jacques Barzun, the National Book Foundation, a
author of the 800-page best sell- nonprofit organization.

The deadline for entries is March
31, 2001.
Three winners are to be selected from each state on Earth Day,
April 22, 2001.
Wildlife Forever can be contacted directly at 1 -877-347-4278,
or by mail at Wildlife Forever
State Fish Art Contest, 10365 W.
70 Street, Eden Prairie, MN 55344.
The program coordinator is
David Frederick and his phone number is (952) 833-1522.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Nov.
17, 2000:
You express an unusually dynamic,
strong personality this year. Others
respond to this energy and frequently
seek you out. Use your uncanny sixth
sense for business choices. If you are single, your desirability speaks for itself.
You will want someone who enjoys the
limelight with you. If you are attached,
your bond is heightened by sharing more
of your professional life. Make an important investment together for the future.
LEO can become pushy with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Use your creativity to tngger
new beginnings. Try to see a situation
more clearly. Answers don't come easily.
Bring a group together to brainstorm. A
friend could be unusually willful. Let this
person have his say. After all, the struggle of wills isn't worth it. Tonight: Greet
the weekend with celebration.
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
*** Check out information. A boss
might present a whole different set of
ideas and demands than what you anticipate. Be flexible and know what is
important. If you push too hard, you will
get a strong reaction. Work peacefully on
a one-on-one level. Tonight: Run home
and forget work!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Extremes mark communication. Others seek you out. At this point,
those who have been trying to control the
situation will be flexible if you present a
logical discussion. Don't play into another's emotional frenzy. Steer clear. Return
calls and messages. Start the weekend
grinning. Tonight: At a favorite spot.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Curb unnecessary spending.
Someone makes a sudden request that
could toss chaos into your plans. Proceed
in a logical way and know your limits.
Don't let nervous energy get the best of
you. Let another take charge. Tonight:
Roll with the unexpected.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)'
***** Energy and charisma surround you. Make strong decisions and
feed into your unusual creativity and
ingenuity. Unexpected developments
take you in a different direction. You
have high energy and a good compass.
Others follow your lead, for the most
pail. Tonight: Play the weekend in.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Step back and think through a
decision. A family member benefits from
your feedback. Be honest about the
changes you need. Unexpected developments at work keep you running.
Consider bringing work home or, if you

must, working late. Curb spending nght
now Tonight: Vanish
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your high energy takes you
in another direction. Focus on what you
want, especially from a child or loved :
one. You're most successful with groups :
and crowds. A loved one could be going :
in another direction for now. Stay in tune '
with your long-term desires. Tonight:
Where the gang is.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Establish what is important at
work. Stay focused, but also help others
focus. You want to get the job done so
you can start the weekend clear and free.
Take time to deal with a strong feeling
that affects your finances. Test the waters
with someone in the know. Tonight: Be a
star. You're in the limelight.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You might transform as a
result of getting another perspective. You
will find yourself much more comfortable when letting go and worrying less
about what is happening. Enjoy the
excitement. You roll with the punches.
Tonight: Take in a movie.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Keep discussions on a oneon-one level. As a result, your perceptions of a co-worker will change. Make
financial decisions for yourself and take
a stand. Verbalize what you expect and
want from a loved one or associate.
Tonight: Togetherness works.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others dominate. You can do
whatever you want, but someone else's
preferences come first. Adjust your plans
accordingly. Stay directed, even if
fnends, associates and family keep distracting you. Let your playful side come
out. Popularity soars. Take advantage of
the moment. Tonight: Where your
fnends are.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Pace yourself. Make work a
high priority. Work proves to be demanding. Make an adjustment accordingly.
Another might not see eye to eye with
you. Getting the job done needs to be
your highest priority. Others seek you out
for advice. Accept responsibility.
Tonight: Easy does it.
BORN TODAY
Musician Isaac Hanson (1980), entertainer RuPaul (1960), actor Danny
DeVito (1944)
***
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270-753-1916
General Information &
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World Class Senice
Change Oil & Filter, Lube Chassis

Only $ 18.95
With up to 5 quarts of oil
6 qt. oil $ 20.42 / 8 qt. oil $ 22.82
These Prices are with GM oil, Other brands of oils will be slightly higher

Tire Maintenance
Rotate tires $ 15.00
Rotate & Balance Tires $ 26.95

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

Tire Rotation is recommended every 6,000 miles

r

0

Fuel System

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

90-179
Days

Wynn's Fuel System Service $ 76.20
Replace Fuel Filter Starting at $ 45.00

180-364
Days

Cooling System Service

10 Months

$2500

12-23
Months

$1000

24 Months

$1000

System Flush With "Green" Coolant
Only $ 79.95
System Flush With "Red" Coolant
Only $ 83.55
All Cooling Services are Performed Using Wynn's Products

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective Nov. 15, 2000.

0

Transmission Service

Transmission Flush with Wynn's $ 99.9
Northstar, Aurora & some Trucks $ 105.95

Conventional Service Starts at $ 85.00

le/A111110111111016:611316:

Bank.
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut
South Branch: 12th & Story • Kroger Money Market
Phone: 767-BANK

UP! he 411111Wk.

Service Department Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.• Closed Sat.

753-5315 CALL 1111 TOM 1-800-455-531 5

BRANDON

WORLD

NOV 1 2000

41aPPY-0:1§9mn9CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40'( Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period /
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads Si 00 minimum 1st day. 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2 50 extra for Shopper Toes Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $250 extra for blind box ads

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

ate-nth-day

t
Happy 8th
I Birthday Darcy
Low You Nanny
;
& Papa

Notice
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIGHT, Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
Smoky
river,
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage. cabins.
Jacuzzi, ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
http://www.heartlandwedding.com.
CHARITY Cars- Donate
you vehicle. As seen on
and
People
Oprah
Magazine! Tax Deductible,
free tow. We provide
donated vehicles to struggling families. 800-4424451. www.chantycars.org.
lease:
FOR
Hunters
Paradise Wildlife Refuge.
270-489-2116 leave message, will return call.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
complete
ministers,
honeyarrangements,
moon/ family
cabins,
breathtaking
views:
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814
GOOD HUNTING Deer,
Phesant, Turkey, Quail,
Chukar, and Hungarian
Partridge. Guided and unguided hunts in beautiful
Owen County. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call 502-4843020 and 502-484-3260.
CANDLEROMANTIC
WEDDINGSLIGHT
Ordained Ministers, elegantly decorated full service chapel. photos, videos,
honeymoon cabins. Fourth
night free, Gatlinburg, TN
800-933-7464. www sugarlandweddings.com. E-mail:
weddings@ sugarlandweddings.corn

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

FOUND: 11-4-00: Black &
grey Blue healer (mix?),
cattle type dog. Call to
identity and claim 7537997.
LOST: Female Irish Setter
Spayed. no collar Lost
University area. 759-1228
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

titg

Just Say "Charge It"
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to Check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only One incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately So Corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

lx2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

VISA
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

Help Wanted

Reit) Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

DIREC
ADVERTISING
TOR - If you are looking to
live in a small town environment but still have the
advantages of a big city,
this is the position for you!
The Richmond Register, a
7-day daily newspaper in
Richmond KY. 23 miles
south of Lexington. KY has
immediate opening for an
experienced professional
to direct and lead our
newspaper's advertising
staff. Successful candidate
will possess a proven track
record in sales management, planning and implementing sales and service
strategies to maximize our
advertising revenue potential and be a strong lead by
example manager to build
upon the successes of this
newspaper. We are part of
Newspaper
Community
Holdings, Inc., one of the
largest newspaper companies in the nation, thus providing the potential for
managerial advancement
to include a publisher's
position. This is an ideal
situation for an ad manager or strong sales leader to
break away from the pack,
and write his rzr her own
ticket to success. This is a
challenging opportunity in
a neighboring community
to Lexington, KY. We offer
a competitive salary, bonus
plan, complete health and
benefit package, including
401K and vacation. Send
or Email your resume to:
Stidham,
Rochelle
Publisher,
Richmond
Register, P.O. Box 99,
Richmond, KY 40476 or
publisher@richEmail:
mond registercom.

ADVERTISING SALES
Press
Kentucky
The
in
Association,located
Frankfort, KY is looking for
a salesperson to cover the
Indiana territory selling
advertising for member
newspapers. Competitive
salary plus commissions
Excellent benefits. Send
resume to 101 Consumer
Lane. Frankfort, KY 40601,
email,
Or
'brooks@ kypress.com.
ATTENTION Drivers- No
necessary'
experience
TMC Transportation needs
drivers $650 guaranteed
weekly. Potential to earn
$900 per week or more
and still get home weekends' For CDL training call
800-206-7364

DEPARTMENT
SECRETARY II
Full-time, benefits. High
school graduate, two years
secretarial
experience
required. Excellent typing,
office procedure, communication,
interpersonal,
microcomputer
skills.
Word/spreadMicrosoft
sheets preferred. Basic
bookkeeping
required.
Keyboarding test required.
Salary $7.06 hourly. Apply
at: Human Resources.
Murray State University,
404 Sparks Hall,
Murray, Ky 42071-3312.
Women/minionties encouraned to apply
EEO, M/F/D, AA employer.

Drivers,
DRIVER-CDL
System 81 Express, Inc
Driver friendly company
Pay to
800-251-0081
experience, health, life ins
holidays
vacations
Cohsistent miles! Cal
David or Walt

DRIVERS, OTR-Wanted
teams
experienced
Assigned fleet manager,
immediate benefits, 2
weeks paid vacation after
90 days, Sign-on bonus,
trucks. Call
assigned
Stacey: 800-553-2778.

SAFETY Advisors
$2500/ mo
Managers $3000/ mo
Major company expanding Will train
Call Monday- Wednesday
1-800-578-8799

LABORER: Skilled/general
utility construction. Apply at
1272 Old Fern Valley
Road, Louisville, KY. Equal
employment opportunity
employer.
LOOKING For
New Licensed Real Estate
trainees or prepared to get
license for new office opening in Murray No experience necessary. Call
22.
436-51,

DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states. Flat with sides.
late model conventionals. 3
years experience. $2000
sign-on bonus. Start .34c38C a mile+ benefits. Call
800-444-6648.

DRIVER - Do you want
more? Cardinal Freight
Carriers company drivers
and owner operators get
more: Pay, home time, notouch freight (98%). Call
800-935-3131.
today!
www.c,ardlog:corn.
DRIVER - DRIVE WITH
PRIDE... start up to 39c for
solos, 41c for teams. All
condo, $10.000 bonus,
EOE. Contact - K$-LM@
or
800-955-4810
KLLM.corn.
DRIVER - You will see the
difference in SRI! Great
pay, paid weekly, excellent
benefits $1,250 sign-on
bonus Student graduates
welcome Call SRT today'
877-BIG-PAYDAY (877244-7293)
DRIVER -New Pay Plan!
31c-350 a mile-Earn 42K55K/year and join and
enjoy assigned equipment,
99% no-touch, 50%-60%
drop/hook, great benefits
and home time! 800-8792486. Buske Lines. EOE.

,MEDICAL Librarian
Western Baptist Hospital is
seeking candidates for the
Medical
of
position
Requirements
Librarian
include a Master's in
Science, ALA.
Library
accreditation and a minimum of two years experience. AHIP is preferred.
Excellent oral, written and
interpersonal skill§ are a
must.
Apply to
Human Resources,
2501 Kentucky Ave..
Paducah, Ky. 42003
EOE.

Drivers, home
CDL-A
weekends, lease purchase
plan, after 90 days on late
model trucks. No money
down, no credit check.
company drivers, up to 34
cpm,. $1000 sign-on bonus
medical, dental. 401K,
2500 to 3000 miles weekly,
min. 23 yrs+/1 yr OTR, references. Call 800-828Fast
hrs.
8338, 24
approval

CLAIMS Processor! $20potential.
$40/hr.
Processing claims is easy!
Training provided, MUST
own PC. Call now!
888-523-4417 ext 864.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experience necessary. Earn
$600 -$800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364

Now hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
be able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In.
217 S. 12th St.

Be Your
Own Boss!
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pa'.'
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a motor route
carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should appl
in person to Randy Baker
between 9:30-10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue

Covenant
DRIVER
Transport coast to coast
runs, teams start up to
46c, $1000 sign on bonus
for exp company drivers
For experienced drivers,
800-441-4394 and owner
operators 877-848-6615
Graduate students 800338-6428

NEW Starting Pay Scale.
$1,000 sign on bonus,
earning potential up to
$50,000 per year. full benefits, new model conventional tractors, quality
home time, regional & OTR
DRIVER: 372 drivers need- drivers needed. Call Arctic
ed. No experience nece- Express 800-927-0431,
sary. 14 day CDL training. www.arcticexpress.com
No cost tuition if qualified. P.O. Box 129, Hilliard, OH
Start $35K/$40K first year 43026.
1 year OTR call 800-9582353. For training toll free
OWN a computer?
888-645-8505.
Put it to work
$500-$7,500 mo
DRIVER: CDL Class A.
WWN nomeworkinternet corn
capable of loading heavy
OPERATORS
OWNER
construction equipment.
more miles. More money.
Fern
Old
1272
at
Apply
mile+
a
88c
more
Valley Road. Louisville, KY
drop/unloading/layover
Equal employment opporpay, paid base plates/pertunity employer.
mits/tolls 2 yrs OTR exp.
800 - 4 23 - 6939
DRIVERS -Industry leadwww.otrx.corn
ing pay & benefits, all conventional fleet, home more
PART TIME ADVERTISoften, new pay package &
SALES - Landmark
ING
Joliff
call
more
Community Newspapers
Transportation, Inc for an
Inc. is seeking a part time
on-the-spot application
sales executive to serve
800-685-4479
market.
the Louisville
DRIVERS OTR For mainly Training base, salary plus
Southeast- commission.
MidwestFlexible
South No New York City. schedule
Resume to
home often, no unloading. LCNI. PO
Box 549.
paid weekly all miles. 2 Shelbyville, KY 40066
years OTR with HazMat
Attn Steve EDE,
800-896-8118 Omaha, NE
PRODUCTION supervisor
DRIVERS, OTR- Star with growing direct mail
Supervise
transport, Inc. Has an company
maintain
exciting new pay package employees,
Experienced drivers can equipment. responsible for
staff up to 34c per mile, on- time completion of cusfull company benefits. tomer jobs Leadership
excellent home time, great skills desired Mechanical
miles Must have class A aptitude with ability to learn
CDL & be able to pass specialized equipment and
DOT physical and drug a specialized industry
screen Training available! Salary plus profit sharing
800-974-4262/ 800-548- Apply in person or send
6082 ext 805/877-850- resume to Automated
8
1
8
4 Direct Mail. 87 Spruce St
www startransport corn
NB. Murray, KY 42071

DRIVERS-COMPANY:
Home every weekend, No
NYC! Start up to .36c a
mile, Superior Insurances
Owner
benefits.
and
Operator: .82c a mile, fuel
paid
surcharge,
liability/cargo/fuel taxes,
tolls/scales.
reimburse
Lease purchase program
available. 800-948-6766,
www.epestransport.com
Ivanhoe
DRIVERS:
Transport is now looking
for owner operators. Must
have 2 years minimum
experience. Call Tony at
502-515-1496.
EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
Progressive local (regiontelecommunications
al)
firm seeks qualified applicants with background in
telecommunications operations, telecommunications
construction, or electron
ics. The employer does not
discriminate on the basis of
race, religion, color, sex,
age. national origin, or disability. Resumes accepted
until November 29,2000.
NO phone calls please.
Respond to Personnel
West
Department,
Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative, P. 0. Box
649, Mayfield, Ky. 420660649.
EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
Progressive local (regiontelecommunications
al)
firm seeks applicants for
the position of Telephone
Receptionist. This full time
entry level position is
responsible for answering
multiple lines and passing
calls to proper person or
department, maintaining
list of staff not in the office.
messages, and other
duties within busy office
environment as needed.
Experience with multi-line
key system a plus. The
employer does not discriminate on the base of race,
religion, color, sex, age.
national origin, or disability.
Resumes must be sent to
Rural
West Kentucky
Telephone Cooperative,
Attention •
Personnel
Department, PO Box 649.
Mayfield. Ky 42066-0649.
and must arrive before
November 29,2000 NO
phone calls will be accepted concerning this position
EXPERIENCED FLATBED
DRIVERS -Starting pay
based upon experience
Home most weekends, late
model equipment. excellent benefits Stop & tarp
layover pay Call Boyd 800220-2421
INSIDE SALES MANAGLandmark
ER
Newspapers is seeking a
versatile leader to develop
a new inside sales team at
division headquarters in
Shelbyville KY Initially
70/30 selling/managing
Requires two years advertising inside sales management experience Yellow
page experience a plus
4
Fax re
Asttun
4447
oe 5
Stetv
Me
00E
E
2-633-

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

150

Help Waled

fidiURRAY 96 hour Principal
Real Estate License Night._
beginning
Classes
December 4th. Class start
time, 5:30- 9:15pm. MonThrough
Wed,
TueFebruary 2nd. Credit cards
welcome. Now enrolling
high pass ratio. Free information. Phone 270-7920778. Fax 270-586-8083.
Debris Adams School.
American Career Training
since 1992. Approved by
Kentucky Real Estate
Commission.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

060

Help Wanted

ATTORNEY:
Associate
position for law firm
expanding in personal
injury practice. Please submit resume to: Attorney
Confidential
Position,
#4408, PO_ Box 90012,
Bowling Green, KY 421029012.
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business. Work
flexible hours. Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll free
888-942-4053.
CDL Training. Now hiring
inexperienced drivers for
training and placement
with major trucking company. Classes start weekly.
Truck
Commonwealth
Drivers School. Call toll
free 877-970-4043.

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

060

060

060

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

060

060

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

Display Ad,

SALES
Associate
Hickory
OpportunitiesFarms has sales associate
positions available in area
malls. Easy training programs, competitive salary,
bonuses, 40% employee
discount. Call 800-2288229 EOE.

CLEANING houses is my
business Call Linda 7599553
CUSTOM cleaning tailored
to lit your cleaning needs.
Openings
available.
References. Leave message. 474-8340.

Articles
For Safe
CASH paid for good, used STRAW for sale 1.75 bale
rifles. shotguns, & pistols. 759-4718753-4582.
Benson Sporting Goods.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS519 S. 12th, Murray
Tan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial)
150
Article.
home units from $199. Low
FOr Bele
monthly payments Free
color catalog Call today
92" French Provincia 800-842-1310
couch. Excellent condition
$300.00. GE dryer, excellent condition. $75.00 GE
repair
washer
needs
$25.00 2 solid maple end BASSETT country green
tables $35.00 5' marble sofa and love seat $375.00
pine
4-poster
vanity top $35.00 Shower King
doors $15.00 Pocket door waterbed with drawers
$15.00 4 storm windows $200.00 Lazy-Boy recliner
$35.00 Snapper riding $50.00 Call 762-2667 or
mower $125.00 753-2350. 492-6161
190
BUILDING
Clearance
Farm Equipment
Sale Guaranteed lowest

prices Beat next price
increase 20x24 $2800 TRACTOR for sale M4700
25x30 $3866
30x40 42hp, 4- wheel drive, 753
9400 435-4214
$7568
35x50
$5362
Others
40x60 $8648
800-668-5422
Pioneer
100
Since 1980
Business
Executech FORKLIFT 3000Ib power
COMDIAL
Opportunity
sterling, air tires good
Office Telephone System
new point 19Z
brakes,
EXTRAORDINARY (Analog) Includes 2. 32lift
income opportunity! Muth- button Executech "ft' con436-5700
753-2533
1210.
and
models
sole
million dollar prefab housing manufacturer since button individual station
Firewood
1979 seeks local area rep- models. Total of 12 teleresentative. Applicant cho- phones. $1,000 00 Call
sen for this prestigious 502-223-8821. 8am to A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
rick delivered 437-4718 or
position will start immedi- 5pm.(Eastern)
ately. Details 888-235- DELL Computers . Built to 753-2443
0769.
Order. Pentium III avail- FIREWOOD Oak & some
GROWING
business able. $0 down, low monthly hickory. 535/rick 759-2316
needs help! _ Work from payment- 0.A C. Open 7
TRIPPS Firewood
Mail-Order/E- days. Limited time free
home.
Call Rudy. 436-2778
Commerce. $522+/week interent access- most
part-time. Si .000-54,000 areas.
800-477-9016.
full-time. Code MA46 www.omcsoweek
Musical
www.AmazingGoals.com lutions.corn
800-272-5843.
PIANO FOR SALE
ERICSON Digital Cellular
OWN Your Own $1 00 phone with charger, car Take on low monthly payStore or choose apparel, adapter,
microphone. ment Beautiful console
shoe, lingerie, bridal, gift. speaker and holder for piano No Money down
Includes inventory, fixtures. hands free car kit $100 Call 1-800-371-1220
training. Phone 502-223-8821 8am
trip.
buying
investment to 5pm (Eastern Time)
Minimum
501 -327- FOR SALE New flatbed
$19,900
Mobile Homes For Sale
8031.www libertyopportu- for pickup. w/tool boxes
nities.com.
1974 International grain $29.900' Loaded' 1994
OWN your own company' dump truck, good condi- 16x80 3br. 2 bath, landOver 100 high quality fran- tion. 753-1769.
scaped acre lot Storage
The FREE' Dish Network
chises available
building Evenings
Franchise Authority, Inc Satellite System installed
753-0902
Toll Free 877-792-2801
free For more information, 12X60 2br . 2 bath w/ applicall or come by
ances, new carpet Great
Beasley Satellite
120
condition Very nice only
& Antenna
$5000 001
Computers
500 N 4th St
270-345-9541
759-0901
17"
&
computer
COMPAQ
1993 14x70 Norris mobile
monitor. Pentium proces- FULL size pool table, skea home
2br , 2 bath
sor 10.2 hard drive. $475. ball machine air hockey. Excellent
condition
upright piano, day bed Kitchen has lots of cabinet
753-8630
Call 328-8321 or 559-9114 space Asking $12,500 00
COMPUTER
swing/ Call (270) 489-2013 and
7570
PFAFF
PROBLEMS?
Don't be left out lust embroidery machine !NI leave message
because you have an computer Lots of extras 1994 16x80 3br, 2 bath 1 4
Apple computer Can the 753-5745
acre lot Pond- trees Lynn
Vacuum Grove Appraised $42.000
Mac Doc' Hard drives RAINBOW
connections Cleaning System $600 or asking $39,000 will considInternet
software OBO Just in Time For er any offer 435-4423
modems
upgrades printing prob- Christmas - NordicTrack before 8pm
lems whatever I can help! Gold Walk Fit treadmill (top 1995 Cavalier- 16x80
753-5778
of the line) - $300 or OBO. Excellent Condition 3br, 2
and NordicTrack AbWorks bath. AC. DW, all appliKELLERS
machine -$100 All items 3 ances Smoke and pet free
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software. years old excellent condi- environment 767-9796
tion Phone Georgetown, 3BR with addition east
Upgrades & Free
KY (502867-0078 after side of town
Estimates MidWest
Asking
530 p.m.or leave a mes- $27,000 Call after 500
Internet On 121S
sage and your call will be 436-6368 or 753-7889
436-5933.
returned
.m
-7p
9a.m
96. 16x80 Clayton,.3br, 2
Mon-Sat
BUILDING SALE - bath Extra nice 753-7823.
STEEL
Visa/ Mastercard
5,000 + sizes 40x60x14. DIFFERENT sizes and
MDM COMPUTERS
50x75x14, years. suitable home, lake.
$9,963.
A+ Certified Technician
50x100x16. office. storage Going out
$12,760,
On site service
60x100x16, of business OBO 753$15,999.
759.3556
Mini-storage 8733 after 6pm
$17.956
buildings 40x160. 32 units. DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
140
$16.914 Free brochures lots. large metal building
Wont to Buy
www sentinelbuildings corn 12ft high sliding doors.
Sentinel Buildings. 800- plus more 1 mile from
ALL Toys & Collectibles
lake 762-0032, 753-9961
327-0790. extension 79
Made before 1980
EXTRA
1997
NICE
built
Buildings
STORAGE
270-759-3456
on sight Any size, pnced FLEETWOOD 16x60, 2br.
ANTIQUES, Collectibles. hundreds under any other 2 bath with 10x12 storage
sell(
Must
Furniture and Primitives
competitor's price Call building
We Will Buy 1 Piece or 437-4877
for $15,500 Call 759-1629
'Entire Estates Call
details November Special FOR rent or sale Owner
753-3633
8x12 $825
Finance. 753-5405
-

•

•

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2000

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
120

410
For Rent

HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover 18yrs experience
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky Tennessee &
Illinois 437-3939
NICE 3br., 2 bath doublewide on 1 acre lot Very
roomy Will sell without lot
Must see Call 759-0210
Mobile Homes For Rent

38R duplex for rent C/H/A
appliances, w/d hookup
new carpet and vinyl No
pets 759-8200
4br , Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N 16th
St , now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F
Call 753-1970
Equal
Housing Opportunity

Rentals

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

Yard Sales

FOR LEASE
WAREHOUSE SPACE
7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in city. Prime location.
Excellent condition.

(6 Party)

Office Space

2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood
C/H/A new carpet $375
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Near MSU $325.
water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR, All utilities paid
Close to MSU Deposit &
lease No pets $390
759-4826
2BR. Near MSU New carpet. paint & wallpaper
C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
$300 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR townhouse Duiguld
Dr $325/mo Coleman RE
759-4118
LARGE brick duplex In
very private area C/H/A.
utility room, no pets Lease
+ deposit $450/mo 7591087
NICE 2br, duplex New
and
vinyl
carpet
References
required
$325/mo + deposit 4354114

503 Lynnwood
Court
Close to school and work
3 bedroom. 2 full bath.
brick, central gas heat,
storage building, screened
back porch. $700/ mo. Call
759-1693
HAZEL 3br,, 1 1/2 bath.
appliances. W/D hook-up.
C/H/A, lease, deposit and
references Call 492-8526.
LAKEWAY Lake Home 3
Bedroom. 2 car garage
Month., $2000
$1200
deposit (907)479-4935

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

75,3853

410

Public Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION

Public Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION

Sat., Nov. 18th •10:00 a.m.

Friday, Nov. 24, 2000• 9:00 a.m.

From Murray, Ky take 641 North to Hwy.464. Turn right follow to
1824 across the road at Rushing Auto Sales lot. Watch for auction
signs.

Location: Jones Iron & Metal Inc. 401 Railroad Avenue in Murray,
KY. After many years in business they have closed the doors.

FARM EQUIPMENT.TRACTORS - TRUCKS - TRAILERS
FARM WAGONS - SHOP TOOLS & MORE.

This auction will be a total liquidation of all their inventory including tons of new
and used steel full lengths and drops, a Ford F-800 with 18' flat dump, a Case
585 forklift, a Rockwell drill press model 20 1-1/2 H.P. motor, small drill press,
new drill press parts, Everett 16" chop saw, Miller Blue star engine driven
welder, Miller Tic 250 welder (new), Miller econo twin H.F. welder, AC&DC 150
amps, Miller matic 200 for parts, welding tables, 2-electric chain hoist, airco 450
amp welder D.C., Victor Harms cutting torches & regulators, Victor track cutting
machine, a magnetic drill press, chain hoist, 84 bin bolt cabinet, 48 drawer paint
cabinet, 8-drawer paint cabinet size 30" x 28" x 44" Bantam iron worker,
hydraulic bender, sheet roller, Bench grinders, shop tools, plate cutting table,
steel racks, oriental iron pieces, conveyors, air pig, lift chain sling, 2-bundles
3/16" chain, lifting chokers, spool 5/8" cable, misc. cable pieces, new slings,
square tubing, pipe flat round angles, Channel I-Beam floor plate, stainless
steel sheet steel, brass round & flat, Johnson 6 H.P. Boat Motor (new), boat &
trailer, bench grinding wheels, buttweld pipe fittings, grinding disc, sanding
disc, cable clamps, cold shuts, boat clevis, spud wrenches, cutting fluids &
lubricants, trailer couplets, pentel rings, trailer suspension parts, trailer lights
kits, reflection tape, goose neck coupling assembly, tow hooks, tie wire & reels,
trailer balls, ratchet load binders, trailer floor screws, drop hitches, trailer
springs, rubber tarp straps, weld-on load binder ratchets, electric motors, misc.
heaters, drill bits 1/8" to 1", beam clamps, hill side washers, chain hooks 1/4" 1/2", band saw blades, clevis 1/8" to 2", 4' levels bar ties, snatch blocks, fire
extinguishers, masonry tools, line blocks, chisel, brushes, brick tongs, knife
board, eye bolts, u-bolts, turn buckles, C-clamps, chalk lines, saw blades, vice
grips, files, E Z outs, torch tips, drill bit cabinets, safety glasses, flagging and
caution tape, hinges. chisel & punches, circle blades size 4-7, 10, 12, 14, 16",
hole saws, face shield, welding helmets, nuts & bolts, log bolts, lifting hooks,
pulleys, casters, trolleys, come a-longs, pipe vise, marking chalk, anchors
sleeves, studs, shaped anchor bolts 3/8" to 1", B&D finish sander, dnve kits,
paint guns, power tool switches, brushes, chucks & chuck keys, leather work
gloves, tow straps, gauge stock, shelving continuous hinge, steel & aluminum,
paint band blades and more.
Auction held rain or shine. Lunch available.
For all your auction needs call 435-4144.

97 Chevy pickup, extended cab, 4x4, 63,xxx actual miles - 89 Chevy 3/4 ton
pickup, diesel - 1986 Ford one ton dump w/snow blade, 59,xxx actual miles 1977 GMC one ton 14' van box body w/tommy lift - 1986 Toyota Tercel wagon
- Honda Goldwing Interstate motorcycle - nice I.H. 784 diesel tractor, 76 H.P.H.
- Farmall tractor w/plow, disc and cultivator - nice 6' rotary cutter - nice Kuhn
105" rotary type hay rake - 3 pt. scissor type hay loader - 3 pt. heavy duty hyd.
lift pole - fuel tank w/hand pump - divided fuel tank for pickup truck bed - 3 pt.
spray rig - 3 pt. P.T.O. seed sower - J.D. manure spreader chain drive - 2 rubber
tired farm wagons - air compressor - 8,000 lb. Ramsey A.C. electric wench Hyster fork lift - Hyster fork lift for parts - like new Troy Built 4' cycle bar
mower - A.T.V. Bush hog brand mower - 16' 2 axle bumper hitch trailer - 26'
goose neck box/trailer - 3 or 4 single axle trailer - nice trailer w/utility service
box on it - propane tank hauler trailer - garden tillers - like new Echo gas tree
trimmer - gas line trimmer - (2) portable pressures washers - 1/2" air wrench spray guns - air sander & drills - high pressure hose - 2 people paddle boats - 5
H.P. gas engine - boat gas tanks - life jackets - large lot of pull off car tires - front
tractor tires - truck tool boxes - truck ladder rack - truck bed liner - front & rear
bumpers for pickup trucks - 15 or 20 draw tight type hitches - car radio w/C.D.
players & boom boxes - lot of new metal free standing shelving - 16' wide x 12
high garage door - 12' garage door elect, opener commercial - 2 old steel tiered
road farm wagons - other horse drawn tools - 3 stainless steel hog feeders, feed
trough for cattle -(2)deer stands - lot of scrap iron - Sears elect. treadmill - other
exercise equipment.- ping pong table - 5 trumpets - telephone table - lot of interior decorating items - wall pictures - other household items - couch & chair office desk & chairs - IBM electric typewriter & tables - wicker furniture - Barrel
chairs & dining table - office type ref. - oak entertainment center - (4) window
air conditioners - one central air conditioner unit - and much more.
Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents.

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in h.& Tenn. #128 I Firm 2333

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays

Services Offered

Services Offered

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

Inside
Fri. & Sat.

1

630
Services

Services Offered

Offered

[

185 Old Heritage
Lane

ture, toys - like
new, odds & ends.

OFFICE Space for rent at
the Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank building, 7th
Houses For Rent
and Main. Murray Ky.
Please contact Helen Fo- 19862 US Hwy 68 E
ley at 753-7921 for details.
Aurora. Duplex 2Br/ 5
Immediate availability.
rooms $450 a month, plus
1Br efficiency $250. a
month. Newly remodel
near Kenlake State Park.
Various size units
800-531-2246.
Walnut Plaza
2 bedrooms, stove, refrig.,
104 N. 5th
C/H/A, in Murray. Ref.
Deposit. No pets. $375
753-9621
492-8594.
SHOP for rent
2 br , nice neighborhood
40'x32' block building with garage Call 753-8755
office and restroom. 1 1/2
2-3BR., nice carpet, refrigmi out of city limits. Air
erator, stove, washer, and
compressor
furnished,
dryer. Fenced back yard.
water furnished, propane
no pets. $495/mo. +
heated Available Dec. 1.
deposit. lease. 753-7920.
Call 753-0305 for more
,nformation
3BR house, one bath located five miles east of
Murray near school. $400
Apartments For Rent
per month, and a $400
cleaning/securtiy deposit.
1 OR 2br apts near down- Rental application and an
town Murray starting at ongoing thirty(30) day con$200/mo 753-4109
tract required. No pets. For
1&2 bedroom Apts.
appointment to see call
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
(270) 489-2456.
902 Northwood Dr
SMALL, clean 2br., 1 bath.
Monday.
includes self-cleaning
Wednesday. Friday
range, microwave, dishPhone 759-4984
washer, ref., ceiling fans,
W/D hook-up, central H/A,
Equal Housing
blinds & curtains, separate
Opportunity
dining room. References
1-2, 3br apts furnished. required. $500/mo rent +
near MSU 753-1252 or $300 security / cleaning
753-0606
deposit. No pets_ 321 S.
1Br and 2Br Apartments 13th St Available now
Call Marge
Available November 15th
(home) 759-5534
All appliances furnished
(work) 753-1586 8am-2pm
Call 759-4867 after 9pm
3BR., 2 bath, range, ref.,
1BR apt available, all appli- D/W, ceiling fans, central
ances furnished. Mur-Cal H/A, includes water,
blinds, W/D hook up. 2 car
Realty 753-4444
garage $525/ mo rent +
1BR furnished Low utili- $300 cleaning/ security
ties No pets $225/mo dep. References required.
No pets. 104 Williams
753-3949
2 br, close to college good Call Marge 759-5534
(work) 753-1586
neighborhood
Call
8AM-2PM.
7538187

410
Public Sale

Public Sale

INSIDE
YARD SALE

Wicker, odd furni-

Call 753-1890.

Public Sale

EASTSIDE

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units availNICE 2br, Mobile home
LARGE
1br.
duplex. able 753-2905 or 753No pets 753-9866
Private area Very clean, 7536
SMALL 1br mobile home
off the road parking. 7532 12 blocks from "Briggs"
8588.
& Supplies
'Kenlake Foods"
5190 mo rent
RED OAKS APTS.
3 Good natural AKC
$190 00 deposit
Special
Rottweiler puppies
753-7953
$100 Deposit
9wks old, shots $200
1BR From $280
Call 436-6367
2BR From $325
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
AKC registered Golden
Call Today!
Retrievers 1st shots and
753-8668.
1.2 acre S100/mo 753
wormed 6wks old
6012
$200 females (6)
University Heights Apts.
COACH
Estates/ Fox
$225 males (2)
1 & 2br rental assisted
Meadows Mobile Home
759-9946
apts These apts are for
Park. "An Exceptional
DOG Obedience
families, disabled, handiCommunity" Spaces availMaster Trainer
capped, senior citizens,
able
at
$95.00/mo.
436-2858
wheel chair accessible.
Including Water, sewer,
759-2282. Mon, Wed & LOVING AKC Bichon Fnge
garbage pick up. City fire
Thurs. 9-5, 1734 Campbell puppies Male & female
and police protection, city
Street. Hearing impaired Also one 7 months old
transit service. Located in
only:
1-800-648-6056. female, and 20 month
the heart of Murray's finest
Equal
Housing male 759-8147
residential area, with all
Opportunity.
PEGGY'S Dog Grooming
city utilities, including cable
Making holiday appointvision. No rental homes in
WOW!
ments now! 753-2915
park. Owner- Occupied
No waiting list!
only South 16th St. at
Southside Manor Apts
Canterbury and Westview.
1 & 2,br apts
& Supplies
753-3855
Section 8 housing
LOT for rent 492-8488
753-8221
Gentle 4 yr old paint pony,
EHO
will hold until Christmas
LOT For Rent 753-9866
$650 753-0062
20C.
300
Business Rentals
Business Rentals
400
3BR. $260 mo 753-6012

410

GARAGE

HOME IMPROVEMENT
FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

TREE
SERVICES

SALE
116 Murray Estates
Sat, Nov. 18
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Priced cheap!
Nice clothing, shoes,
gas grill, lawn
furniture, books,
pictures, comforters,
Christmas tree,
odds & ends.

Lamb Brothers
JY
) Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service

2111 Creekwood

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Thee & Stump
Pa 1 La nib
Removal

Dr. in Woodgate

Metal
Roofin
g
for houses,

barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Tree Trimming

YARD SALE

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Service

Subd.

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Thurs. & Fri.

A
David's Home Improvement

Baby bed,
glassware,
dishes, Christmas
decorations & etc

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years

YARD
SALE
(2 Family)
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.
2300 College
Farm Rd.

A REAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

\
I

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS

furniture.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
Murray Bank building corner of
Whitnell & Glendale
Fri. & Sat.

8 a.m.-?
Clothes, toys,
Christmas decoration, some furniture,
lots of misc.

HUGE
YARD SALE
5103 Speaker Trail
(Hwy. 280) just past
Panorama on right.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
Furniture,
appliances,
glassware Items too
numerous to list.

Your Ad
Could Ile
!lyre!

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price9
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

r mippiont

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927

es

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

WE DOT Over 34 Years
Experience!
Visit Our Showroom Today
•

CARP

6

& FL•OR COY RN

Tom
Taylor
Rd

Murray
—
I

*
H.541.11t2miles south of
t
Knight's
Wray to Tali Timor Rt
Hazer. KY
Rit5yxdi
13d8V0•000M013VH •lANIA • 3111 &NOD • 3111 3l5NV1:130

753-7728

SERVICES OFFERED

j

—5 73s

,07,s-

-Moving

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed de Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Operator
*Luke Lamb•

Owner &

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?
Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE •VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET

Plus...all other home improvements

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

Household goods
& children's

BIG INSIDE
YARD SALE

CARPET CI
FLOORING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Nov. 16 & 17
8:30 till 4:30

Phone (270) 759-4734

MB=M1BN:1,
11•101MIDWIFirIMX

PAGE 2B

HOME
SECURITY

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS
* Free Basic Equipment Package *
* Free Installation *

$29.99

Monthly Services/Monitonng Fee

Sprvirp and Monitoring by ADT

WOOD ELECTRONICS
408 North 12th St. • 753-0530

74-ifdr1ca41 Sialidard

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER '
STANDARD
/14.

We Service NIBrands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor License 1M02182

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To
Get More Information.

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

410
Public Sale

410
Public Sale

Used Cars

Used Cars

Friday, Nov. 17, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
Earl Shupe Estate
From Murray take 121 North to Mayfield, take the bypass to Hwy.80
East. From Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 80 East to old skating rink.
Watch for auction signs.

YOU WON!!
2000 Clearance

Oft

Iwo

$500 Gas Voucher on each
2000 model.

V.•

1993 Nissan 300ZX 2+2
Fully loaded, Bose stereo with CD player,
Power Windows, Door locks, Power leather seats,
5-speed, locking T-tops, for more information
call 762-0267 after 5 p.m.

1997 Oldsmobile Achiva
SL. good condition Must
()flared
sell. 753-8908
FENCING
97, 626 Mazda. Fully ALL
Carpentry
loaded, 4dr must sell. Electrical. Home building, Midway Fence Company.
Nice. 753-7823.
remodeling. Chain link, custom wood
additions,
NEAR MINT CONDITION! Rotten floors, sagging privacy fences, installation
1987 Cadillac DeSeville roofs. Home & Mobile and repairs at reasonable
siding. prices Insured
vinyl
Won at Brandon Auto repair,
World 1 owner, red, all References. Call Larry Dickie Farley 759-1519.
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
power, 140,xxx miles Nimmo.
-My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
Trimming, removal, stump
$3800.00 OBO 753-9786 753-9372, 753-0353.
Including grinding, firewood Insured
ANTENNAS
TV
RV's,
rotors, 489-2839
Towers,
460
VMS
amplifiers, and acces- GRAVEL & top soil for sale
Reel Estate
Homes For Sale
sories.
We also build driveway &
1996 Town & Country LXI
Dish Network & Direct TV roads
HALEY Professional
COZY 3Br, 2 bath home
4 rental houses in Murray. Green/ Gold trim, leather
Satellite Systems, Sales,
270-437-4838
Appraising
Ideal for retired couples
Close to campus. 2 duplex- Cd/ cassette, keyless
Service and Installation
270-759-4218
GUTTERS
Mature trees and fenced es and one triplex. 1 entry, aluminum
alloy
Beasley's Antenna
For What It's Worth
Seamless Aluminum
backyard • Central gas zoned. commercial. 753- wheels, Loaded! 759-1874
& Satellite,
Gutters Variety of colors
heat • One car garage
2479
Am or 759-4561 Pm
500 N. 4th St. Murray, KY
Free estimates
Call 753-3903 after 5:00.
2 Story 6 Br, 3.5 baths in
1999 Ford VVindstar van.
502-759-0901.
West Ky Seamless
Coles Campground Rd.
DUPLEX for sale.
4dr., hunter green, dual air,
Asphalt Seal Coating
Gutters 753-0278
2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles Moving & must sell. 2 2.5 car garage. 4000 sq.
luggage
rack. 20,300
Travis Asphalt
753-1967
North, Murray.
ft. Listed on
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
,
blocks from campus. 2br,
miles. $17,400 Must sell!
Sealing
warned No lob too small
www.owners.com
DREAM building sites with 1 1/2 bath. HW floors, all
247-5265.
'Driveways
Give us a call. Yes we
#JWG2432
rolling wooded hillsides. appliances, decks, wooded
•Parking lots
clean gutters.
for more details
Restricted. Various size lot Excellent investment
'Striping
Trucks
Phone 436-5759
MuseSell
Used
reduced.
Price
tracts available 5 minutes $129,000 By appt only
FREE ESTIMATES
$185,000 OBO.
west of town You have to Call 615-834-1851 after
Concrete
INSULATED
753-0280
1984 Toyota RAJ. 22R, lots
753-2279
Forms. Basements, walls,
see to appreciate. Call 5PM.
foundation retainer walls.
today for your private LOVELY new home for 3 bedroom, 3 baths, 2 car of new parts installed. Run
BACKHOE SERVICE
showing. 753-2905.
ROY HILL Septic system, Jimmy Bucy 753-7457,
sale Many features make garage, 1.8 acres. Lynn great. looks great
1-901-247-5951
drive-ways, hauling, foun- Rudy Tripp 436-2778.
LAND for Sale: 2.5 acres, it an attractive offering for Grove'.
435-4214.
753-9400
Red Chevy truck. LW, dations, etc 436-2113
1997
LEAVES, LEAVES,
in county subdivision, the discerning buyer. The
LEAVES!
underground utilities. 753- interior has all the ameni- 3BR. house on 1 1/2 acre. AC, At, tilt, & CR. 97,xxx BOB'S Plumbing Repair.
ties of the finest executive 5 minutes from town. 10 miles. $8,300.00
All work guaranteed. Free LEAF your leaves to us
8249 $14,000.
Leaf removal or mulching
lake. A-1 condition. 759-1252.
from
estimates. Call 753-1308
LOTS for sale. Starting at home Call 753-3903 after minutes
Cali David at Beechy
mature
5.00.
Outbuildings,
CARPORTS for cars and
$11,000 Price includes
trucks. Special sizes for Creek Grounds Maintence
water. septic & driveway. MOVING must sell. 2/3 BR shade. C/H/A, new beige
436-5085
. sid- burber carpet, appliances.
motor home, boats, RVs
Also land home packages (open loft) 1 bth, vim)
559-5943 cell
ing home on 3.68 acres. $58,500. 270-436-5695 or FOR sale or trade slide in and etc. Excellent protec270-437-4838
LEE'S
sf.
1,900+
detached 753-4487. Good rental camper $550 753-0062
tion, high quality, excellent
CARPET
garage, sm stables, & lg. investment.
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
A
CLASS
WINNEBAGO,
CLEANING
work shop. Newly built 19 3YR., old home with lifeChimney
Chim
26 FT. 1988, 56K, 454 CHIM
Large residential
Carpets, upholstery &
front porch and remodelinA _tlrne yjnyt,Jag_ metV Top! _
Been' Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
'condition.
excellent
corner lot on
Water
Emergency
in progress.- Laqe-Sfiade on 2 acres. C/H/A. 3bdrms,
redecorated and carpet, 10% SR Discount. We sell
Murray
Serving
Removal
trees, close to lake access. 2 1/2 baths, great room,
Robertson Rd. So.
new tires. Sale or trade. chimney caps and screens.
1970.
Free
Call dining room kitchen. breakOBO
$79,900
137 ft. x 156 ft.
Tracy Manning. 435-4006. Since
(270)436-2388
Satisfaction
Estimates.
(270)436-5845.
fast bay. Front and rear
Located 1 mile west
COTTAGE Grove Tn. Deer
Guaranteed.
Master
OUTSTANDING Home in porches.
of town with
processing. 901-782-3453
753-5827
Motors
&
Boats
suite/whirlpool and walk-in
Canterbury
Estates.
$42.00 processing fee.
municipal utilities.
custom
&
trim
Oak
closets.
possession.
Immediate
MOVING
Great neighbors
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
4br. 21/2 baths. 1520 cabinets throughout. 2 car 15' Fiberglass Fishing
LambBrothers
Free
Work.
Quality
Siding.
S.25 000.00
with
garage/ bonus room. Lots Boat. 50 hp Mercury
Canterbury.
Country Or Local
of attic storage Detached 2 power trim. Depth finder Estimates, Over 25 Years Cross
436-5922.
& Insured. Call
Licensed
Gerald
Experience.
motor.
trolling
and
car garage 1/2 bath &
PRESTON Heights
Luke Lamb At
tool Excellent condition garage Walters. 753-2592.
&
storage
upstairs
3BR, 2 bath. 1876 sq ft.
1-877-902-5262 or
ELECTRICAL
concrete kept. $2000. 759-1094 or
brick and vinyl home, many room. Imprinted
[
ICJ Acreage
270-753-2555.
753-9544 after 5p.m.
New construction,
$165,000
walks.
and
patio
extras:
RILEY Remodeling
remodeling, or lust replacacres
35
available
S-17B
Also
Astro
1994
Call 759-1770
& Construction
ing a switch.
55 wooded acres 8 miles
fenced with high tensile Bassboat w/matching trailfor appointment.
Doors installed, vinyl siding
west of Hazel on Stateline
Licensed & Insured.
fully
with
Manner,
tendable
75HP
er,
all
wire,
No realtors please.
Rd. Red gates on left.
& aluminum trim, roofing,
753-0834
equipped, garage kept,
small pond $65,000
PRICE REDUCED!
$45,000. 901-837-7595.
shingles & metal roofs
10 minutes from Murray off exc cond $5.900 00
1997, 3br, 2 bath Ranch
windows
Replacement
(270) 388-7233
299 N. on Alex Forks.
ELECTRICAL Services
w/large deck. 2 car garage
additions, garages, decks,
Homes For Sale
489-2446
small and no
to
lob
No
Open floor plan Priced to
14FT. Jon Boat. Small
pole barns
759-4427.
residential lob to big
trailer 4'x6'. ATV gun boot.
sell! 759-9874
Free Estimates
brick
bath
2
3br.
1991,
(270)474-0880
Call
Please
ranch,
bath,brick
1
BR,
2
Grandmother clock. 753309-837-1334
270-489-2907
ranch. On 1 acre corner lo
8744.
hardwood. privacy fence,
REDUCED! Must See!
in Candlelight Estates
new roof. 9x14 storage
Priced to sell at $92.000 3br., brick. 2 baths building, lots of updates.
Call 753-3372 for an w/whirlpool, great room Asking $48,000. 759-9417.
•
.
.• appointment.
Offered
w/fp, column entry, formal
,
dining room, neutral colors
A-1 Tree Service
4BRS., 2 bath brick home
Make Otter!
ligat Utility Vehicles
TELLS PA5
ADVISES N A
'IF
Stump Removal
Fenced lot, near MSU.
116 Murray Estates
PE5EN1 AND FUTURE
PROF!, EMS OF LIFE
492-8737,
Upper 90's. 270-759-0130.
759-4644_
1995
JEEP
Grand
437-3044
Cherokee Laredo. Loaded,
Free Estimates
$9,500 obo 753-6885.
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years.
Grand Decks, Home Additions,
Jeep
1996
For Sale By Owner
Cherokee $10.500. Call Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
767-0111.
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
Garages, Carports, Pole
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East
SHARP red & silver, 89 Barns, Metal Buildings.
3,400 sq. ft. of living space 8 C/H/A, quiet
767-0508
Bronco, excellent, good Fencing. Hardwood Floors
country setting • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage •
tires. $2,450 753-9302
Installed
&
Finished.
560
TUCKER LAWN CARE
master bedroom suite • large great room •fabWorkmanship.
Quality
SERVICES
Free Column
Affordable
Rates. Mowing, trimming, leaf &
ulous kitchen with island cooking station • forUsed Cars
Licensed.
clipping removal. dethatchmal dining •large deck •5 bedrooms •3 baths
753-7860. 753-9308.
ing. aeration. overseeding
Regency
Olds
1990
• oak cabinets. Price reduced $159,900.
fertilization,
bed
&
ROOF LEAKING9
Brougham, 4dr, Burgundy.
Estimates
Free
mulching.
professional
a
Call
excelloaded w/ options,
527-5460 or 354-8966
759-9609
Residential Commercial
lent condition 753-1769
Industrial
or
1992 Cadillac, Sedan
AFFORDABLE Hauling.
270-435-4645
DeVille 131K miles, clean.
U- haul off
tree work. cleaning out
SUREWAY
well maintained, nice car,
sheds, gutters, etc
501 Tanglewood Drive
Murray
TREE SERVICE
$5400 00 OBO Call 753436-2867
Under one year old in Hoodgate! Make an offer before we list!
Stump Removal
8318 or 762-4059
Ledger &
Insured with full line of
1800 sq. ft.(living), 3 BR,2 BA,formal dining room.
1992 Ford Taurus Station
660
Times
equipment
eat-in kitchen, hardwood, tile, ceiling fans, crown
Wagon. $4.000. Can be
1
FtetCokaart
Free estimates
seen at Ottway Signs, 4th
moulding; Pella windows. 2-car attached garage,
753-5484.
and Chestnut St. Call 753covered porch. lots of storage space. large lot on dead
FREE to good home 4 mo
TRIPP'S
9998 or 436-2902
end, gas heat, city utilities. WKREA, county tax rate
old kittens Beautiful &
Backhoe Service
Sable
1995 White Mercury
healthy 435-4551
Septic System's.
SHEPHERD/ Basset mix
6132.500 includes all appliances
GS All power, excellent
Driveway's,
Foundation's.
MALE Dalmation to good puppies First shots &
Relocated, must sell!
condition 56500.00
wormed 759-4599
Hauling, Land Clearing
home 436-5477
1992 Toyota Camry LE,
Call 753-3242 for appointment.
436-2778.
hunter green with 12 disc
CD changer. Excellent condition Asking $6500 00
753-2352 or 767-9303,
leave message
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect
Sedan
Cadillac
1996
•Steady income history
DeVille Extra nice Call
after 6PM 492-6141
WE SHOW YOU
1996 Chevy Lumina, 4
•100% loan, no money
188,000
door, loaded
down
highway miles Well taken
•Flexible, forgiving program
care of, me car $4.000
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
(901)247-5208
1996 Mazda 626/ES.
Gerry Puckett•Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
Sunroof, leather. 73K
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
miles. $6,950.00 753-0114.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

FOR SALE

Call 7594059

PsycHic iREADINOS
lt(

NEW HOME

The Results are In!

Used Cos

FOR SALE

ESTATE AUCTION

Beautiful punch bowl w/glass ladle and beautiful matching bowl tray Norman Rockwell plates - kerosene lamps - old Sundrop and Orange
Crush wall clocks - stone cookie jar - sandwich cookie jar and other
sandwich pieces - stone pitcher - other stone items - old tea pitchers small punch bowl - Empire green dishes - metal musical powder holder - small hen on nest - figurines - nice tea set - Homer Laughlin dishes - moon stone piece - 2 large Waxford glasses on stem w/cranberry
hand & lid - blue dishes - refrigerator bowl - old lemonade pitcher - old
marbles - pint and half pint milk bottles - Clover Leaf and Paris dairy old what not items - coffee pot - sports cards - costume jewelry - pocket watches - wrist watches - pocket knives - 50 or more porcelain
pieces, blue, white, grey - small porcelain top table w/drawer - small
trunk - small wood dining table - drop leaf wood breakfast table - 6 nice
old dining chairs - knee hole desk - child's knee hole desk - small cedar
box - assortment of vanity lamps - old stem goblets - piggy bank - old
radio - 5 & 10 gal. milk cans - shop vise - blue fruit jars - cast iron skillets - and much more.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.

490

490

490
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7/f/ed, "44got

FREE
PALLETS

NEW HOME FOR SALE

•

**
**. St. # 00274

Oldsmobile Intrigue
* Was: $28,158
Is: $23,210*
* St. # 00136 Oldsmobile Intrigue
Is: $21,286*
** Was: $26,000
*
:St. # 00084 Chevrolet Astro Van
IS: $19,611*
Was: $24,412
* St # 00192 Chevrolet Astro Van
** .
** Was $26,262
Is: $22,130*
* St. # 00258 Chevrolet Astro Van
Is: $20,866*
Was: 24,772
*
** St. # 00322 Chevrolet Camero
**
. Is: $18,636*
* Was: $22,575
St. # 00528 Chevrolet Camero
Was:$22,700
Is: $18,750*
**. St. # 00223 Chevrolet Metro
* Was:$13,375
Is: $10,634*
St. # 00539 Chevrolet Monte
Carlo SS
Is: $21,608*
Was: $24,444
St # 00452 Chevrolet S10 Ext.
Cab Pickup
** Was: $18,566
Is: $14,939*
* St. # 00488 Chevrolet S10 Ext.
Cab Pickup
Is: $14,538*
** -Was:$18,725
*
*
* St. # 00447 Chevrolet Silverado
Ext. Cab 4x4
Is: $27,493*
* Was: $33,313
* 4 St. # 00403 Chevrolet Silverado
Cab 4x4
Is: $25,981*
as: $31,513
* Was:
** St. # 00422 Chevrolet Silverado
*
Ext. Cab 4x4
*
Is: $26,973*
Was: $32,695
X* St. # 00500 Chevrolet Silverado
*
4x4
**
Is: $23,270
* Was:$28,353
* St. # 00473 Chevrolet Silverado
Ext. Cab LT 4x4
**
Is: $27,953*
**
* Was:$33,770
St. # 00437 Chevrolet Suburban
4x4
Is: $33,296*
Was: $40,178
• St. # 00246 Chevrolet Tracker
4 DR 4x4
Is: $16,246
Was: $20,516
* St. # 00180 Cadillac Seville SLS
s*
.
Is: $38,118
Was: $48,218
St. # 00193 Cadillac Seville SLS
Is: $38,118
Was: $48,218

753-1916

Global Mortgage Link

WHEN YOU SUPPORT
VOLUNTEERS OF
AMERICA, THERE'S
NO TELLING
WHOSE LIFE
YOU'LL CHANGE.

*Price includes any factory rebates & dealer
incentives. All prices plus tax & license.
Willilei't'I it takes, ,11' ,e;1 It

to be 'tom

ai in

ritii compattu.

PEPPERS
2420

E. Wood St., Paris

642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

C-C2
CHEVROLET

Oldsmobile.
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My father was
given a course of Septra, and within a
week he developed TEN. What is this?
He lived through it, but what can he
expect in the future?
DEAR READER: TEN is an abbreviation for toxic epidermal necrolysis,
a life-threatening dermatological disease in which the outer layer of skin
peels off in sheets, leaving large areas
of unprotected raw skin that resemble
a second-degree burn. In about 60
percent of cases, the cause is
unknown; however, in the remaining
40 percent, a drug is to blame.
Penicillin, sulfa (an ingredient in
Septra), barbiturates, anti-inflammatory medicine and allopurinol (for
gout) have been associated with many
instances of TEN; numerous other
drugs have been implicated in sporadic cases.
The lesions begin as a painful rash
that rapidly peels. Fever, chills and
malaise appear as the patient
becomes gravely ill. Death can result
from extensive infection, intestinal
bleeding, mineral imbalance or dehydration. Treatment consists of intravenous fluids in a sterile, protected
hospital environment. Steroids may
reduce the severity of the skin reaction if given early, but must be used
cautiously because cortisone also
reduces resistance to infection.
Toxic epidermal necrolysis is an
unusual, dreaded and unpredictable
complication of drug therapy, but your
father should suffer no long-term consequences from it. For obvious reasons, he should never take sulfa medicines again and should carry a walletcard or wear a medi-alert bracelet
indicating that he is highly allergic to
sulfa. To give you related information,
I am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Allergies." Other readers
who would like a copy should send ;2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother and
grandmother have varicose veins. I'm
only 21 but already have prominent
veins in my legs. How can I keep them
from getting worse? Is there a surgical procedure to help this?
DEAR READER: Varicose veins
seem to be inherited. Evidently, some
defect in the supporting tissues in
your legs permits the veins to dilate
and balloon out. You may be able to
prevent progression by avoiding prolonged standing (don't become a traffic cop or a surgeon) and using elastic
stockings.
If your varicose veins are minor,
sheer elastic hose (such as Supphose)
will help prevent the veins from further dilating. If, instead, your veins
are quite swollen, you'll need heavyduty elastic stockings (such as Jobst)
to provide more pressure.
If these methods are ineffective,
surgery may be your next option. The
veins could be "stripped" (removed),
"sclerosed" (injected with a solution
to shrink them) or treated with lasers.
Which technique you choose will
depend on the severity and extent of
the varicose veins, as well as the surgeon's preference regarding the procedure.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Which vitamins
affect nail-splitting?
DEAR READER: Inadequate protein consumption, as well as deficiencies in vitamins D, C, E and B complex, can result in nail abnormalities,
but these causes are rare in developed countries.
Nail-growth problems can also
result from injury to or infection of the
nail bed. In this country, splitting of
the nails is a frequent and normal
result of the aging process; in the
young, it may reflect exposure to cold,
dry air. Patients with severe and persistent nail abnormalities should
check with their doctors.
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DEAR ABBY: I recently met this
guy. He's unbelievable! He is sweet,
charming and loving. We went to
the same high school, but I didn't
know him very well then. He tells
me he's infatuated with me and
can't stop thinking about me. He
says he prides himself on being in
control, but when he's with me he
feels completely out of control.
We really don't date because he
goes to law school three hours from
my home.
He tells me all the time I have
nothing to worry about because he
would give me anything I want. He
buys me beautiful gifts.
There is only one thing that troubles me. He has a girlfriend. He has
been with her for five years. I know
he loves her, but I wonder how that
can be if he comes around to see me.
He says he's working on breaking it
off with her, but he has to take it
slow. Last night he said if everything is "meant to be" it will happen, and to just follow my heart.
Abby, I'm trying not to, but I'm
starting to fall hard for him. I told
him I didn't want to share him. He
says he totally understands how I
feel. Should I continue seeing him
and wait to see what happens, or
break it off now?
CONFUSED VIRGINIA TEEN
DEAR CONFUSED: You are
an intelligent young woman.
You can see that although this
young man is sweet, charming
and adorable, he isn't completely honest. A five-year involvement is usually a serious one —
so someone is going to be hurt. I
don't want it to be you.
The next time you see him,
remind him that he told you
he'd give you "anything you
want." Tell him what you want
is for him to do the honest thing
and inform the lady he's been
seeing that he's met someone.
His reaction will tell you everything you need to know about
his level of sincerity.

**

Check out the

Holiday Cookbook
in today's Ledger & Times!

it
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FROM NOW
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THAT'S FINE,
HONEY..BuT
DON'T FORGET
TO TAKE THE
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WHEN I WAS THEIR
AGE, I NEVER HAD
THE VOLUME UP
PAST A REASONAe,LE,
COMFORTAESLE
LISTENING LEVEL

DEAR ABBY: You frequently
address family-gathering issues in
your column. Last year I had the
best holiday season since my childhood, and all because I declined
every invitation I received.
My husband, our two children
and I stayed home for Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's.
What a stress-free experience it
was! No pressure, no uncomfortable
conversations, no fights — just
relaxing, delicious meals. Please
pass this idea along to your readers: It is OK to decline invitations.
COLLEEN
IN WILLOWICK,OHIO
COLLEEN: I'm
DEAR
pleased to do so, bearing in
mind the old saying,"Different
strokes for different folks."
Every year at holiday time I
receive letters from conflicted
readers who are under pressure from parents and in-laws
to spend the holidays with one
side of the family or the other.
While those traditions can be
rich and fulfilling, I advise
them that it's equally important to establish family traditions of their own. Alternating
holidays with extended family
can also provide emotional
dividends.
***

CONFIDENTIAL TO "WANTS
TO GET RICH QUICK" IN
NEVADA: The slots are not the
answer to your dreams — gamblers usually lose because the
odds are not in their favor. The
quickest way to double your
money is to fold it in half and
put it back in your pocket.

Ten years ago
Neither the Calloway nor Murray
school district has yet to follow suit
of other regional school systems
which have announced they will
close their schools on "Quake Day"
Dec. 3, the day predicted for a massive earthquake in the New Madrid
Fault Zone.
Births reported include a boy to
Gale and Robert Cornelison, Nov.
10; a girl to Gena and Bobby
McKinney, a girl to Natalie and
Kevin Chandler and a girl to Michelle and Beau Hainsworth, Nov.
11; a boy to Carma and Steve Bell,
a girl to Debra and Mark Henson
and a boy to Vickie and James
Stewart, Nov. 12.
Twenty years ago
Murray Lions Club had a program dedicated to the memory of
Bryan Tolley who died in late October. He had been an active member
since the club was organized in
1939.
Murray's Mel Purcell has joined
Andrea Jaeger in being chosen by
Tennis Magazine as the professional tennis rookie of the year for
1980.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Gallimore, Oct.
13; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Lynn Leach, Nov. 5.
Thirty years ago
The thermometer registered 28
degrees in Murray and Calloway
County at 7:30 a.m. today. Frost
was evident across the county as it
covered every unprotective thing.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson Jr., a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Dowdy and

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Ingenuity
monds and an unknown number of
East dealer.
trumps.
Neither side vulnerable.
South's task was further comNORTH
plicated by his shortage of entries
+9643
V 10 5 4
to dummy.He could get to dummy
easily enough initially by leading a
• 10 9 7
club to the ace, but how could he
4A 3 2
then lead a club toward the queen
EAST
WEST
+875
and at the same time avoid two
4KQJ102
diamond losers?
p872
•J 9 6
Declarer solved the problem
•J 8 4 2
•K 5 3
4K J 9
very neatly. At trick two, he led
+108
the queen of diamonds! This unSOUTH
usual play proved highly effective.
+A _
West took the queen with the king
VAKQ3
and returned the queen of spades,
•A Q 6
ruffed by declarer.
+Q 7 6 5 4
South now played a club to
The bidding:
South West.,-...North the ace and led the ten of diaEast
monds, playing low from his hand
1+
14
Pass
Pass
after East followed low.(It would
Pass
2+
Dble
Pass
not have helped East to cover the
3V
Pass
3 NT
Pass
ten with the jack, since declarer
Pass
5+
4+
Pass
could return to dummy with the
Opening lead — king ofspades.
Here is an exceptionally well- nine.) After the ten of diamonds
played hand.South got to five clubs held, declarer led a club from
as shown,and West led the king of dummy,losing to East's king, and
could not be stopped from taking
spades.
Declarer had quite a difficult the rest of the tricks.
It might seem odd that South
problem to solve. To make the
contract, he had to hold his losses was able to lead twicefrom dummy,
to one trump trick and one dia- even though he had only one enmond trick. This was certainly not try, but his extraordinary play at
an easy assignment, since his pos- trick two was what made the feat
sible losers, if everything went possible. A little ingenuity somewrong, were one heart, two dia- times helps a lot.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FtS

AMPZIN6 HoWlIEL/
CAN CONC.ENTRATE ON
-54EIR DRIVING!

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

SPEAKERS WEREN'T
GOOD ENOUGH

39 — Chaney
41 Pintail duck
42 Ancient
43 Withholds
nourishment
45 "— — my
brother's
keeper?"
46 Nova Scotia
(abbr.)
47 Comedian
Buddy —
49 Extra
innings, for
short
50 Dairy product
52 Remove
moisture
from
54 Baseball
teams
55 Stage play

1 Window
sections
6 Worthless
parts
11 Bring baCk to
work again
12 Form of
transporting
14 Alternative
word
15 Alyssa's
family
17 Mil. abbr.
18 Utilize
20 Penn and
Connery
21 — —
standstill
22 Entertainer
Turner
24
24o. No (Scottish)
ique
— Kitt
Legendary
hero
30 — — carte
31 Small flatfish
32 Undertake
35 Man's name
38 Insects

DOWN

p

1

2

3

1 Old name for
Iran
2 Expression
of regret
3 Ma rgosa
trees
4 Goddess of
4

5

illir

11-160 2000 United Feature Syndicate
discord
5 Jennifer
Lopez
portrayed her
6 Gvqneth's
mother
7 Ocho
Jamaica
8 Bitter vetch
9

10
1'3

17

18

22

32
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1
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 16, the
321st day of 2000. There are 45
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1907, Oklahoma became the
46th state of the union.
In 1933, the United States and the
Soviet Union established diplomatic
relations.
In 1959, the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical "The Sound of
Music" opened on Broadway.
In 1961, House Speaker Samuel
Rayburn died in Bonham, Texas,
having served as speaker since 1940
except for two terms.
In 1966, Dr. Samuel Sheppard
was acquitted in his second trial of
charges he'd murdered his pregnant
,
wife, Marilyn, in 1954.,
In 1982, an agreement was
achieved with NFL players, in their
57th day on strike.
Ten years ago: Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev told an angry
Soviet legislature he would fire government and military officials blocking his reform plans. Four of the socalled "Keating Five" went before
the Senate Ethics Committee to
deny any wrongdoing in helping
failed savings-and-loan owner Charles Keating, Jr.
Five years ago: Refusing to yield,
President Clinton threatened anew to
veto the latest Republican offer to
end a three-day partial government
shutdown; Democrats savaged
House Speaker Newt Gingrich for
claiming Clinton had snubbed him
recently aboard Air Force One. Attorney General Janet Reno disclosed
she has Parkinson's disease.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

12
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a girl to Dan and Carol Boaz, Nov.
6; a girl to Dr. and Mrs. Wayne
Shelley and a girl to David and
Daytha Howell, Nov. 7; a boy to
Pfc. and Mrs. Richard Larson, Nov.
9; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Robertson, Nov. 13.
Forty years ago
A roaring fire burned over 300
acres of land in the New Hope community of Calloway County yesterday, aided by winds that exceeded
20 miles per hour. Two tobacco
barns, owned by Eric and Kenneth
Grogan, and a number of small outbuildings were consumed; but no
houses were lost in the inferno because of the nearly 1,000 volunteer
fire fighters including hundreds. of
Murray State College students who
answered the call for help.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Western Hilltoppers 26
to 7 in a football game.
Fifty years ago
"The Murray Police Department
is doing a good job at Murray High
School. The speed of traffic is rigidly controlled at the crossing at
Eighth Street and the school kids
can cross safely," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams, general manager.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Outland, Nov.
11; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Chrisman and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Rowland, Nov. 12.
The Rev. Thomas E. Adams, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Edd Adams, is
serving as pastor of both Spring
Creek and Sugar Creek Baptist
Churches.

9 Burns ID
10 Muslim ruler
11 "-66
13 "The —"
(Stephen
King book)
16 Drivers org.
19 Angered
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23 Map book
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27 Ugly old
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29 Unusual
32 Dark wood
33 Singer Willie
34 Chooses
35 Group of nine
36 Ocean fish
37 God
40 Shade tree
43 Ending with
dinner
44 Hubbub
47 Vandal
48 Singing
syllabte
51 —Joe
53 Metric
measure, for
short
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petizers
Marcia's Picante Sauce
by D.K. Kelley
targe-carfulditaldniabeS finger crushed
1-8 oz. can tomato sauce
1-10 oz. can Rotel
1 bell pepper - green, chopped
1 whole bunch of green onions
(including stems) chopped
2 stalks of celery minced
2 large cloves garlic minced
2-3-4-jalapenos - chopped
(seeded makes it milder)
2 teaspoons cumin seed
2 teaspoons cumin powder
(ground)
1 tablespoon oregano
I tablespoon chili powder + a
pinch (or more for flavor)
1 tablespoon vinegar
1 tablespoon olive oil
Dash of cayenne or red pepper
1/2 bunch cilantro chopped leaves only
1 tablespoon beau monde spice
It's easiest to go in order of
ingredients. Mix in large bowl
and chill. You will enjoy!
I always double recipe as it
keeps forever! (2 months at
least) Do not double Rotel, only
use one can.
Hot Pizza Dip
by Dru McKinney
I package(8 oz.) Cream
Cheese - softened
I teaspoon Italian dressing

I cup(4 oz) shredded mozzarella cheese
cup(3 oirshiedded
san cheese
I can(8 oz) pizza sauce
2 tablespoon chopped green
PelVer
2 tablespoon sliced green onion
breadsticks or valtompia bread
slices
Preheat oven 350°. Combine
cream cheese and italian seasoning in batter bowl. Spread in
bottom of pie plate or mini'
baker.
Combine
cheeses.
Sprinkle half of cheese mixture
over cream cheese spread pizza
sauce over cheese. Top with
remaining cheese, peppers and
onions. Bake 15 to 18 minutes
or until cheese is melted and
mixture is bubbling around the
edges.
Puppy Chow
by Rita Boggess
I stick margarine
1 cup peanut butter
1 lb. confectioner sugar
I 6 oz. bag of chocolate chips
1 17 oz. box Crispix cereal
Melt margarine, chocolate
chips and peanut butter together.
Pour cereal into a large bowl and
coat with choc./peanut butter
mixture. Pour powdered sugar
into large paper bag. Add cereal
and shake.

Holiday Relish
by Lyda Sue Collins
tpt5tinttraw drabrierfies ground
2 apples finely chopped
Juice of 2 oranges
8 oz. can crushed pineapple
undrained
1 cup chopped pecans
2 3/4 cup sugar
Combine all ingredients.
Mixing well. Cover and refrigerate overnight. Makes 2 quarts.

Sweet and Spicy Pecans
by John McLeod
2 cups pecan halves
2 tablespoons butter, melted
1 tablespoon sugar
1/2 teaspoon ground cumin
1/2 teaspoon chili powder
1/4 teaspoon dried crushed red
PePPer
1/8 teaspoon salt
Toss pecans in butter.
Combine sugar and remaining 4
ingredients; sprinkle over
pecans, tossing to coat. Spread
in a single layer on a baking
sheet; bake at 325° for 15 minutes, stirring occasionally. Cool.
Makes 2 cups.

Corn Dip
by D.K. Kelley
-1" cup of mlyonnaise Men
maybe used)
1 cup of sour cream (light
maybe used)
1-8 oz. package of finely shredded cheddar cheese
2 cans of Delmonte mexicorn
6 green onions chopped very
fine
2-3 dashes of cayenne pepper
Mix all ingredients and chill.
Serve with Fritos or Nacho
chips.
Pecan Log Spread
by D.K. Kelley
I 1/2 cup of thinly shredded
cheddar cheese
4-6 green onions sliced very
fine
3/4 cup of pecan chips
Mix all ingredients with
enough mayonnaise to blend.
Chill for 2 hrs. Maybe put into a
mold or served on a plate assorted with crackers or fritos.

Cheese Ball
by Brian O'Neill
3 pkg. cream cheese
1 jar dried beef, chopped
4 green onions (all of them)
3 tablespoon accent
Combine all ingredients and
shape in ball. Refrigerate.
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a sale so big it starts Friday
ZER0°,0 financing until Nov. 2001 on all
Home Appliances & Home Electronics over
5399 when you use your Sears card.
Plus all home electronics & home
appliances on sale.
Closeout

5449"

KENMORE Radiant Range
Save S100
Kenmore gas range a75801
Was 64999. closeout 549 88
while quantities last
Owned 8. Operated By Opal Hart
Bel-Air Center Murray • PH: 753-2310
HAS: Mon.-Sat. 9-6 • Sun. 12-5
Y PAYMENTS Sales tax deanery & rrlstallabon charges 4 any are no.
IMPORTANT CREDIT TERMS
nciuded n monthly payments show, 0% FINANCING DETAILS Snarled, for quabeed purauaosirhon you use
you,Sears Card Sears Premier Card SearsCharge Plus Rarraris due during 0% mood Regular credit terms
apply Mee 0% plead
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Looking For
A "One Of
A Kind"
Christmas
Gift?
Specializing in the art of
• Custom Design • Ring Repair
• Watch Repair • Pearl Restringing
• Engraving • Clock Repair
• Remounting

Designing one-of-a-kind pieces to
treasure for a lifetime.

"Quality Without Compromise"
.
.
Same
Day Serutc
On Most
Items

JEWEIR/ SERVWF CENTFR

Downtown • Court Square • 753-9959

Shrimp Remoulade
Antoine's, New Orleans
--by-Wfkr-Kelley - - -Cooking shrimp in the shell
heightens the flavor; cool before
peeling.
Remoulade Sauce:
2/3 cup ketchup
2 tablespoons horseradish
1 tablespoon Worcestershire
sauce
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
1/2 teaspoon red pepper sauce
I tablespoon minced green
onion
1 tablespoon minced parsley
2 tablespoons salt
1 teaspoon ground red pepper
2 bay leaves
6 cups water
2 pounds large shrimp in shell
3 cups shredded iceberg lettuce
Lemon slices, for garnish
Remoulade Sauce: In small
bowl combine all ingredients.
Meanwhile, in large saucepan
combine first four ingredients.
Bring to a boil. Add shrimp;
return to a boil. Remove from
heat and let stand 10 minutes.
Drain shrimp and cool. Peel and
devein
shrimp. Stir
into
Remoulade Sauce; chill.
To serve, arrange 1/2 cup
shredded lettuce on each of 6
chilled appetizer plates. Spoon
on shrimp. Garnish with lemon
slices. Makes 6 servings, 140
calories each.
D.K. Kelley's Super Nachos
by D.K. Kelley
1 package of taco seasoning
mix
1 lb. ground beef
I large onion chopped
1 teaspoon seasoned salt
1/2 teaspoon cumin
2 cans fat free refried beans
2 cups of shredded Monterey
Jack cheese
I can chopped green chili's
1 cup grated cheddar cheese
3/4 cup chunky taco sauce
1 teaspoon sugar
taco chips
Brown meat and onion. Add
seasoned salt & cumin.
Combine beans, taco mix and
Monterey Jack cheese. Mix
well. Sprinkle chili's over meat.
Top with cheddar cheese. Pour
taco sauce over cheese.
To layer:
I. spread bean mixture
2. spread meat mixture on top
3. green chili's
4. cheese
5. taco sauce
Bake uncovered 20-30 minutes
till bubbly. Garnish with black
olives, green onions, guacamole,
serve as an entree or dip.
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BLT Muffins
by Glenda Wilson
2 cups all-purpose flour
1 tablespoon baking powder
1 cup milk
1 tablespoon sugar
1/2 cup mayonnaise
. 0ked crumbled bacon
3/4 cup 0
(12 strips)
1/2 cup chopped seeded plum
tomatoes
2 tablespoons minced fresh
parsley
In a large bowl, combine the
flour, baking powder and sugar.
In another bowl beat the milk
and mayonnaise until smooth.
Stir into the dry ingredients just
until moist. Fold in the bacon,
tomatoes and parsley. Fill
greased or paper lined muffin
cups 2/3 full. Bake at 400
degrees for 20-25 minutes. Cool
for 5 minutes before removing
from pan.lerve warm.
Skillet Chile-Cheese
Cornbread
by Glenda Wilson
1-1/2 cups corn meal
1/2 cup all purpose flour
1/2 cup shredded cheddar
cheese(2 ounces)
1/4 cup shortening
1-1/2 cups buttermilk
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon chili powder
2 eggs
1 can (4 ounces) chopped green
chilies - drain
Heat oven to 450 degrees.
Grease 10 inch oven proof skillet. Mix all ingredients, beat vigorously 30 seconds. Pour into
skillet. Bake at about 20-25 minutes. Serve warm. Great with
Mexican food.
Strawberry Bread
by Brian O'Neill
3 cups all-purpose flour
2 cups sugar
1 teaspoon salt
I teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon cinnamon
4 eggs, beaten
2-1/2 cups mashed strawberrie,,
or drain frozen ones
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Grease and flour 9x5x3 loaf
pans or any size you have.
Combine first 5 ingredients in
large mixing bowl. Make a well
in center of mixture; combine
remaining ingredients. Add to
dry ingredients, stirring until
well combined. Spoon mixture
into loaf pans. Bake 1 hour; cool
in pan for 10 minutes. Remove
from pan and cool. Makes 2
loaves 9x5x3.

Potato Chip Stuffing
by Glenda Wilson
1/2 lb. of butter or 1/2 lb. bacon
cut in small pieces
2 cups onions cut fine
2 cups celery cut in thin slices
crosswise
1 medium size can of mushrooms
1 lb. sliced white bread
1 cup crushed potato chips
2 eggs
About 1/2 cup parsley chopped
medium fine
1/4 tsp. black pepper
Salt to taste
About 1 tablespoon of sage or
poultry seasoning
Toast bread in oven at about
400 degrees until golden brown
and dry. Turn several times
while toasting. Cover this bread
with cold water until it swells
about 3 slices at a time. Press the
bread until it is of a consistency
that can be made fluffy. Saute
the onions, celery and mushrooms in the butter or bacon and
drippings until tender. Pour this
mixture over the soaked bread.
Add crushed potato chips and
season with pepper, sage, salt
and parsley. Last add the eggs
and mix lightly with two forks.
If mixture appears dry more
melted butter may be poured
over it.
Cowboy Coffee Cake
by Shirley McDougal
2 - 1 loz. cans refrigerated buttermilk biscuits
1/4 cup butter or margarine,
melted
1/3 cup firmly packed brown
sugar

1/3 cup chopped pecans—
] teaspoon ground cinnamon
Arrange biscuits in a lightly
greased 9-inch round cakepan,
overlapping edges. Combine
butter and remaining 3 ingredients; spread evenly over biscuits. Bake at 350° for 22 minutes or until golden. Serve
warm.

Poppy Seed-Lemon Muffins
by Rita Boggess
1 (18.5-ounce) package yellow
cake mix with pudding
2/3 cup vegetable oil
2/3 cup apricot nectar
4 large eggs
1/3 cup poppy seeds
1/2 teaspoon grated lemon rind
2 1/2 tablespoons fresh lemon
juice
Combine all ingredients, stirring until blended. Spoon into
greased muffin pans, filling twothirds full.
Bake at 400° for 18 to 20 minutes or until done. Remove from
pans immediately, and cool on
wire racks. Yield: about 2 dozen.
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'Delivery Available to area hospitals, hineral homes and retirement home

(270)436-6260
Kathy Farley

"Ask about
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Mammie's Clover-Leaf
Yeast Rolls
by Cathy Wilcox
3/4 cup Crisco
2 cup buttermilk
3/4 cup sugar
1/2 cup lukewarm water
1 cup boiling water
7 1/2 cups plain flour
1 teaspoon soda
2 teaspoon salt
2 cakes yeast or 2 package dry
yeast
Take 1/2 cup lukewarm water
and dissolve yeast in and set
aside, must be just lukewarm.
Cream Crisco and sugar, add
boiling water and salt. Put soda
in buttermilk, stir then add into
these ingredients. Add the yeast
water mixture now then pre-sifted plain flour a little at a time
until mixed well. Dump onto
flour board and make into two
batches. Put into floured bowls
and cover with saran wrap tightly and refrigerate till ready to
use. Can keep up to two weeks.
When ready to make rolls take
out of refrigerator punch down
on floured board. Pinch in little
balls and put 3 balls in each
greased muffin tin, lightly put
melted butter on top and let rise
till double in size, while rising
cover with cloth. Cook in 450'
oven till good and brown.
Enjoy!

Southern Style Cornbread
by Murdena Simmons
3 cups Martha White self-rising
meal
1 cup Martha White self-rising
flour
3 whole eggs
2 tablespoons sugar
1/2 cup Wesson Canoia Oil
1 - 3 cups whole milk
Pre-heat oven to 350*. Mix dry
ingredients in large mixing
bowl. Break eggs into small
mixing bowl. Add oil and 1-1/2
cups milk. Whisk until eggs are
well beaten. Add milk as needed
to make thick, but pourable batter. Pour 2 tablespoons Wesson
Oil into large black iron skillet.
Place skillet in oven, allowing
oil to become hot before adding
batter. Sift 2 tablespoons flour
evenly over surface of oil and
add batter. Bake at 350* 50 minutes to 1 hour. Remove to serving plate after cooling three
minutes. Cut into wedges and
serve with butter while hot.
(This bread can be used to make
cornbread dressing to serve with
turkey).
Sour Cream Biscuits For Two
by Lori Andrus
1/2 cup sour cream
1 cup Bisquick
1/2 stick butter
Melt butter. Mix all ingredients; spoon into 9-inch pan and
bake.

wars WORKSBQP
Let Us Help You With Your Holiday Meal!
•BBQ PORK SHOULDERS
•SMOKED HAMS
•DEEP FRIED TURKEY
•BBQ TURKEY
•RIBS
•TENDERLOIN
•SIDE DISHES
•HOMEMADE PIES

We will prepare and deliver for your
special event - $200 minimum order.

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-11-QUE
Intersection of Hwy. 1824 & 464
Almo • 753-1934
Grill Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 11-2; Fri & Sat 11-8
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"Slaw"
by Christine Ratterree
1 head cabbage (med.) chopped
1/2 cup onion
1/2 cup green pepper
1/2 cup Wesson oil
1/2 cup vinegar
1/2 cup sugar
1 teaspoon celery seed
1 teaspoon salt
Mix and refrigerate. Will keep
7 days.

Watergate Salad
by Whitney Morris
1-20 oz. can crushed pineapple
1 cup miniature marshmallows
1 package (3 1/2 oz.) pistachio
instant pudding mix
1-9 oz. cool whip
1 cup of nuts
Mix pineapple and pudding
together in the same bowl. Add
rest of ingredients. Mix well.
Refrigerate for 2 hrs.
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Orange Salad
by Joette Lamb
1/2 cup sugar
1 small can crushed pineapple
Heat to boiling.
Add a pkg. of orange jello which
has been dissolved in 1/2 cup of
cold water.
Let set until congealed. Add 1
cup of grated cheese, 1/2 pint
whipping cream that has been
whipped. Mix lightly. Put back
in refrigerator.

Give
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Mom A Break
Prime Rib
Thursday, Friday,
& Saturday Night

Call us for Holiday
Party or Banquet
Arrangements

Chicken Salad with Orange
Poppy Seed Dressing
by Glenda Wilson
6 to 8 cups assorted salad
greens (Iceburg, Romaine,
Bibb)
1-1/2 to 2 cups cooked chicken
cut in strips
3 to 4 oranges peeled sliced in
half cartwheels
3 to 4 hard cooked eggs, cut
into wedges
1 avocado sliced
1 cup thinly sliced celery
1/3 cup thinly sliced green
onion
In large bowl combine salad
greens, chicken, oranges, eggs,
avocado, celery and onions.
Seed
Serve with Poppy
Dressing.

-Strawberry Salad
by Janet Wallis
2 small (3 oz) boxes strawberry
jello
2 cups hot water
2 teaspoons unflavored gelatin
2 cans(16 oz.) whole berry
cranberry sauce
I pint(2 cups) sour cream
1 cup chopped celery (finely
chopped)
1/2 cup chopped nuts

Orange Poppy Seed Dressing
2/3 cup salad oil
2 teaspoons fresh grated orange
peel
1/4 cup fresh orange juice
3 tablespoons vinegar
1 tablespoon poppy seed
1 tablespoon sugar
1/2 teaspoon onion salt
1/2 teaspoon salt
In jar with lid, combine all
ingredients. Chill and shake
well before using. Makes about
1 cup.

Buttermilk Salad
by Audie Mae Nix
1 20 oz. can crushed pineapple
(undrained)
2 tablespoon sugar
Stir in one 6 or. pkg. orange
kilo. Let cool.
Add:
2 cups buttermilk
1 - 8 oz. carton whipped topping
1/2 cup chopped nuts.

6

Closed Friday, Nov. 24th. Open regular hours from Saturday, Nov. 25th
through Dec. 23rd. Closed Dec. 24th through January 3rd.
Regular hours resume January 2, 2001.

40
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Take.500 Off Dessert

A

Unique Clothing
and
Gift Items...

'The Something 3or Everyone Store."

Dutcli Csgenbaut
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AFTER 4:00 p.m. ONLY with this coupon. This coupon is good for fifty cents off dessert
with each entree order. Coupon must be presented with order. No copies accepted. Offer
expires Dec. 23, 2000 (Code ML&T)
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Serving Down-Home Cookin' Cafeteria Style
Regular Hours 11:00 to 2:00 and 4:00 to 8:00 Tuesday-Saturday
1674 State Route 121 North • Murray, Kentucky 42071 •(270) 753-2348
1.5 Miles form the MSU Stadium on KY 121 North

00010

•
Christopher
Rag/k0
Sweaters

HMO
Accessories

Thanksgiving Dinner with
ALL the fixins' from
10:30 to 3:00 Thanksgiving Day

ON
E

Cont. on page 11

jewelrig
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Dissolve jello and gelatin in hot
water. Add cranberry sauce and
stir until dissolved. Next, add
sour cream and mix well. Add
celery and nuts, stir until combined. Pour into 9x13 container
and refrigerate.

(irrianterifS
305 South 12th

1674 State Route 121 North • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-2348
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753-7441
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Spaghetti Pizza Pie
by Kay Weber
8 ounces spaghetti, cooked and
drained
1/2 cup Dated Parmesan ch,
spe
1 egg lightly beaten
1 pound ground beef, cooked
and drained
2 cups spaghetti sauce
1 pkg.(8 ounce) shredded mozzarella cheese
Toss cooked spaghetti, parmesan cheese and egg together and
press along bottom and sides of
a 9 inch pie pan to form crust.
Mix meat and spaghetti sauce
(may add mushrooms), spread
over spaghetti crust, cover with
mozzarella cheese. Bake at 350
for 30 Minutes. Let stand 5 minutes. Cut in wedges and serve.
Chili
by Joette Lamb
2 lbs. ground beef
1 large onion chopped
2 mince garlic
4 oz. can chopped green chili
1 tablespoon salt
1 tablespoon pepper
1 - 14 oz. can pinto beans
1 - 14 oz. can kidney beans
1 pkg. taco seasoning
1 pkg. Hidden Valley season
3 cans stewed tomatoes
3 tablespoons chili powder
3 tablespoons sugar
Brown ground beef and onion.
Add other ingredients. Cook
until done.

Swiss Chicken Casserole
by Janet Wallis
4 cups(5 breasts) chicken,
cooked and diced
1 1/2 cups chopped celery.
2 cups croutons (cheddar, if
available)
1 cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup of milk
I tablespoon onion soup mix
8 oz.(2 cups) grated swiss
cheese
1/4 cup slivered almonds
Combine all ingredients and
mix well. Spread evenly into
greased 9x13 pan. Bake at 350'
for 35 to 40 minutes.

Chicken In A Skillet
by Joette Lamb
1 box Stovetop stuffing mix for
chicken
1/4 cup margarine - cut up
4 boneless, skinless chicken
breasts
I can condensed cream of chicken soup
1/2 cup of milk
Mix stuffing mix seasoning
packet and butter and 1-1/2 cups
hot water. Set aside.
Spray skillet with non-stick
cooking oil. Add chicken, cook
5 minutes on each side, mix
soup and milk. Pour over chicken. Top with stuffing, reduce
heat to low,cover. Cook 10 minutes or until chicken is cooked
through. Makes 4 servings.

Company Chicken-Artichoke
Bake
by Dru McKinney
(Serves 6)
1/4 cup butter or margarine
6 chicken breast halves, skinned
and boned
1 cup chopped onion
1 clove garlic minced
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour
1/4 teaspoon salt
1-1/4 cups chablis or other dry
white wine
I cup chicken broth
(1)3 oz. package cream cheese
(1) 14 oz. can artichoke hearts,
drained and halved
1/2 cup sliced natural almonds
toasted
Melt butter in a large skillet
over medium heat. Add chicken
and cook 5 minutes on each side
or until browned. Remove
chicken from skillet, reserving
pan drippings, place chicken in a
2 qt. casserole. Set aside. Sauté
onion and garlic inreserved pan
drippings until tender. Add flour
and salt, stirring until smooth.
Cook 1 minute stirring constantly. Gradually add wine and mixture until mixture is thickened
and bubbly. Add cream cheese,
stirring until cheese melts.
Remove from heat, set aside
arrange halved artichoke hearts
over chicken. Spoon cream
cheese mixture over chicken.
Cool. To store: cover and refrigerate up to 24 hours. To serve:
bake 350 degrees for.45 to 50
minutes or until bubbly, sprinkle
with toasted almonds.

Chicken Crescent Wreath
—
by Glenda Wilson
2 tubes(8 oz ea.) refrigerated
crescent rolls
1 cup shredded colby-jack
cheese
2/3 cup condensed cream of
chicken soup
1/2 cup chopped fresh broccoli
1/2 cup chopped sweet pepper
1)4 cup chopped water chestnuts
I can (5 oz.) white chicken
drained or 3/4 cup cubed cooked
chicken
2 tablespoons chopped onion
Arrange crescent rolls on a
12-in pizza pan, forming a ring
with pointed ends facing the
outer edge of pan and wide ends
overlapping. Combine the
remaining ingredients. Spoon
over wide end of rolls. Fold
points over filling and tuck
under wide ends (filling will be
visible). Bake at 375° for 20 25 minutes or until golden
brown.

Ole Settler's Beans
by Cathy Wilcox
1- 16 ounce can pork and beans
1 - 16 ounce can or pkg. butter
beans
1 -16 ounce can dark red kidney
beans
1/4 cup catsup
1/4 cup bar-b-q sauce

1/4 cup brown sugar
1/4 cup white sugar
1 tablespoon liquid smoke
3 tablespoon white vinegar
1 teaspoon salt
dash pepper
1/2 teaspoon chili powder
2 tablespoon mustard
2 tablespoon molasses
Brown 1 pound ground chuck.
drain grease, add I chopped
onion, sauté then cook 3/4
pound bacon - let cool and
crumble. Add all these ingredients with those above, put in
crock pot and cook on low after
it starts to simmer for 6 to 8
hours.

Italian Style Roast Beef
by Glenda Wilson
Average size roast beef
I can Campbell's double
strength beef broth
2 tablespoons crushed garlic
1 teaspoon oregano
1 (16 oz.)jar peppemncini (juice
only: if you like it hot, add peppers too)
Combine all the ingredients in
the crock pot and cook on low
for 18 to 24 hours. Best served
on sandwiches. For example on
a hoagie roll with Swiss or however you like it
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eAnnual Tall 'Festival `Family ight
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Hickory Woods

1

Retirement Center

titterback Road
Murray, KY
(270) 759-8700

54

Jessie Barrow & her family getting ready
to enjoy the eventful evening offood, fun
& entertainment.

MILLENNIA GAS RANGES
TGF375BH B
•Self-cleaning oven with AutoLatchtu safety lock
•East Set II1Tm Electronic Control
'Electronic clock/timer
•Upswept porcelain cooktop with
sealed burners
'Two 11,000 BTU Power Burners
'Black porcelain drop pans
•Black glass window door
•Removable storage druwer

209 S. 3rd St. • 753-5341
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am n Dish & Casseroles
Southern Stir-Fry
by Trudy McFarlane
1/4 lb. BBQ pork,-shredded1/4 head white cabbage, sliced
thin
4 green onions, sliced
6 mushrooms, sliced
1/2 cup frozen green peas
1/2 green pepper, diced coarsely
2-3 tablespoon chili oil
Powdered ginger
minced garlic
soy sauce
Heat chili oil in wok or skillet,
add vegetables and stir fry 3
minutes. Add BBQ pork, mix in
well, sprinkle with ginger, garlic
& soy sauce to taste. Stir fry
until vegetables are cooked
through, but slightly crisp. Serve
over rice. May add pineapple
chunks, pea pods or sliced carrots if desired.
Easy Oven Roast
by Brian O'Neill
•1 (3 to 3 1/2 pound)chuck roast
2 tablespoons steak sauce
2 tablespoons onion soup mix
1 (10 3/4 ounce) can golden
mushroom soup. undiluted
Place roast on a large sheet of
heavy duty aluminum foil; brush
with steak sauce, and sprinkle
with soup mix. Spoon mushroom soup on top; wrap loosely
with foil. Place in a 1 3x9x2-inch
pan. Bake at 3500 for 2 hours.
Yield:6 servings.

Grilled Chicken Breast
With Pepper & Onions
by -Brenda Kimbro -1 lb. of boneless chicken breast
I stick of butter
2 bell peppers (green & red for
holidays)
1 large onion
Salt & pepper to taste
Box of white rice cooked
according to directions
Grill the chicken breast, salt
and pepper to taste. Melt 1 stick
of butter, cut and remove seeds
of 2 bell peppers, slice into
small pieces, cut 1 large onion
into bite size pieces. Combine
peppers and onions into butter,
simmer till peppers and onions
are soft. Add chicken breast to
mixture. Simmer 10 to 15 minutes on low. Spread this onto
white rice and serve.
Poppy Seed Chicken
by Trudy McFarlane
4 chicken breasts
8 oz. sour cream
2 tablespoon poppy seeds
20 Ritz crackers - crushed
I stick oleo, sliced
Sauté chicken in lightly oiled
skillet until cooked through.
Layer chicken in casserole, top
with soup and sour cream, sprinkle with crushed Ritz crackers,
sprinkle with poppy seeds, dot'
with butter. Bake at 350 degrees
20 to 30 minutes.

Chicken in Foil
by Mike Ohstrom
1 (2-1/2 lb.) broiler-fryer, quartered and skinned
1/4 teaspoon garlic salt
1/8 teaspoon paprika
I large onion, cut into 4 slices
1 large baking potato, cut into 8
slices
2 carrots, scraped and cut into
3/4-inch pieces
2 0211cg celery, cut into 3/4 inch
pieces
1 (4 oz.) can sliced mushrooms,
drained
1 (10-3/4 oz.) can cream of
chicken soup, undiluted
Cut 4(24 x 18 inch) pieces of
heavy-duty aluminum foil. Place
a chicken quarter in center of
each piece of foil; sprinkle with
garlic salt and paprika. Top
chicken evenly with onion and
next 4 ingredients. Spoon soup
evenly over each portion. Seal
bundles, and place on 15 x 10 x
1 inch jellyroll pan. Bake at
4000 for I hour and 15 minutes
or until chicken is done. Makes
4 servings.
Italian Chicken Bake
by Lori Andrus
4 skinless chicken breasts
2 jars spaghetti sauce
I can mushrooms
1 onion
1 can black olives
1 red bell pepper

11101TOPY NDUCT1011

"Top of the Line"
9000 Memory Craft
1.1,t $3,7499

NOW ONLY
1,999

Mid-Priced Models 5124
Itst SS99

Mushroom Roast
by Jennifer Dixon
1 can mushroom soup
dash of salt
dash of pepper
dash of garlic powder
3 cups of water
3 to 4 pounds of roast
4 peeled carrots
4 quartered potatoes
I small onion
I can of mushrooms
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Get an oven safe baking dish.
Put the roast in and use a dash of
salt, pepper and garlic powder to
season. Put in three cups of
water and your can of mushroom soup. Stir around the meat.
Bake for about two hours. Add
your carrots, potatoes, onion and
can of mushrooms. Bake until it
is tender.

ist 59`09

NOW ONLY

NOW ONLY

$449

$425

All Janome /New Home Machines On Sale!

OVER
COST

A.! mpk="00
(fewiireg 6-7/444

9:i Chestnut • Murray (Across from Ryan Milk Co.• 270-753-3444 • 1-800-346-8227
Visit Our Website: www.designaquilt.com

Pot Luck Bar-B-Que Beans
by Murdena Simmons
1 gallon can Bush's Baked
Beans
2 lbs. extra lean ground beef browned
1 cup Bullseye Mesquite Bar-BQue Sauce
1 large chopped onion
1/2 cup pure maple syrup
1 tablespoon Lea and Perrins
Worcestershire Sauce
1 Teaspoon French's Yellow
Mustard
Remove fatty ham bits and 1/2
cup sauce from beans and discard. Brown and drain ground
beef. Mix ingredients in large
mixing bowl. Pour into 11" x
14" x 2-1/2" dish. Bake at 325
degrees for 45 minutes. Serves
24-30.
Pork Chops and Gravy
by Rita Boggess
1/2 cup all-purpose flour
1-1/2 teaspoons dry mustard
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
6(I-inch thick) lean pork chops1 (10-3/4 oz.) can condensed
chicken broth, undiluted
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
Combine first 4 ingredients in
a shallow dish; dredge pork
chops in flour mixture and set
aside. Combine remaining flour
mixture and chicken broth in a
3-1/2 quart electric slow cooker.
Pour oil into a large skillet; plae
over medium-high heat until
hot. Cook chops in hot oil just
until browned on both sides;
place in slow cooker. Cook covered , on High 2 to 2-1/2 hours
or until pork chops are tender.
Serve with hot cooked rice or
mashed potatoes. Yield 6 servings.

J.T. LEE

Sergers 634-D

••
$20

•

3 tablespoon parmesan
2 tablespoon garlic salt
2 tablespoon sweet basil
2 tablespoon sugar
1 16 oz. box pasta of your
choice
2 16 oz. packages mozzarella
Boil pasta until done, drain &
rinse in warm water. Bake
chicken in oven 350 degrees for
1 hour, simmer sauce and
remaining ingredients and seasonings (excluding mozzarella).
In a 10x13 baking dish put your
pasta in first, next pour your
sauce vegetable mixture and
place chicken breasts on top of
the sauce. Sprinkle 2 packages
of mozzarella cheese and lightly
sprinkle sweet basil. Bake until
cheese is melted.

Nir

Jeweler

Christmas Wishes CAN Come True!
Use Our"Wish Box
to register your selections so he'll
know how to shop.
Dixieland Center

(1.).4.7)Lior

Ze

759-1141
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Cheddar Cheese Potatoes
by Evon Kelley
4 cans of sliced potatoes
1 can of cheddar cheese soup
1/4 cup chopped onions
salt and pepper to taste
Layer potatoes, onion and salt
& pepper. Mix soup with 1/4
cup of milk. Pour over potatoes.
Bake at 350° for 30-40 minutes.
Two-Tone Baked Potatoes
by Dru McKinney
6 med. russet potatoes
6 med. sweet potatoes
2/3 cup sour cream divided
1/3 cup milk
3/4 cup shredded cheddar
cheese
4 tablespoons minced chives
divided
I 1/2 teaspoon salt divided
Pierce russet and sweet potatoes with a fork bake 4000 for
60-70 minutes or until tender.
Set sweet potatoes aside. Cut a
third off the top of each russet
potato, scoop out the pulp leaving skins intack. Mash pulp with
remaining sour cream, chives
and salt. Stuff mixture into half
of potato skin, spoon russet filling into the other half. Place on
a baking sheet. Bake at 350° for
15-20 minute or until heated
thoroughly.
Broccoli Casserole
by Jennifer Dixon
2 packages frozen broccoli
1 medium onion, finely chopped
1 3/4 sticks butter
8 ounces of cheese
1 can cream of chicken soup
1 cup cooked rice
Simmer broccV, onion and
butter until soft. Add soup and
cheese, mix well. Add rice. Mix
well. Bake at 350° until real hot
and brown.

•••-•

Hashbrown Casserole
by Freda Osier
2 lb. bag hashbrown potatoes
stick melted butter
I can of cream of chicken soup
1 (8 oz.) container sour cream
1 cup grated cheddar cheese
1/4 cup chopped onion
Salt and pepper - dash
_Paprika - dash
Mix all ingredients together
and pour into greased casserole.
Top with paprika and more grated cheese if desired. Bake at 350
degrees for 45 minutes - 1 hour.
Makes 1 large or 2 small
casseroles.

Dilled Green Beans
by Debby Ferguson
2 lbs. small fresh green beans,
trimmed
1 cup white wine vinegar
1/4 cup chopped fresh dill
3 tablespoons sugar
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
Place beans in boiling water
to cover; reduce heat, and simmer 8 minutes or until crisp-tender. Drain; plunge beans into ice
water to stop the cooking
process. and drain again. Place
beans in a large shallow dish.
Combine vinegar and remaining
5 ingredients, stirring until sugar
dissolves; pour over beans, stirring to coat. Cover and chill 8
hours, stirring occasionally.
Serve with a slotted spoon. Yield
8 servings.

'our

A PIECE OF CAKE
NEW LOCATION
7I5B South 12th St.• Murray
Behind Debbie & Co. on the
south side of Vernon's
VICKY YOUNG

411.

a

Wash artichokes. Cut off
stems and top third with sharp
knife. Remove center young
leaves and choke, scraping until
the heart is exposed and clean.
Rub out surfaces with lemon
juice. Place together in a snug
fitting sauce pan. Add remaining
lemon juice. I teaspoon salt in 1
inch boiling water. Cook uncovered 5 minutes. Cover and cook
30 — 35 minutes or until base of
stem can be easily pierced with
fork. Remove and place upside
down /drain. Prepare stuffing by
heating 1/4 cup butter and water
in a saucepan until butter melts.
Stir in remaining ingredients.
Spoon stuffing into artichokes.
Place close together in a baking
dish and 1/2 inch boiling water
and bake 3500 for 20 minutes.
Serve with melted butter if
desired.

„RIR mous
HvINGs
"
AN
NIVERSARIE
•

270-767-9570
ORDER EMMY FOR THE 11101 11),Vitii. •

Drain pineapple. Mix juice,
flour, sugar and butter. Cook
until mixture coats spoon. Add
pineapple, nuts and cheese. Pour
into greased casserole dish. Melt
4 tablespoons butter; add 1 cup
crushed Ritz crackers and 1/4
cup chopped pecans. Sprinkle
on top. Bake at 350° for 25 min
utes or until cheese melts.
This makes a delicious dish for
potluck luncheon.

Fresh Tomato Salsa
by Melissa Shown
2 cups peeled, chopped tomato
1 jalapeno pepper, seeded and
finely chopped or 1 (4 oz.) can
chopped green chiles, drained
1/2 cup thinly sliced green onions
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1/2 teaspoon salt
1./2 teaspoon dried oregano
1/8 teaspoon pepper
1 tablespoon chopped fresh
cilantro
Combine all ingredients. stirring well. Cover and chill at
least 3 hours. Yield: about 2
cups.

Garlic Broccoli
- by Bernard Kane
1-1/2 lbs. fresh broccoli
1-1/2 teaspoons dark sesame oil
1-1/2 teaspoons vegetable oil
1/2 teaspoon dried crushed red
pepper
2 cloves garlic, minced
1/4 cup reduced-sodium soy
sauce
1 tablespoon sugar1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon water
Remove and discard broccoli
leaves and tough ends of stalks:
cut broccoli into spears. Arrange
broccoli spears in a steamer basket over boiling water. Cover
and steam 5 minutes or until
broccoli is crisp-tender. Remove
from heat and keep warm. Heat
sesame and vegetable oils in a
small saucepan until hot hut not
smoking: remove from heat.
Add crushed red pepper, and let
stand 10 minutes. Add garlic and
remaining 4 ingredients, stirring
until sugar dissolves. Toss broccoli spears gently with oil mixture just before serving. Serve
hot or cold. 6 servings.
Turkey Pot Pie
by Alice Rouse
I can cream potato soup
I can cream chicken soup
I can Veg-All (large)
2 cups turkey
1/2 cup milk
1/2 teaspoon parsley
2 pie crusts
Put 1 crust on bottom of pan
and mix all ingredients together
and top with other crust. Bake at
375 degrees for 40 Minutes.

ijet4, &ass
xxxs
1,\
x x,,
Home....
Beautiful
Recipe For A "Everyday"Discount Prices.
FURNITURE,INC.

Fine

Homemade Cakes, Cookies, Fudge,
Brownies and More!
•

1.4

Stuffed Artichokes
by Glenda Wilson
6 medium artichokes
3 tablespoons lemon juice
1-1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup butter or margarine
1/2 cup water
2 cups Pepperidge Farm herb
seasoned stuffing
1 tablespoon finely chopped
onion •
1/4 cup finely chopped parsley
2 tablespoons pamiesean cheese
1 clove garlic minced
tablespoon pine nuts
1/2 teaspoon oregano

Baked Pineapple Casserole
by Alice Like
can (16 oz.) crushed pineapple
1 cup grated sharp cheddar
cheese
2 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup sugar
2 tablespoons flour
___1/4_cup chopped nuts
1 cup crushed Ritz crackers

Furnishings at

•Hooker
SNOWY
•
•*Walk
•Broyhill
Universal
•
Kesler
•IliMball

Basset•
liestonic
•Pulaski•
You've 1?een
tat
IA
ee
-S
1
"Come

Vlissin9"

103 S.
Downtown Murray •

Free Financing

3rd St.
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Curried Corn and
Sweet Red Pitppem
by Angie Hale
3 tablespoons butter or margarine
1/4 cup chopped red bell pepper
1 (15-1/4 oz.)can whole kernel
corn, drained
1 teaspoon curry powder
1/8 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper
1/4 cup whipping cream
Melt butter in a skillet; add
red pepper, and cook, stirring
constantly, until tender. Stir in
corn and next 3 ingredients;
cook 3 minutes, stirring often.
Stir in whipping cream; cook,
stirring constantly, just until
heated. Serve alone or over
chicken breasts Of sliced port
tenderloin. Makes 3 to 4 servings.

Golden Potatoes
by Brenda Moore
1/4 grated Parmesean cheese
1/4 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon garlic salt
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
6 medium-size red potatoes
1/2 cup butter or margarine
Combine first 5 ingredients in
a large heavy-duty, zip-top plastic bag. Cut potatoes lengthwise
into fourths; add to bag, and
shake gently to coat. Set aside.
Place butter in a 15x 10 x I-inch
jellyroll pan; place pan in a a
425' oven until butter melts.
Add potato; return to oven. Bake
30 minutes,turning once. Makes
4 to 6 servings.

Sugar Snap Peas
with Basil and Lemon
by Susan Kane
1 teaspoon olive oil
3/4 pound sugar snap peas
1/4 cup coarsely chopped fresh
basil
1/2 teaspoon grated lemon rind
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon ground white pepper
Lemon wedges
Heat oil in a nonstick skillet
over medium heat. Add peas;
stir fry 3 minutes or until crisptender. Sprinkle with basil and
next 3 ingredients; stir-fry I
minute. Serve immediately with
lemon wedges. Yield 2 servings.

Vegetable Casserole
by Jo Burkeen
I can Shoe Peg corn
8 oz. sour cream
I can French-style green beans
1 cup Cheddar cheese, shredded
I medium onion, chopped
I can cream of mushroom soup
1/2 box Cheese Nips (large)
I stick butter
Crush Cheese Nips. Pour Melted butter over Nips and mix.
Place 1/2 of the crushed Nips in
the bottom of a buttered 2-quart
casserole dish. Mix the other
ingredients together until well
blended and pour into casserole
dish. Cover with remaining
Nips. Cook for 45 minutes at
350 degrees. Serves 6 to 8 peopie.
Oid-Fashioned Candied Yams
by Dorothy Workman
3 medium yams
1 cup sugar
1 tablespoon nutmeg
1/4 stick butter or margarine
1 teaspoon vanilla flavor
pinch of salt
1-1/2 cup water
Peel and cut yams in quarters.
Sprinkle with sugar and nutmeg;
add hurter. Add vanilla, salt and
water. Cover and simmer over
medium heat until liquid forms a
syrup. Remove from heat and
serve.

Advantium — Oven
'
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• Speed cook technology cooks an
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Cabbage Casserole
by Jo Burkeen
1/2 small head cabbage, quartered, cut and shredded
1 small onion, chopped fine
1/2 bell pepper, chopped fine
3 tablespoon butter, melted in
skillet
3 tablespoon flour
1 cup milk
1/2 —ttip —Shredded Cheddar
cheese
A little salt
Small pan cornbread or left over
cornbread
Cook cabbage, onion and peppers until tender. Melt butter in
skillet, add flour. Heat and stir.
Add milk and stir with whisk.
Add shredded Cheddar cheese,
salt and heat until cheese is
melted. Place cornbread in a
food processor; chop fine. Layer
cabbage, cheese mixture, cabbage, cheese mixture in casserole dish. Top with cornbread
crumbs. Season with a little
poultry seasoning. Bake in oven
at 350 degrees until real hot.
Spanish Rice
by Alice Rouse
I chicken, cut up
I cup rice
1 jar pimentos, chopped fine
2 cups chicken broth
1 large onion, chopped fine
I can tomato sauce
1/2 teaspoon saffron
1 small can tomatoes
salt to taste
1/3 cup green pepper, chopped
fine
Season chicken with garlic salt.
Brown chicken in 3 tablespoons
of oil. Remove and put in roaster. Add green pepper and onions
into fat; brown. Add pimentos;
add to chicken. Add tomatoes
and sauce. Bake about I hour at
350 degrees, uncovered, stirring
occasionally. Remove chicken
from pan and add rice, broth.
saffron and salt to sauce. Place
chicken on top. Return to oven.
covered, and bake 45 minutes or
until rice is done.

Corn Casserole
by Dorothy Workman
1 (17 oz.)can whole kernel corn,
drained
1 (17 oz.)can cream-style corn
1 stick margarine, melted
2 eggs, beaten
1 box Jiffy cornmeal mix
1 cup sour cream
Mix all ingredients together.
Bake in a greased 2-quart casserole dish for 1 hour at 350
degrees.
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esserts
Pumpkin Pecan Loaves
by Dru McKinney
(Makes 2 Loaves)
3-1/3 cups all-purpose flour
3 cups sugar
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon ground nutmeg
I can (15 oz.) solid-pack pumpkin
1 cup vegetable oil
4 eggs lightly beaten
2/3 cup water
1/2 cup chopped pecans
Carmel Glaze:
1/4 cup butter or margarine
1/4 cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
In a bowl, combine the first six
ingredients. Combine the pumpkin, oil, eggs and water, mix
well. Stir into dry ingredients
just until combined; fold in the
pecans. Spoon into two greased
9x5x3 inch loaf pans. Bake 350
degrees for 60 to 65 minutes or
until toothpick inserted near the
center comes out clean. Cool for
10 minutes before removing
from pans to wire racks. For
glaze: combine the butter, sugars
and cream in a saucepan. Cook
until sugar is dissolved. Cool for
20 minutes. Stir in the confectioners sugar and vanilla until
smooth. Drizzle over cooled
loaves.

Chocolate Jets
by Glenda Wilson
1-6 ounce package semi-sweet
chocolate pieces
1112 cups lightly crushed Fritos
corn chips
Melt chocolate. Stir in Fritos
until thoroughly covered with
chocolate. Drop by teaspoon
onto wax paper.
Apple Dump Cake
by Lucille Bailey
2 cups chopped apples
2 eggs
2 cups sugar
1/2 cup oil
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1 cup chopped nuts
2 cups flour
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon vanilla
Place apples in large bowl,
break eggs over apples. add
other ingredients. Bake in a
9x13 pan for 1 hour at 325.
Sauce Topping:
Mix 1 cup brown sugar
1/4 cup milk
1 stick oleo
Cook 3 minutes. Punch holes
in cake and pour hot sauce over
cake.

Cappuccino Brownies
by Trudy McFarlane
1 pkg. fudge brownie mix
1/4 cup water
3 teaspoon instant espresso
powder or 2 teaspoon instant
coffee
2 eggs
1/2 cup vegetable oil
Mix to pkg. directions - cook.
1 pkg. soft cream cheese
1 stick margarine
1/2 cup sifted powdered sugar
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
Beat together, spread on cooled
brownies, chill.
1 cup chocolate chips
2 teaspoon instant espresso
powder
5 tablespoon margarine
Melt together and spread on
chilled brownies.
Memaw's Date Bars
by Cathy Wilcox
I box dark brown sugar
3 whole eggs
2 1/4 cups plain flour
2 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 pound package chopped dates
1 1/2 stick margarine
1 cup pecan pieces
Melt margarine. Add brown
sugar & vanilla, mix well, add
eggs one at a time and mix well.
Dredge dates in flour and baking
powder to keep from sticking
together. Add to mixture, then
nuts. Put into 13x9 pan that is
greased and floured. Cook 350°
for 30 to 35 minutes. Take out,
let cool and cut into small bars.
Good for holidays and can
freeze well for later.

40-

Refrigerator Cookies
by Janet Walker
1 cup butter, softened
1 cup packed brown sugar
1 cup sugar
2 large eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 1/2 cups self-rising flour
1 cup chopped pecans
1 cup miniature chocolate chips,
opt.
Cream butter and sugars; beat
in eggs and vanilla. Gradually
beat in flour; stir in nuts and
chips. Divide dough into 3 equal
portions; shape each into a
12x2-inch log. Wrap in waxed
paper or plastic wrap and chill
overnight. Slice into 1/4-inch
thick slices; bake on ungreased
cookie sheets at 350° 10 minutes
or until lightly browned.
Remove to wire racks to cool.
Yield: about 9 dozen cookies.
Tip: Uncooked logs may be
frozen up to 2 months in heavy
duty zip-top bags; thaw in
refrigerator.
For
Lemon
Refrigerator Cookies, omit
brown sugar, vanilla, nuts and
chips. Use 2 cups sugar, 1 teaspoon lemon extract and grated
rind of 1 lemon; I cup dried
cranberries may be added, if
desired. For gifts, tie ends of
waxed paper with a ribbon;
attach a tag with baking directions; keep uncooked dough
chilled.

Banana Cream Cheesecake
by Glenda Wilson
1 3/4 cups graham cracker
crumbs
1/4 cup sugar
1/2 cup butter (melted)
1-8 ounce package cream cheese
softened
1/2 cup sugar
3 to 4 medium firm bananas
sliced
1-8 ounce carton frozen
whipped topping - thawed and
divided
1 3/4 cups cold milk
1 package instant banana cream
pudding mix (3.4 ounce size)

Ole Fashion Alabama
Banana Pudding
by Cathy Wilcox
Pudding:
2 eggs
1 cup sugar
1/2 stick butter
2 tablespoon flour
2 1/2 to 3 cups milk
2 teaspoon vanilla
Take 2 tablespoon flour and
mix with sugar, add eggs, butter,
vanilla and milk, beat all well.
Then cook slowly on top of
stove in a boiler or double boiler
until thickens - stir frequently
while it is cooking. Set aside and
stack wafers and bananas.
Layer on bottom of deep dish,
wafers then bananas sliced until
you get it as deep as you want.
Usually I do six layers or so.
End with wafers on top. Pour
warm pudding over all the layers and let the wafers soak up
the flavor - sprinkle few crumbled wafers on top and enjoy!

In a small bowl combine cracker crumbs and sugar; stir in butter. Set aside 1/2 cup for topping, press remaining crumb
mixture onto the bottom and up
the sides of a greased 9-inch
spring form pan or 9-inch square
baking dish. Bake at 350° for 57 minutes. Cool. In a mixing
bowl beat cream cheese and
sugar until smooth. Fold in 2
cups of whipped topping.
Arrange half of the banana slices
in crust; top with half of the
cream cheese mixture. Repeat
layers. In a bowl beat milk and
pudding mix until smooth fold
in remaining whipped topping.
Pour over cream cheese layer.
Sprinkle with reserved crumb
mixture. Refrigerator for 1-2
hours or until set.

Mother's Candied Pecans
by Tammy Hobbs
I cup packed brown sugar
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup sour cream
1 teaspoon vanilla
12 oz. pecan halves, toasted
Combine first 3 ingredients in
heavy saucepan, bring to a softball stage (234-240 degrees),
stirring. Remove from heat; stir
in vanilla. Beat mixture until
almost stiff; add nuts. Pour onto
waxed paper; separate with fork
as pecans dry. Yield: about 2
cups.

The Celebration"
by Tom DuBois

• The Aloah's Ark Series
Holiday prints
• Collector Christmas Ornaments
• Photo Ornaments &Much More
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Cook at 350' approximately 20
store in an airtight container for
full flavor.
minutes. While cake is cooling,
mix coconut, sugar and water' — -Frosting for Coconut Cake:
and bring to a boil. Put about 6
2 cup powdered sugar
8 ounce sour cream
tablespoons of this mixture on
each cake layer for moistness.
12 ounce frozen coconut
Frost and leave in the refrigera8 ounce cool whip
tor about 3 days before eating;
Mix well and frost.

Coconut Cake
by Kathy Wyatt
1 box white cake mix
1/2 package frozen coconut
1/3 cup sugar
1/3 cup water
Mix cake mix as directed on
box. Pour into 3 layer pans.

Let the Joy
Begin
799
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Mag Flashlight
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Earthquake Cake
by Janet Wallis
I cup coconut
1 cup chopped pecans
1 box German chocolate cake
mix
1 stick of margarine
1-8 oz. package cream cheese,
well softened (almost melted)
1 lb. powdered sugar
Oil or spray 9x13 pan. Spread
coconut evenly over bottom of
pan. Sprinkle nuts over coconut.
Mix cake mix according to
directions on box. Pour mixture
over pecans.
Melt margarine; add softened
cream cheese. Then add powdered sugar. Mix well. Pour this
over cake mix. Sprinkle an additional 1/2 cup coconut over cake
mix.
Bake at 3500 for 35 to 40 minutes. This may bubble over
when baking.

7-Up Cake
by Charlotte Flake
1 box Duncan Hines lemon
supreme cake mix
1 box kilo instant pudding mix
-lemon or vanilla
4 eggs
1 cup Crisco canola oil
1-10 mince bottle 7-Up
Mix and bake at 350° in a
13x9x2 inch pan for 30 minutes.
Filling:
1 large can (1 lb. 4 oz.) crushed
pineapple
3 egg yolks
1 1/2 cups sugar
1 tablespoon cornstarch
I stick butter or margarine
1 cup coconut
Cook on low heat until thick.
Remove from heat and add 1
cup coconut. Spread on cake.
Linda's Peanut Butter Bars
by Linda Parker
1 cup light corn syrup
1 cup sugar
2 cups peanut butter
4 cups crisp rice cereal
3 cups powdered sugar. sifted
1/2 cup butter
2 tablespoon milk
1 to 2 teaspoon vanilla
Combine first 2 ingredients in
large saucepan; heat and stir
until sugar dissolves. Remove
from heat; stir in peanut butter,
then cereal. Mix well; pat into
buttered I 3x9-inch pan. Beat
remaining ingredients until
fluffy; spread over cereal mixture. Chill until set. Cut into
small squares or bars; store in
covered holiday tins with waxed
paper between layers. Keep
chilled until serving.

Possum Pie
by Glendale Place Resident
3 egg whites (beaten stiff)
30 crushed Ritz crackers
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 cup sugar, plus 2 tablespoons
3/4 cup chopped pecans
8 oz. Cool Whip
1/2 can coconut
Grease pie plate with shortening. To egg whites add sugar,
vanilla. Ritz cracker crumbs and
nuts, pour in pie plate. Bake at
325 degrees for 25 minutes.
Cool thoroughly. Cover top of
pie with Cool Whip. Cover top
of Cool Whip with coconut. For
variety color coconut. (I do this
at Christmas and Easter sometimes).
Granny's Mince Pie
by Sybil Patterson
4 medium Granny Smith apples
peel and sliced thin
1/4 cup sugar
2 tablespoon of margarine
1 1/2 cup non such mince meat
1 1/2 cup unsweeted apple
sauce
2 deep dish unbaked pie shell
Cook apples, 1/4 cup of sugar,
2 tablespoon of margarine, in
microwave for 5 minutes on
medium heat. Stir ever 2 minutes. Add mince meat and apple
sauces. Put in pie shell, put other
pie shell on top. Stitch with fork.
Brush top with 1 egg yolk mixed
with 2 tablespoon of milk. Bake
at 350° for 30 minutes.
Janet's White Fudge
by Janet Walker
2 tablespoon butter
2/3 cup evaporated milk
1 1/2 cups sugar
2 cups miniature marshmallows
12 ounce white chocolate
morsels
1 cup pecan pieces
1 teaspoon vanilla
Garnish: candied red cherries,
halved, opt.
Combine first 3 ingredients;
bring to a full rolling boil over
medium heat. Boil 4 1/2 to 5
minutes, stirring constantly.
Remove from heat: stir in next 4
ingredients and heat vigorously
1 minute or until marshmallows
and morsels are melted. Pour
into 9-inch foil-lined pan; chill
until firm. Remove foil before
cutting into 1-inch squares. top
with cherries. Store in covered
holiday tins. Yield: about 2
pounds.
Tip: For Toll House Chocolate
Fudge. substitute 1 1/2 cups
semisweet chocolate chips. For
Peanut Butter Fudge, substitute
2 cups peanut butter flavored
morsels; omit cherries.
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Autumn Jewels Gelatin Salad
by Glenda Howell
& Glendale Place Staff
(Serve with your Thanksgiving
Meal)
1 cup cranberries
2 apples
1/2 cup sugar
6 oz. red gelatin
15 oz. crushed pineapple
1 cup celery, diced
1/2 cup nuts, chopped
2 cups boiling water
Use pecans, walnuts or a mixture of both.
Chop the cranberries, apples
and celery into small pieces.
Drain the pineapple and save
juice. Combine cranberries,
apples, and sugar; cover and
refrigerate while preparing the
rest of salad.
Combine gelatin with boiling
water and stir until dissolved.
Add enough water to fruit juice
(apricot nectar, strawberry nectar, etc.) to pineapple juice to
equal 1 cup. Add this to the gelatin mixture. Chill in the refrigerator until slightly thickened.
Combine the cranberry-apple
mixture with celery, drained
pineapple and nuts. Stir into gelatin mixture. Pour into lightly
greased mold or into individual
serving molds. Chill until firm.
Unmold and serve on a bed of
lettuce or garnish with sout
cream or slightly sweetened
whipped cream and a very light
sprinkling of cinnamon.
Cauliflower Salad
by Tammy Hobbs
1 large head cauliflower, cut tips
only
I cup mayo or salad dressing
1/4 cup sugar
1 tablespoon vinegar
1/2 teaspoon salt

1/2 green pepper, diced
1 small onion, diced
I zUrbacon bits
1 cup sharp Cheddar cheese
Mix all together and chill
overnight. Can add English peas
or broccoli.

Cherry Coca-Cola Salad
by Vickie Holland
I can pie cherries with juice
2-1/2 cup water
1/2 cup sugar
1 cup Coca-Cola
1 large pkg. cherry Jell-0 or 2
small pkgs.
1 (No. 2)can crushed pineapple
1/2 cup chopped pecans
Combine cherries, 1/2 cup
water and sugar in saucepan.
Boil for 5 minutes. Mix Jell-O
with 2 cups boiling water, then
add cold Coke. Cool until mixture begins to thicken slightly.
Add cherry mixture, nuts and
pineapple. Chill until firm.

Easy Pecan Pie
by Tammy Hobbs
pastry for one-crust pie (8 or 9inch)
9-inch pie:
3 eggs
2/3 cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/3 cup butter. melted
1 cup light corn syrup
1 cup or more pecans

dients in a medium size mixing
howl. Chill for at least 3 hours
(but best if chilled overnight to
blend all the flavors together.
Serve cold.
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3 boiled eggs
1/2 onion (or more to taste)
3 Tbs. catalina salad dressing
2 shakes of garlic powder
Drain beans then mix all ingre-

Non-Fancy Bean Salad
by Sherry Holt
3 cans kidney beans
1/4 cup mayonaisse
1/3 cun mustard

Special Strawberry Spinach
by Dru NIcliinney
9 cups torn fresh spinach
I pint fresh strawberries halved
1/2 cup silvered almonds toasted
Dressing:
1/4 cup vegetable oil
2 tablespoon sugar
2 tablespoon cider vinegar
1 tablespoon chopped onion
l teaspoon poppy seeds
1 teaspoon sesame seeds
1/4 teaspoon paprika
1/8 teaspoon worcestershire
sauce
In a large bowl, combine the
spinach. strawberries and
almonds. Place dressing ingredients in a blender; cover and
process until combined. Pour
over salad and toss to coat.
Serve immediately.
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8-inch pie:
2 eggs
1/2 cup sugar
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup butter. melted
3/4 cup corn syrup
3/4 cup or more pecans
Beat together ingredients.
except pecans. Mix in the
pecans. Pour into pastry lined
pan. Bake until set and pastry is
browned at 375° for 40 to 50
minutes.
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